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to Devereux (1998).
drama, and
excludes
This Is, in his view. a result of the 'UC:UHJJ4Y
Devereux's research on
drama concentrates on Glenroe', It states that Glenroe fails
to rplr\rf'",,,,'nt
in Irish
Devereux mentions some material and
constraints Which may
this is so. However, di!~re:!1a:rdin!1
he argues that the
pr'od'uc,ers is the real reason for the exclusion of <lA;(>;"tV'" ""n,'v"",,,"" from
teicvision drama:
A""fw'illr,6

F.UUL<,'UH,#A<U

v,,",,<:uuu.<:;<> makers. There is no real
an 'U<:;U"J",,'''''''' one which is
the
series from
either a traveller or
character at the
centre of the programme ... (Devereux, 1998: 124).
",,,,,,.h,,,,nc

In his conclusion, the finanCial difficulties faced by
and do not:
the
deCisions' made
(Devereux, 1998:
televIsIon is described as
that i.s, it 'facilitates ...
the continuation of
(1998:146). It does this,
the
of feckless or unfortunate indiViduals,
abstracted from its causes in
economic base. However, Devereux is
similar sin tn his
of
By
to make
decisions, he abstracts the Oc,Cu1pa'tio:nal
from its social and htstorical
He
process, but not an
of
terms' (see Garnham, 1986: 17).
Cultures are embodied histories. These

histories, which we carry Within us, are
(Bourdieu, 1990:
As such, the

drama nr;r>mi1P,'rQ
and the numerous constraInts that act upon the oll2:a'1isation. R"',,,n.-.t1 this,
each
and
will have its own unique set of historiC
conditions, and so we can not expect to fmd a
monolUhic culture within
Devereux also infers that the :ideas and intentions of drama ,..,,.,,,rl,,,,',~,,,,,
np,-t"·"j-l,, 1n the dramas on which
culture of drama nrn{1',,,',,,r,,,
process carried out
1986). It is
socIal, economiC and te(:nrlm~Jg!ca!
processes, which are
their controL This article looks
at the OC1CU]paltlOli1a!
culture of
drama
and some of the constraints that affect their work. It
attempts to demonstrate that the culture
the
of drama
Dr1odlllc<~rs is
linked to processes in a broader socto-techntcal environment (see Law.
1991: 9). TI1.is
is based upon pr~e1ilnitlary research on
television drama.

as
of teleViSion content and culture is seldom
(see
Newcomb and
1982). Even when
televisiOIl
as a group. It Is
necessary to be aware of the many
1

1. Glenroe 1$ a long
runnIng soap opera set. in

a small

rur~d

community

Within Dublin's hinterland.
It Is unusual in that It has
continuity In characters.
familles and so on from
two preceding soap operas,
The Rlordo.ns and BrackerL

Tunstall describes how televisIon
'tend to be locked Into a geIJre-sl)cc:1Hc
world'. Their work, and even leisure time, is often entlrl'.Iv rlP"Yr\j'prl
genre (Tunstall, 1993: 2). Each television genre possesses its own conventions,
"Ha.. '"u~:.,-,,, and rewards.
TeleVision drama. like every other genre, possesses
It i.s a
h1tp,·,·",tlnl1 genre for
its poiiUcal slt':nri.iC,m'Ce, drama
has been understudied in comparison with news and current affairs.
drama is
,,.,.,",,",ih, 111alciu,j!, a transition. In the recent
drama was a non-commercial genre
It is re(:ol!ni~;ed as one of the I1r,'<>I'p,,1 poterltt;~l
areas in commercial
Review
teleVision drama has come close to Bourdieu's
of the field of
cultural
as the economic world reversed (Bourd1eu, 1993: 29). The field of
cultural
is
the domain of the 'dominated fractions of the dominant
class' (Marx, 1845: 303; Gamham and WHliams, 1986: 126-7; Bourdieu, 1993: 38). It
UC.!Vlj'J::'" to those who make theIr
of Ideas rather than by
""""'U),; an active contribution to material
Class is a field of
and in
cultural
often try to undermine the dominant fraction of their
i\P!"nrlnd wealth, which
lack, and
the vlrtues of culture, in which
abound, As a result of this
is the site of a 'double
(Bourdieu, 1993: 37-8),
The field of art may serve as an
Put
the field is
between
those who value, and are valued for, the
of culture or those who value, and
the
of money. To be an artists' artist one must be
to the
for
between these autonomous and heteronomous p:rln<:iples of
money. The field is
hlerarchlsation. Bourdieu describes the criteria of art purists as '"'OT''''''' SpeCjl!1C
consecration" i.e., re(~ogmtlon
artists, critics,
owners and so on. These
criterta are pe'~UIlar to the.field of art. If art were free from considerations of
and
power these would be the ultimate criteria for success :in the field,
this IS a social
and
power, wrns, thus the
field where the loser, in terms of economic
field resembles the economic world reversed. Art of course can never be divorced from
power or money. Both
of hierarchisation will continue to coe.xist, With artists
more or less
on how autonomous
are from the
Influence
power and economic pressure.
There is a double
in television drama. The nature of teleVision
the creation of 'art for art's sake', Within either commerCial or
service
there must be an audIence.
television drama
may not
dISinterested art there remains a conflict between autonomous and
heteronomous prim;!p!es of hierarchisaUon. Whitemore who sees a
structure of
reflects the autonomous h;p"""'I'I1" of television drama.
distinction withtn the

",,,,,'n,w.-.I',,,

At the top are the aristocrats of the
then come those who
work on
serials, followed
the manufacturers of the
popular series, with soap opera labourers
at the bottom.
Somewhere in the middle - the
pelrhalps or electrical
are those who make dramatisations
and
(Whitemore rn Self. 1984: 1-2).
For purists, the one-off or
""'F.w."p of television drama. It is an
authored nr''\fll''f>t
dWJW,lU>' the
scope for selfexpressi.on. The
for
writers and
directors. It is the
of television drama and as such is seen as a source of
innovation in form and content.
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COST MIX OF HOME PRODUCED PROGRAMMES

DmmaCo-ProOs.-

EducaoonCurrentAlfalrs -

Hours

Entertalnment -

Cost Mix

Presentation

(lR '£1,000

Young

Sport 584 Hr:>

o

~

W

~

lOOl~

lW

l~~

Cost Pcr Hour £,000

(Source: Stokes Kcnnedy Crowley, 1985; 44)

As can be seen in
one, in 1985
per hour
with thc lowest number of

drama had the "'1,,'"'_'"

vu ... '"',,"....

costs

many drama
We've tried
because
who does my
would rather have
- that's where the new series ideas come from - but the
Director of
finds it
and the Director
Sales hates them;
rather have an
success (BBC
executive
in Tunstali. 1993: 123).

drama pr'OU:L!:Ciers
manage
cast, crew, directors and
so on. In many re!;:;p,c;Cl:S
are like artists (see Newcomb and
1982: 88). Like
many artists, drama "r,,,tl,,,I',C>,<>
a sense that sOlmethln~ im:A1J,Ucab1lc called them
to television drama. Thelr work may be as much of a vocation as a
The
of
a
drama series described this.
involved !in drama
because I et!;I,U<U'), like it.
I was
interested in it.
I've been interested in it,
from the Hme I started
with amateur drama and
like
that. i don't think you can articulate it
There's an instinct or
that you feel. I suppose, in a way. it's like
a
like to
or
a
why do
like
You know, tt's because you have to do it (Producer A).
This sense ofa

contributes to a
indMdua1:lst culture
The fact that drama
is seen as indiVidual work is an
The power
and ,·'no,nl""..I1
lies with individuals rather than groups. The effectiveness of individual
the importance of informal work
wIthin

:3

Drama has
a weak
within
because It has
lacked the financial attractiveness of oiher genres such as
vuu,,,,,,,, tack power within the orf;;arllisa
tra.cmioraally the first to suffer in
relative lack of power, drama
fall back on a number of resources that.
anow them to realise their intentions in
of opposltlon.
the individualistic and character orientated nature of their work,
stress how
on 'powers of
, 'social skills' or the
to
heads, This is an
job. These
'sell' their ideas to
to sell or
programmc ideas often take
drama
described some of the informal methods
to sen
a programme.
You would have a
that you wantcd to do; you would talk
to the Head of Drama.
with I the Head of
Dramaj and
~"'-""J he
say ycs or he
throw you out. And you did an awful lot of that.
You did your own
if you wanted to do
And
sometimes
go over the Head of the
(producer B).

2, ,'11c union obJected to
the inclusion of cast
members who weH, lHH
resident In Ireland.

Given the
weak state of
and private revenue
Ireland, RTE has
lacked funds and facilities (Edwards, 1973:
1996), There is a constant
among programme makers for crews. equi!)men
and studio time. Producer B,
described an Incident where
and
to win studio time for his dramas.
the 1960s, a
drama was refused prjoctuc1tio:n due to union difficulties! This resulted in a
gap in the studio schedule,
So r would watch the dates and sort of say
down for a studio play' or 'three
, At one
found four
and I couldn't. believe this... I said 'Terrific! "n,""'.."'Q"
slot now we can do a
' 1 walked i.n to the Controller's office
and I said 'I'd like to do either Yerma, Hedda Gabler or RiChard 11l:
And he said 'oh let's do Richard 11l: And I said 'Great, thanks a Jot!'
and was out the door. I was in and £lut in five minutes, I went back
the commission,
to whoever was Head of Drama and I said 'I've
to him {Controller of
We've
the
I've
RiChard Il1' (producer B),
clearance, we're
It is clear that television programmes are not
down;
conflict and
mould them. Conflicts arise between
and crew and
,""",.w.;'C"') and managers (see ElUott, 1972: 11-12). These conflicts may
in formal or informal contexts, A central means of resistance for drama
n.-,r".. ,,,,...'"'' lies in the use of such informal
the
POss{:ssiion of
levels of cultural
an aloof stance as nr.Ht'j"jflOnf'rR £lf a somewhat Hnl"'Lil1~,U art.

Drama has a

similar to what Mills referred to as the
experiences and SOCial processes, the
"''''-''''''I'i"" and the broad sweep of historical events. Drama may mobiHse concern about,
engagetm~nt in, social
social pr£lcesses to the
experiences that
influence, Producers see this as a most
of
their work.
{Mms, 1959: 5), It can link

4

Producer C said he would like to see
of Insh
drama about the 'existential
worked out in terms of
All
Sons as a
of ex'emlpl,'ll
deals with industrial
which rebounds
life of tbe man who
T\PrrI.'fr,lU·", it. All
Sons was
as a
in
because it linked the
1>pr.",,,,,.l and the social. Producers see this H""~~'''''' between individual characters and a
broader social whole as a fundamental part of ,U<UUUI;;
U1JiUV'U;"LC'LUY POlltl,::;ru element to drama
are well aware of.
"PJ'W<llTl (} to Producer A, is
fJV,U.U'''.. l . That is not to say. however.
Dn[)C1111C,~rs are free to
their ,...... ,.,."'''-I:'lJ
th'-£Hldh their work. 1 now turn
are
to want to express in that work.
to the

have ambitions

U><U»Ul'. money and
on
power. 'Good drama' is not seen to

VU.HU·""'"

""""u'",;e, or economic
drama need not have been a finanCial success. Often drama ls admired
because it
dominant views of

'~r,N>i,"'p

a

drama and one that has
Irish travellers. Hather than
seen as token characters, travellers in Glenroe are seen as an intrinsic
of thc show.
Producer D commented that 'Glenroe for
has a
tradition of rplnr">'lf'n1
which
extends back to The Riordans; it's been a kind of
felt that the
of travellers was biased. but
of traveller life. It was noted that
travellers were far more
Hfe and were far more numerous. in
Glenroe, than is
of an Irish
to Producer A 'If you wanted to
the number. I mean to have two traveller families in a cast of
is
well above what
should be'.
;:;V.IUL/dlHCUl.:

rCIJn:::l5enL<~U()llB of

number of
of travellers, the

from academic researchers
of cOlnplato.ts

l"l-.n£"pn,h,

rn<l,;lu-Ihr

in terms of the
cr1t1cised
the
letters that I
on drama, about our dramas. You know
a E..,eHf"U
times out of WO the
are travellers
critiCism from audience members,
have
in
of travellers. Devereux claims that
are ,,,,,,V'VJ;'''''''''Y
".,;cr,'-n,·""",,.,li-n,{f travellers and
care about entertainment and
1998). If this is so, audience
the
do
in
tTllveUers at all?
travellers. whieh goes hpunn"
own concerns about SOCial issues, which were
mentioned a number of forms of social exclUSion £,c\,~(>,"""'n
young
and also
said that such issues should have II ;:'LAU""""
presence In television drama.
no.~~H-n

the

errlbc.ay the culture of the
resources.
serve to
this culture (SeweU.
admired and emulated
drama
into the
culture that underlies the

5

The programmes
3. Strumpet City addressed
pove.rty and Industria!
strife in turn of the
century Dublin.
Tile
Ballroom (if .Romance dealt
with religious ano sexual

conservatism In Ireland.

the programmes mentioned most i?P''''''''M,t!>r
The Ballroom
wr."".crn,,'£.> dealt with
and social issues, albeit
was a short drama series
and BBC. It
T"'lr'>l"l''''f,nt·p,O the contemporary
of social exclusion and domestic violence.
the fact that the programme deals with uncomfortable social issues, U, is a
valued cultural referent among
of drama in
Producer D
commented that
It was a brilliant
of work and
r think it is the onc
which I'm
that
was
associated with'.
Producers n.,.",j~:"ri Fair
as a show that had i.,.nn·...,">"~,ri '-"LJU'>lU'Cl
It was nr.''''''''1"l
UCdHHP with issues such as
and
breakdown. Producers
for a lot of British drama. Man Bleasdale's
the Blade
Producer B described this drama series, which dealt
urlcflnpioy'cd in Thatcherite BritaIn. as 'one of the classics of all
time',
the dramas
to be
dealt with
social issues
upon a group of characters. If thcsc """,'rn'",,,,
resources which
the
culture and
it is
difficult to support the view that therc is an
within

Issues.

an active interest in pnlmotto/!!:
of
such as travellers, homosexuals, poor
""r",!..",,,, and racial minorities. RTE is Ireland's dominant media or~5mllsat!on,
are a dominated fraction within the
The way
television drama
an a11iance of
positJlon between these dominated cultural r.,..",..""",.,.,c and subordinate
in
overall. ThiS is based on a ho:mo'loJ.l~ of soelal ",,,,"';;-;n",,,, (Bourdieu, 1985: 735-7),
As a dominated fraction of the dominant class, drama ",...,c"-'I1",.",,.,,,
dominated groups in
The oI'~:anl.satio]nai po:sitiion

'~'_U'.".Y

IS

"'''"U~,UIUUU

and power. This
of social pOisUl.on pn~dtsP()se:s
with
who are dominated .in Irish
aim to make culture a
social
over money and
to
with the dominated and excluded in society.
This does not
radicalism or altruism. If a dominated fraction of the dominant class
1s to achieve
power, this can
be done in alliance with other subordinated
groups (see Marx, 1852: 121-2).
sy:m~)alnIE;C:

T>~~_a~ the liberal! centre ieft culture which exists
drama
there are still criticisms of
social issues, The
inability of
drama to tackle social
to the satisfaction of commentalors is
less a
of the
culture of
than it is of other structural
constraints. This section
out some of the constraints that exist for
of drama in

British
cmnp:a.re:d with multi-national cOll1e:l:ofller·at.es or even
stations, is a finanCial minnow. This is
of Ireland's past. The creation
necessary but ec()nl:}1nclC~l!!y
of Irish
soon after in(leI)erloe:nc:e
6

PUIDE,hillg. Like Radio
before H,
,vas '~V'F."'~'-"'"' with mi"'<fi"lr.<}'" from the
£1",",,,, ...1',,,,,,,.0+ of Finance. Under its framework HO;';,'''''''''''''''',
tJr(mn:ca!,alitg Act 1960,
has to pay for Itself wtth no final cost to the ex(:nequ,ex The small size of Ireland's
rates of licence evasion, the
of the licence
among other reasons, have led to economic constraints on
This
collection
is reflected in the attitudes
drama
Cost and commercial
were a concern for most of the
interviewed.
While
may want to have better sets, better
and so on, the issue of
cost must come first if
There's a load of
that I would like to Ch'3.n~~e in Fair
There's loads of pnJ(1l1ction values that I would lil{e to Increase or
make better, But I mean I am P¥I'l"Plmpm a.P;'"''<I.U>''' when it comes to
the actual
of QV,_U,",,,.uup;
I think that it has
to have a cost effectiveness, i think it is
valid in the schedule if
it is cost effective (Producer E).
Cost effectiveness !s a concern for all in
bnt it is
who have
been at the thin end of any

salient for drama
cuts.

Producers did not
about audiences
to avoid
social
on television. Instead.
more attention to the ,..",c,,",....., that a
programme
In the
television schedule. A programme slot co!Te~:;pctnd.s
with the size, cOlmpOSi,tlon
behaviour of an audience. The iTnnr-..,-h'nt"" of the
slot is eVident when COlmp'<lriin14 Glenroe and Fatr
and the way in which
both
address social p.1IOl)Jlen1s.
HU'U!'t:H:l::;

"'n',....,..""''',... to issues
a different
The ethos of G!enme was seen to be a direct consequence of Glenroe
transmitted at half
on

Producer E

that Glenroe tended to take a

There is a very different
about Glenroe, I mean I've
maintalned that the
of Glenme ls that we're
it on a
We want to know that before we
the week, a11 is
wtth Glenroe then an is
with the world. We can go to work on M()llClay T'n'~rr,in($
Whereas what ,Fair
is ui;t:,m,;i;tll,y
the world, and this is what's wrong, and this is what's
are
of AIDS, ",..,,,,,,,1,.,',,,
up and
do become poor. and Fair
(Producer El.

The coverage of SOCial issues is also related to
drama is
dominated
the station's two soap operas, which are shot on multi-camera
video, Video is
It allows saturation
lIj;£hting: for each individual shot. Video allows
to 'churn it out'.
Drama nr''''i1' ..... cI on Video .is
intended for domestic audiences.
Film is much rarer in
It is very
not
because it coSls more to
process and edit but it also takes
to shoot. Each shot must be lit
and
often
one camera is used. This ...,,..''';'0'''<: a lot ·of time and a
trained techniCians. Film has been used
in its
dramas
DL<;trlct Detective Urn! (DDU). Both were
with the expectation of overseas sales.
7

Production
can affect the issues that a dnlllla may address. As Producer
it, 'If you look at it from a
economic
of view the more money you
the more comfortable a slot you want. The one that is
to
the
return tends to be a conservative slot'.
expensive film produc:ticlUs
as
to
or
the audience. Also, film "'r,f\rl"t'>NnnQ
expense, often necessitate CQ··pr'od.uction
Irish issues that it may address. FUm
",,.,,,,",,,,..r,,-,....,, may
soc1al issues; for
and
xe:nolPl1,)bia were
the Cut and DDU
Film does,
however, introduce commercial. pressures that do not exist for vldeo. As Producer F said,
'issue driven' drama is more
to be produced for
time slots
video tec:l1ncolc)gy

no
Whitemore's
is sub-divided into sections for

It does not "''''''''''''''';'",1"

the BBC, where a robust drama rl""n"rl1nCl",,~t
series, soap opera and so forth (Self. 1984).
reflected, the on""',,",,.;
and never has

in

drama, this h;,"r~'r<,h,," could have been used,
to
In the earlier years of
describe the views of
drama
Hi.lton Edwards,
first Head of Drama.
HTIflnrrp'("I a
drama culture into
staff whom hc
ref;pectetl tor the!.r dramatic work. Producer B '''he was recruited
Edwards "pJ'LUJiiW.<OU
the most ....nnnrn'n'
Tn the
What
m,ltbere:d was ""'''','''5
There was a desire among such drama
should be
of
and that television
should stand
from other genres. There
among
an autonomous space for drama within
wanted to
in drama as others speci,aliised
news or current
from
drama never did achieve the
Whitemore's "'<w~_~,~. or TunstaU's view of separate genre
other activities, <:"6<5,,,,,,,/
worlds {Tunstall 1993: 2}.
We all tried to hold on to our
within the drama
The way it would work, you would
a memo or you
not. You
even
a
call. to come over and
talk to the Controller and be sent to a
for the
year or for a series. And you
entrenched in the drama rl"·,..,,,·... ,,,,"",... ;· but that's lrubbishl. You'd
finish up
like ShalL~~sp,eaJre and be told 'wen we need
you to do Garda Patrol next week" (Producer Bl.

.{u,... ,""u'"'.... there is

<:!,,,>,,,li,,i'QTY\

it is undenia.blethat the volume and

dr<llmaLtic::tlly in the late 1980s.
1990,
as an lmjq)er"la(~nt
for drama's autonomy had been lost.

television drama
in
declined
,p,"v>w'rrr,,,-y'T had ceased to exist
Television. The battle

television, rather than kn.ow'le<ll1e
is
like earlier drama
harbour artistic
think that drama is "'v.... ,,"'uy

hnn.... ri""nt

a keen sense of the rect!p()ltt:!k of COlflte:ml)m"a
onenite vvith a
have ",,-1,,,,",,,,,,1
far less
view of television drama.
inevitable task
within
do not see any room in
who may see that some programmes are below them because
are 'drama
. The schedule, location of a programme, and
Nielsen
are
automatic considerations for
Where soap would have been considered
an anathema
pUrists, as the backbone of
drama
it Is now seen to be a
;o-prOllucttons are
as a necessary
of
business'. Some traces of theatrical
culture survive:
like those ill theatre, still
for
individual
»""Clk'"'' to be
as
De:spi:te this, the

career
n1r)n~'f'N

for programmes

where events In the
continue to affect
and
in the
Within
ganl1>alJ01Jal memory. It appears that what is remembered and
how it is remembered dependS
a
has taken uU' .... "'ltll
The
The programme was critical
Irish nationallsm. It
conSiderable
theories of
that The
,-l""h!>rrin<r prOllw~er's from
a number of p .."" .." ....."'~, but its
nr,")til'<">l'Q depel.ldlng on their Career
unlccm~'Cl0UISl''1.

as a famous "ml'lrl·""fjon that .had run into a lot of
Producer B mentioned The
trouble. He
it had been
because It had
to crlttcise the
educational system Within a drama series. There were, he admitted, some deficiencies in
the
of the programme. As far as he was concerned. pressure from teachers. the
and the
led to the programme
Producer A shared this
view.
to him. The
received hate mail and massive. "'Vlh..",,,,,,
press coverage. Producer C deSCribed his memory of the programme:
slice of life shot in .Kllag!,eIllO school
that caused trouble and was taken otT the air.
'~''''''~~Q pressure and

The

POllt11Cal

pressure.

Producer E also m{mtiOI1led The
but as far as he was concerned the
programme had been blocked
because it had contained a nude scene. Producer D
ftC:COl'lIlnp to him, there was no
with
had a very different view of The
drama but it had to be done
He made a direct cO:rHj:lar:lson
and
contentious content.
was a commerCial and critical
success whereas The
after three eplso.ues.
It's the cackhandedness, it's
that sank it. If you take
he touched. no OnX)ierniS UIUlna.lelY
understands that less is more. The
about some of these
that have gone to
that
are so ...
done. If you want to be radical
to be clever.
That's the other side of U. r mean
can ... shock. But it's a
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skill to do it and to
with
'what ... was
that'? But to come in
around and
land one or two
half blows and
say 'ab what's ... he at? It's to hit and be out
before
realise what is
on (Producer DJ.

at the feet of m~m~.ge.m{:nt who were

Many

to

As far as Producer D was concerned, the programme was

because it was
Career
in
an individual's orJ~al:1i$,atioIlaj experience, have an
effect upon
memory. There is a
of memory within an Ofl::!:,ul!satlon.
,.,prt',..",·"",,,,,,, of the present hut also the
Positions and interests not
si~nmCa!lCe of the
drama culture. a
those who did not
was either
Events do not
enter mto a collective memory. Institutional memory Itself is
reJ)re:se:nurti~le of, and a site of. power
within the 'J!!~<...."a",vu
drama

A

was

among those

in the sixties and did not rise above the level of Head of the Drama
dp'np'r<lfj"t view of drama was prominent among those who entered the orl~mliSiati!:J1
the 19708. Their careers
and in some cases included
~",·"u.• " . . . posmons in television. It appears that
COJrrespond with a less
and more
VIew of drama. A purist drama
culture has been
a more heteronomous culture, which is
to the
demands of rul mCTe:aSlngty harsh
environment.

This
identified Similar ,-u.:u.~;",•.,

no means confined to

Siune and Hulten have

of the classiCS. opera and
found. There is more
fiction, as a rule
offered in serial
(Slum'; and Huiten. 1998: 29).
as

reason for this
lies outside
in a recent
wave
in
and commerce. Constraints of space do not allow a
detailed discussion of the precise transformattonsthat have taken
which is
LUIUQ.H.t.; of this transformation on the whole, however, IS the expl()SiOn in
commercial channels received
audiences. This is visible in
two
and three,
The

of

The recent transformation In the occupa,t\(ll1,H culture of
mirrors this broader shift in the broa,dc:aSit;i.n!! environment. There :Is a common tpT"1,,,..It'\!
to address such a movement
Gresham's
to culture, where bad
teievision. Le" commercial teleVision,
drives out the
service
oa<lc3Lsting. This can not be
at face-value and poses a number of irn.n",.,.t"
Is the
of commercial teleVision
nt'f'>c\n"pr culture. which in the
have
the rpln..-,><;,>nlr",
m''l.r~;inaUsel:1't Is the creative role ofte1evisl.on nrl[){ilI1C(';I'I';
eroded to the:
where
manufacturers
'content'?

commentators as
Garnham. if we are more nr·",,,,,r'
dominated fraction of the dominant class is
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to the emergence of a cultural

Licence St1nn""rj

Channels

Mixed Commercial

Licence

n.r'''''-i'Pr! Channels

Mixed Commercial
(Source: Humphreys 1996: ZOO-I)
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(Garnham, 1993: 187-9). There is a need to UP<lltld",tp whether recent
in dramatic form and content. and
culture
a move towards
aplJutlCaJ, cOlXlm1erciaIly driven 'content' manufacture: There is also a need to know if
pr~)(111ct:lon >''''''''''''''''''' remove the informal 'action channels' (Ettema.
Mareuse described late
""'jJ!L<llU'>j,U as a one-dimensional
where QDDo:sttlon is made impo:ssilble
the internalisation of aplpaJrel1ltIv
economic realities? Will we end up with television that has commercial dividends as its
"",rric,t;"lr of
to the detriment of
welfare? Is commercIal
the new
commOI1 sense of
drama? These issues will be addressed in
_~.'_ ..•,_"
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L In 1999 Mary McAlcesc

was elected Presldcm of
lrdand In succession 10
Mary Hobinson. The other
candidates were Mary
SanoW. Rosemary SCanll1fl
LDanal. Derek Nally ana
Ad! Roche.

2. All references made to
The Irish Times ,:an be

aecessed via their webslte
http:! lwww.lrelam:l.com/

Stmmel opens his essay entitled
way, '[tlhe
of external
possesses for us the
dimension that in
external nature
can be considered to be connected, but also as ""!IJa.J"'U'::;v.
(Stmmel, 1997: 170). Ambivalence,
two spaces at one and the same
'-""Vi."'. condition of
SOl:1O-PI)lH1C<U drama in Ireland which makes active
use of an ambivalent rhetoric, O""",""ifU'<,
traln~,cencllng boundaries.
November 1 L 1997), President
McAleese
and inclusion.' The rhetorlc of inclusion and
hr!d,,'e;::; had heen a feature of her
from the outset. At the launch of
her
26. 1997. the front page of The Ilish Times'
that
'ProL MeAleese
several times of
and was
about whether her
out to unionists
not be as welcomed
some as Iitl was {by) President Robinson: The week before. on
19, Mary
Roblnson, the
UN
Commissioner for Human
waS
in
the
news section of The Irish Times,
'to dedicate her new role to uu'u,""u","
hrirld,'<> between North and South.
to the
and clE'""",j,,,... ii,,.,«
while
up for victims of
Robinson had eX'tra,pOllal:eo
Irish visions to her new role in the UN. but McAleese was
the same ",,,"iT""'"
rhetoric so as to
a
continuity between herself and Robinson
she made any
'claim as natural Robinson successor" to quote the front page
headline for the October 10 edition of The Irish Times. The success of this hrlcl,fp_
stressed

pn:sliC1eIUllH nominations: 'McAleese is clear to win:

The Irish Tunes front pages "' .. r.",:"~.<"l a discrete source

SOclO-

data.
the
of The Irish. Times newspapers from October 1 to
October 29 were collected
some
In;'u~t)pnnel1!r newspapers were also
but later the decision was made to
concentrate on The Irish Times
because of its extensive Internet
The
Irish Times for the first time had a
web page devoted
to the
in its ".-.Hr,PTu on the net.
pVHU'-otA

Both the
format newspapers and the internet
were read, and reread.
and coded for topics, Previous work on
in Ireland conducted
this author
1996; 1997,
had led to an
of theortes of ambivalence
back to Simmel. and it was feU that these theoretical notions were at play within
that such ideas
PCrl()rIJlla'fice. In one sense, we could
McAleese's successful nr,f'"i<if"ntl "",rn,-,,,lrfrl and the poJltical rhetoriC of
UU,il"'U",,", and inclusion. Moreover, this data could serve as another <;;/I"o,H1A,'lv that
illustrate and
notions of ambivalence and s01CiO-p1JWt:iClil
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Simmel stands out among the
fathers of
as one who
to deal with 'the ambiValences of human action' (Levme, 1985: 9}.

",H.""",n+".ri

Slmmel
the view, for
that a condition
for the existence of any
of life is the coexistence of
elements. Simmel treated
and
and
and
rebelliousness, freedom and constraint,
as so
many
dualisms co-present tn social interactions and
constitutive of various social
These dualisms. he held.
are inherent in SOCial forms both because of man's ambivalent
and because
needs to have some
ratio of discordant to harmonious tendencies in order to attain a
determinate
(Levlne, 1985: 9).
of Simmel's ideas,
Levine (1985). have ever entered
and Merlon (1976) stands out as one of the few
of the
last "P,,,,,,·",.,"Yn who took up the
of ambivalence,
Merton notes that
ambivalence 'focuses on the ways :In which
ambivalence comes to be built into the structure of social statuses and roles' (1976: 5).
It refers to the social structure, not to the P"";:;UHa.l"y
extended sense,
ambivalence refers to

normative eXlpe(~taHons of attitudes, beliefs,
behavior as;sig;ned
a status (Le., a social positiorl}
Us most restricted sense,
ambivalence refers to
cOl:J)(Jlra1ted in a
in(~ol1npiatilble normative ex:pel~ta.tic'ns
social
status {Merton, 1976: 6, italics in the
Merton's discussion concentrates
on the most restrictive sense of
ambivalence the
status demands an individual may have within a
SOCial relation' (1976: 8). One ofihe famous
that Merton
ofthis eOlr,,~'[~,e
'-'l~'L"".oanl-'. He stressed that this is 'not
a matter of social ,."",,,,,]-,,,1,.,,,, but of role-structure' !l976: 19).
Simmers SOCial
has an inherent
or
ambivalent role-structure. Simmers I'th"tln<ff'1' does not conform to the traditional notion
and leaves tomorrow, but rather Simmers "';-,..., ..... ,,."",. comes
of someone who comes
and
tomorrow: 'the
wanderer, so to
who,
has gone
(Stmmel, 1971: 143),
no further, has not
over the freedom of
and
Simmei's
is someone who crosses boundaries and therefore defines and defies
boundaries, or builds
over them.
the notions
forward
Simmel and introduced to an """h"'''''' spealtln.f!.
Merion, Mills says that 'the
of
ambivalence proposes that
individuals derive a
benefit from normative dissonance, and, in some cases,
OeIJClll0 upon it to manage the
demands of
role or status set' (l982:
2), Ambivalent norms or values within a
work to
the 'social order and
1">1",0\71111" a constraint
extreme behavior in
(1982:1). For the indi\>1dual it
of 'moral
witmn the framework of continued group f'{"nfrwn~1t"I'
(1982: 1). Mills goes onto
his
in the context: of social ps:yd'lolo~l.cal
(Lewm. 1936),
that we all 'exist within a value space bounded
the
varied
inconsistent values and norms of our reference oIientations' (1982:3).
'Our moral deCisions are made within these boundaries' (Mills, 1982: 3).

One of the most
of this value space is the
im:orlSliste:nCy of the various po:sitJ.ons, which form its boundaries.
That Is, the group accords
to more than one normative
lJU::>U.!Uli£. By '-'Qu.u~ ...·",ul". incolrn]:)attbl.e claims, or
one set of
values or norms to counter the demands of another, group members
some
of
in the face of such demands
1982: 3).

Thus, the inconsistencies, ambivalences, or
of the boundaries of the
group are tied to the
between the individual and the group,

In some ways. the moral dimension inherent in this discussion makes it
understandable that
interested in the
of ,."llmon
issues. At the 1996 American
ASSOCiation
Warner
CU,F',l\J'U,," communities In American
the role ritual
has in
boundaries, both between communities and indiViduals'
(Warner. 1997: 218). Warner argues that 'rituals can create - not
eh'])ress social
(1997: 16).
ideas from authors such as Kertzer (1988), Warner says, '(ilt
is as much the emotional power
as the
Dj'
that
(1997: 224; italics in
Furthermore. he says 'the
and do carry
I1UH.11.m: lm"<>""ln(f",' the more
are
the more
in the absence of consensus' (1997: 17).
in notions of ritual. is reminiscent of the
Fredrik Earth who
like other reflexive
that we need 'to discover the
of their institutions and concepts - Le .. the
construct their worlds' (Earth. 1993: 97). We
corlce;pts and
(1993:
need to look at the
332). The answer lies in rec:oglrlising
Rather than
as Dn::;Vl·aUU!
or~~arJlis~lt!c1n of social and
processes: as Geertz (1973: 216)
·'",mh,,..,I« are not in themselves the rel:)l:'esell1t8lti<:;n
of an
power of u"":uuu,,,
expelience you
to it' (l993: 332). ThiS is
With Eourdieu's ideas about
the class distinctions associated with cultural artefacts such as food and drink. Earth
concentrates on a
social divtsion, but his broader
is that the mtl1tilpljlcH.v
of
should come from historical divisions identified
the actors themselves,
whether class-based, or
or
else. Barth argues that this cOlnplex
r" ....Tn"'" is accessIble
researcher and warns that:
pursue purposes, schemes, and conscious
stlJoltJOlcnl.v and often
many
events: and various traditions of
and
embraced,
to build and
experiences. From such
processes is
caco·phony of discordant voices, ideas, and inl:er1pI'(~tatic;ns
coexist in a
disordered
worlds. in a flux
identifiable processes, which we are in
caj:N:.b.le of U'V"""J'''~I<. (1993: 354),
The
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of thiS

and variation, as Warner says, needs to move from an
to a both/and inclusion' (1996: 7).

Neil Smellier has discussed some issues ur'C>UJr:ldlnll. ambivalence as a counter to
rational choice
one of whose main
was James S. Coleman. Smelser
<UJ~U'~U, 'Rational-choice
does not deal with the
that we can aClllvl~lv
love and hate the same
or that such affective orientatlons can
not come into an
with one another so as to
choice and
action based on that choice' (1998: 4). Smelser goes on to say The sot)er:ln~ narartox 1s
that
we as
are
among the best
to understand
ambivalences, we
think about or
them' !l998: 10).
SmeIser's
culminated in a discussion of
announced that 'pc.ltti:cal Institutions and processes offer OpjP01~tun1tJes
ambivalent
into univalent
(1998: 11).

He

In the eleetoral process,
converts indiVidual ambivalence into
absolute
Votes, too, are not revealed
but
conversion of ambiValence into univalence (1998: 11 j,
SmeIser's comments are focused at the level of voter
whereas thiS
of the Irish
dIscusses the ,PT""''''n""
np'''''''l''h""j-p ambivalences. As Bauman has
the
riP'<:irm"'ri cr.ri»",,"!I .. to deal with the
strangers, not enemies'

TIle
the substance of modern
of
modern intellect, of modern
is the effort to exterminate
ambi.valence: an effort to define
- and to suppress or
eliminate
that could not or would not be
defined
(Bauman,1991: 81.
for Bauman, is a reeoncillation with ambiValence, not in the sense of
relpn:senLmg a later historicai condition, but rather in the sense of
a reflexive
awareness of and deconstruction of scientlIic and noUUcal posn::nm,ms. For Bauman,
tir,,,.r!'rHf i:ru~pil'atJlon from Simmel, the nation state as a
construct is SPll';C1:l1C,lI1y
(1eSl12~ne:(1 to manage ambivalent
Theories of theambfvalent aspects of the
nation state are
attractive when
a
to re~m~:se:rl.t
the whole of Ireland.

The notion and rhetoric· of

UUUU.'H~

or builder is ambivalent enough to be
Robinson's successor, but also
On the
of the launch of her
26, before the close of nominations,
McAleese (the
candidate,
by Flanna Fail, but not of Fianna. Fml)
from the United States. Like Martin Luther
she said she had a
to the new mUlennium.' At the
dream, and like Bm Clinton she said she wanted 'a
same time she is forced to defend this rheton.cln relation to her connections with 'the
unionist ",,..,~,,i-,..nlrn from whlch she claims to have received '''''"--~." .. a mountain of
calls...
her how
are and
her
well in this calt1(1l.dacy·
with a defiant
As was remarked at the. bei~inirnng of this paper, the cmnpai~:n
about McAleese
the
This
was taken the week before the
close of nominations and did not include Derek Nany. The second
of the cmrnpaiJl:n
discussed this
The lri.sh Times was
to
the
once
one poll for all it was worth), but this time the
was discussed in relation to the
""""'",,.. for the various
(rather thml in relation to the various candidates) and
P"''-'''O<'''''U''VU

with a picture of Ad! Roche
that
is mentioned. In The Irish Times'
article on the ca:mv,alJ;!n
as the 'cock of the walk'. In terms of media studies, it Is
this
article
on the front page, it was below the fold and at the very bottom.
Ray Burke. Minister for
Foreign Affairs In the
Fianna Fall Progressive
Democrats Coalitlan, was
forced to resign because of
alleged polltlea! conupt!ofl.

In the second week of the camj:)ail2:n, attention shifted towards the
Burke affair."
ref,i~najC!Ol:l, and was linked to a reflection on the new
Fianna FaH. The
is not
coalition
in
trc,nt··n;;,(ff' until
when an article appears
mentioned
dif;CUISS:in~ the car crash in1ml'lfin:lj
Banotti's
team. The next
The Irish
TImes reports on a
McAleese delivered in Cork where she 'stakes a
daim as Robinson's successor', which Is,
the title of the article. Once
however, this article appears at the bottom of the fold, and
is
a
treatment of Bushmills
and sectarian prejtldlCe,
is the first of many
between McAleese and
between the two
communities in the North. The
within the paper but referred to on the
side of the front page, there Is an article entitled
McAleese - not a
natural successor:
the
covered on
the front page that
of the third week of the
headline on the
.......,,,,H ..... fi SF' (Sinn Fein).
below this is an
gap
m:;:;cuSSltrn! McAleese's attitude to abortion. At the same moment, Blair talks of
h,..ln6.,<> the discussion of McAleese reverts to her
or
to mediate
conservatism and liberalism on social issues, a theme which The Irish Times web page
coverage announced in their discussion of the candidates, where McAleese is
under the
'Liberal Feminist or Catholic Conservative.'
The links to the north become more pri:Jm:iI1lmt and =~.,l'n'"
when the
headline is
McAleese on SF,' and, in
a deliberate sense of
the next article is about Blail"
up the peace process.
discusses
l",,.,,,,,r:hm,,.,.,t of
Affairs memo
to reflect some of her Views on Siun
Fein' which he says, if accurate, indicates that Prof. McAleese 'works to a different moral
. The
that McAleese

CriticiSm of her. That wn,w..,'"""
McAleese'-a revelation which appears on The lrish Times web
and headlines their newspaper the
with an
article that discusses the
between the
caused
Adams' 'endorsement' The Irish Times coverage continues to make links to
other media coverage the next
when it discusses the appearance of an of the
candidates on The Late Late Show,
that Banott! looked and
better
,,~<.~f.,~ reason to be defenSive
than McAleese, """D.U'.
ca:mt)ailfffi.' The headline. however, for this
after the most noUtical
into memo leak.'
paper is 'Reluctant Govt sets up
The
week is dominated
a discussion of the
into this
memo. It becomes a
battle between Fianna Fail and Fine Gael, and McAleese
refuses to comment. For the first time in the
the front page of The Irish Times
features a
of McAleese both on
and
The latter
headlined with the article 'Mc}\leese peace process role deferld~:d
between Ahern and Bruton continues the
on the other hand is marked by the
'McAleese defends
bUilder'
yet another
of McAleese. McAleese is
claim to act as
in this arUcle, and says 'lilt is a mistake to believe that one can bul.ld
hrid<fP'" from mid-stream to no man's land.' In other words, she is ac!:mow'le(lJ!ln~
there 113 no
to cloud or obfuscate them. The next
boundaries rather than
18
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camr>ail!n on the front
and the week ends on O"'-L<-'" tiel v with
of the third ",,,rH,"" pol!, which states that 'McAleese remains on course

to win'.
The final three
With a last
by Banott!. and her
she still has a chance to Win. The next
team to state that
the
is not covered on the front
and instead the headline refers to the
American Wan Street decline (or near crash) which may indicate the
in the outcome.
the last
on a
conducted two
before which,
said, showed McAleese had an 'unassailable
lead.' Below this article, which in<:ldentally also featured another
of McAleese,
was a ,. ."".~" ...", of the US Ambassador Jean KenrJ,edy Smith and Frank McCourt, the
author of
Ashes, and the other two artides which
on the front page
that
were also connected to the US: one about the US stock market recovery, and
the other about the trial in tbe US of the Britlsh au pair. Thus, i would argue, The Irish
Times is
an
link between
McAleese and the
(a further
identification of McA!eese as Robinson's successor).
""'-''''V''Ul'~U

The concept of ambivalence from the time of SImmel onwards has
of opposites. Simmel
that it is 'in the correlation of
and
the
allows the accent to fall on the latter' (Slmmel, 1997: 172).
Because the human

is the

notions
[that]

creature who must
- that is
indifferent

we must first conceive
existence of two river banks as ~~'~n.+"h
connect them
means of a
(Simmel, 1997: 174J
CnVC!ra.,fC

of

a.~""",.p",-u to
outsider in the
This
McAleese
McAleese's successful
of herself as a cherishable
The endorsement of John Hume at this
nprn~H'''' lInk the entire affaIr to his

McAleese, as was commented earlier,
boundaries. Bauman remarks:
As

McAleese as an
because of
of ambivalence or
interactions With

than obfuscated these

is never tr",lnrr,,~t

is difficult to avoid, hermeneuUc

area'

jJ"JU''''.W'",

as a
life.

nO't-vlet classified, or
- :mther- claSSified
criteria simiJar to ours, but as
unknown to
us (Bauman, 1991: 57}.

it was

McA!eese for a
time inhabited this grey area. 1n ma..'1.Y ways, one
this grey area that she became President of Ireland.
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This article examines the extent. and
of the
of the
disabled communIty in fictIonal film and teleVision.
that when it :ls
onscreen, the
are often inaccurate or unfalr. Whereas media treatment of women,
the gay community, or ethnic minorities has received considerable academic attention,
to the nature of the
of the disabled, or the lack
VH'UJJ.J'UY on our screens.
There are 350,000
with disabilities in the "'-!J".<''''''' of Ireland (National
Rehabilltatton Board and
1992)
ten per cent of the
J)rlJpi)rt:loIlat.elY YV,·,.,· ...'''t~·n and rCI}reSC1'lte:d on
Irish
1 Were disabled
news readers, soap opera characters, teleVision hosts. This is
far from
the
case. In 1997, across the siX main British and Irish soap operas on Irish teleVision,
there were
three disabled characters.
from
news bulletins for the
deaf, there are no
disabled newsreaders on any of the staUons
available
to Irish television Viewers. With no established
or research methods to draw on
.in the
of
in the media, this article
some tools of
studies
and argues that many of the
that have been
for
will be seen to have a
film and televiSion
nr...... tv·."H'", of
and for
some of the coded messages the mass
us about certain groups in <",,""""<,

Gender studies have Identified many cases in which female characters in the fictional
media are
and not allowed to
into
indiViduals.
Disabled characters are
to the same restrictions.
are oversiflliplll!e:d and used not for their
as
but for their
identifiable
;vnn."lr ....~"'T'T Which is
for dramatic effect, for emotional
or for blatant symtmilS.IJll:,
One of the common 'uses' of disahled characters is as the irredeemable villain.
Martin Norden, in one of
two available critical media studies texts about al~,ar:mll;Y
(Norden,
has coined the term 'eVil
to describe the
of disabled
baddies
revenge for the bad deal
have been dealt in life. Adventure films
such as the Batman movies and James Bond cast
and deformed characters as
the villain of eViL The
of the villain is
linked with his or her
as a dramatic
In
for
instance, the moment that Bond's friend turns evil and h"t,.",,,,,,,
moment that he is nl1,v!,:;\">lUV dil>ti~;ur·ed and thereafter the rI",f""'rnihr ...., ....."."'' ' ,,..,1"<,,
Richard HI to the modern
is bad and lacks heroism. From """'''''''''''''1-'';;':'-1
Batman villain. we can see writers
"""''''VI,a,.y to em!oodly

L The definition of
'disability' used Is that
developed by the World
Health Organisation whleh
Includes physical or
psychologICal impairment
or restrIction and the
handicaps that result from
these condltlons; The onc
exception is that <If noncongenital mental illness
which Is 110t Included as a
(usability for the purposes
of this article.

are not
linked with the dark side, disabled characters are
as remarkable achievers.
who,
all odds,
of their condition. In contrast to the evH avenger, the
a disabled person who,
endeavour
- a
who learns to walk, a
person who becomes
a writer. }ramalticaH''1, this image is useful to script wrtters for whom a disabled n","",,,,,'C
j'ri,',m,nh over their UllnCl"trnlcrlJ: is a rrI"'t"""h,,," for the more
overcome life's obstacles. The
however, is unsavoury to
crttics who see
their
rather than
"'J'J~HL'J;.!. to rise 'above' it to
, It should not be assumed that It is
of a disabled person to be cured, The
is that disabled
can never be
to
be acc:enlted and valued,
n,,'rh"""F'r!

Even the
acclaimed film
of disabled artist
Brown. relies somewhat on the
In a Channel 4 Without
disabled critic Shabnam
out that when the hero writes with
his left foot on the blackboard, his father Ufts him up
'This is
Brown, my son. Genius!' and
It is
when
to behave
that his father accepts him.
Uepl(:Ue,n of disabled

h,,'-h;:,'uin,d

''',,.''i'. . .,,,.-;!',,' arises much less u

...yw,,-,,,,uy

"",uUP"'''' of films such as Children

in film,
Lesser

God or
with disabilities as
individuals, there are few films in whIch disabled characters
rOles as
incidental
in ,",U'l:t<CLV.
sIsters,
brothers and friends, but few disabled characters fiU those roles.
films about Ul'-',"'",UlL.y,
social context. One
which has been held up as a rare
Shabnam 113 the brother of the groom in Four
and a Funeral, He is
friend and he also
to be deaf. His
is
tleat··sl~!ninl! is
In the weaamg
cOln~'e~atton that he believes hiS brother is in love with

Disabled characters are more "v.u U."u"" " nm-fT""""';
situations. The disabled mothers, brothers,
that make up ten per cent of the
and lead
nrrH",,,TV Uves
appear in television 01' film fiction. Th!s reduces the
of
on-screen disabled role models for disabled
and
the estimated seven out
(NRB and
1992) in Ireland
do not come in
contact with
encm.mj:enlng fictional disabled characters. The media
eX~Gej:)ti(~nSLL

in dramatic,

whom disabIlity
is that disability

rCl,ulit!!'!;!

message

With no context In which it is seen as 'normal'.
is
as Ullreate!ling
and unusual. The
of female characters as described
'controls' the threat of the unknown woman
the disabled evH avenger
y.".,rn',nJ·PCI as
to
be feared.
Norden (1994) discusses how disabled
are further Isolated ClrlenilalJC~IUV
various devices
the
of View shot which
the <"..,.~"'t"l'r,r nT''''',l!U''V
able-bodi.ed;
distance is often put between disabled characters and others, and
shots are
taken from realistic
Thus we can
to
see the link with
constructed as
able-bodied.
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Feminist theorists such as
(1975) and van Zoonen (
have concluded
that many female characters in fictional film and television are
either for
dramatic purposes that suit the
or as a means of
them in their
In either a
or subconscious way. Examined under similar
parameters, disabled characters in the fictional media tend to be used for the dramatic
power of their
alone, or
for emotional
Althusser (1971)
that
State
such as the medIa in
this case,
a vital formative role in the creation of a world and
view. If we
of
that
evil in a
or any of
look at the
there seems Just concern as to what they say to disabled and
When disabled children see close screen
nh"",;,-."j condition it cannot contribute to a DOSlL!Ve
Sel.1-ilma,f!e: when
''''''''''1'ln is the
face of •.m'"u"" ...)',
are not affirmed as valuable
achieve. but rather
defined in terms of meir limitations, their achievements defined :In terms of Qv,en:oI1JI.c!g
limitations,
these
Just as there are positive,
of women in films, and films
where women do indeed succeed in eSlca])ill,g the restrictions of the 'male
1975}, so too there are
of disabled
The
details a character in
well r ..." ..."",.·... ,,,,,
the main reason for his .inciusion.

John
1989 film
'n the Hood is an
of the violence and
frustration of the black
of Los
the eyes of a
of {,.>;;:Lt"',!:;"!
<frr,,,1in<f up in this tense
to find their own la!~nl.lLy
with tbe two
statistics: (1) one out of every
black males in
America is murdered, (2) Most of these deaths take
at the hands of other young
black males. These are the issues dramatised by the movie, not "''"'''''''u'''.)'
and his friends,
and uses a wheelchair. This never
becomes a
issue tn the film however It Is his
of the group of teena~~e
that merits his
and his """'''''''''''"_y is incidental. or at least SC!COYldllry This
'-'''''''''VU'LJ is in some way hidden, or ni1~rf\!;llllrdied
",o.J""".''''''''''_y nAirrr"",,·r! as an aspect of the
to
life of Chris. The
around a table
cards With three of the
other characters. It is not until he
his chair back from the table at the end of the
and it is
a wheelchair, that the viewer becomes aware of his Ul',,,,,,,U.
Thus we are first introduced to a person, rather than a disabled person.
The

his wheelchair is ",,..,,.h·,,,,,,,ij as a
Chrl$ is an
of the
mode of +".<l, ..... "''''Alrl rather than a restriction. He uses the wheelchair to 'breakdance', but
is never
as a wheelchatr-user of
athletic prowess, He Is shown as
a
\vith
to
lilH; the others in this
where boredom
offers few outlets for their frustration. This realism continues in the face of
When a rival gang drives around
to km
\vith a rifle. one of
the
that Chris be
off the veranda. When he needs
it is
until then :It is not offered. In this way his
is neither gtven
heroic status nor Id'·lfw·pr1
does this film present us With an
and
of a
It also
an
into the manner it which the
cultural studies world appears to be
indifferent to the issues
to

2. The research for this

study included a focus
group conducted In May
1997
In
Balt!nteer
Community School. Six
partiCipants, aged between
Ofteen and twenty and
with various phySIcal
disabilities

discussed

representation
and
misrepresentation
of
dlsab!l!ty in soaps opera
and film.

[n a
of
'n the Hood
(1993)
seeks to examine
the interaction between various
of
such as
age. race, class etc .•
and to
out various
of maie and female status which
'male'
or 'female' as
or stable entities. The
of 'women' or 'men' become less
useful as we see the hierarchical structure that arises around
of those
that the
construction of black masculine
is "''''''"!'''C.'U'_'J prOI:Hem2tnC
""''''''fi,'lll,A, hl."" ..",~v black men come below white women. who come below white men.
This
in literature and other cultural forms, she argues, tl1,'(m,611
its femlnizatlon, on one hand, and
black men as a
sexual threat to white women) at the other extreme. She sees the mm as
these
and
new
of black II1f"nt;it\I"
a meditated black
characterisations of young black men in
the troubled
(Ice Cube) who
in and out
of reform school, to his brother
(MoITls Chestnut), a ."',,;Ui:J,Ji,C
father who is on course for a football
to the more
and the wheelchair bound Chris.
U"U~:'u~'U'y·::' raucous circle
The term 'wheelchair-bound' is of the variety of
that the disabled
to eradicate and finds
up
need, and
in some way defined
their use of a
wheelchair. Chria, I would argue. is
not 'wheelchair-bound'.
as
he uses his Wheelchair as his mode of
rather than
bound to
Se,coIldiV, director John
him, with rare and much needed realism,
out of his wheelchair.
and
with other
It is
disabled wheelchair-users
used to describe these
e.g.
wheelchair-bound ""6,,·,,,.. tll1nRJlng
enjga~~ed in activities without wheelchairs!
Even
essay, which
sets out to Py:nlr.rp C01Cll!1:cUng
within cultural expression, does not avoid the common trap of «""1'>""'1;,'-'
with
the very use of the word 'the' before
wheelchair-bound Cbris
this effect. WhUst
the various elements of
them to dass and economiCS. her
save for its reference to 'wheelchair-bound Chris" ,-.,.,,,",,,,,.],,+,,,1,, neglects
with which thIs mm so
dealt - phvsl,eal U'~""Li'UJ."Y
of communications/cultural studies theorIsts, to
include the sub.:diVision of able-bodi.ed/disabled in its examination of themes of O""nl1".1'wlegl:na.u describes them, even when eX;llrnlinling those films whiCh Include
nnt".,unlrthv nn" rHV>lI'" of diEiab,HU:y

The soap operas available to all Irish teleVision audiencc: Fair
Brookstde, Eastenders, Coronation Si. and Emmerdale

a
absence of disabled characters,
the
that soap opera possesses to
Include disabled characters and to
them
There are on average
characters in a soap opera. Of all the characters in the Irish soaps Glenroe and Fair
one
of Glenroe) has a
A central character in Glenroe,
was revealed some years ago to suffer from
It affected rus life si.!1[niilca.ntlly
several
and then
came to control his condition with medication, The
line,
to Cla!re
the
editor for the series, was introduced as a
convenience for
writers to
the actor Mick
could not drive, whilst
from this, the last time a nl1,v"·!l'A,llv disabled character featured
he took lessons!
in either of the IrIsh soaps was
years ago; Glenroe's Dave Brennan, who
used a wheelchair as a result of childhood
24

British soap operas, there are a further

disabled characters: Chris Tate
in a
crash and Maud Grimes
from Coronation Street,an
a wheelchair. In total then, there are
three disabled characters out of appn)xlm~l.tely
(1.25 per cent) far from rp!r>n'",.n,,,
of the ten per cent proportion of the
who have
a U!;::,dUllH
1:\'170

From the
of view of the disabled community soap operas are
because of their power to
attitudes towards
draw
audiences. In the week
29 June 1997, Fair
- the top rated programme on
1 (TAM
Guide). The ten most
programmes listed for
1 that week Included five soap operas. Five of the
programmes shown
Network 2 were also soap operas [ej:lis()d~:s
opera Home and
in each case). This
of IJVIJUACU.<LY
me
(RTE GUide: 1997). with minor seasonal differences.
irnn",rl"<n'1t

<JU"'-"""U

In addition to its l'V\JW<cu
1987;
et al.
1981) have noted the sfilrnlj'ICGlnCe
opera has for its audience. Viewers enjoy it
and believe its social realism. It ae]JIC1LS "rrlirnn", life, situations that
with,
stories,
class characters,
Ufe and social relaUonishlps,
into account the 'ordinariness' of the themes of soap opera, me genre is one
that could be
to demonstrate the
'ordinariness' of
llncaIlce that soap opera has for its audience and the
derived
from it come
from the
to see
of oneself and the kind of life
'Joe
leads, Disabled
do not have many
to see 1I"P'U'p'"p'nh,tl,,,,,,,
of themselves on sereen and as discussed
do see are often onedimensional. If
nfe is
has a
to

the genre best

to

characters
time frame.
Coronation Street as a
theorist Christine
(Brown, 1994; Fi.ske, 1987;
1981} has identified the features of narrative, time and characterisation
within soap opera which make its
of
so attractive
to audiences.
from

time is 'real' In the sense that Within each
time is dose to mat lived
the audience, and
characters are conSidered to pursue an
'unrecorded existence' while the audience is
on with their lives.
are also
UIJeIl,-elllUCU the narrative runs ,-,,,,,,,;:f·<:>.,..,Hv
lines inter-link and
over time and
The use of CWtHlaI1S:e:rs'
contributes to a ~~,,.,,,,,~,,up:, lack of closure, which in turn contributes to the creation of
a sense of me future in the serial. Th.e characters in soap operas are developed
of years. as nn'nf)"p" to me minutes or hours common for 'one-off'
and
the audience becomes
familiar with some
The form of soap allows the
line to twist and turn, to reflect SOCial trends and oPlnl.on
a vast
array of characters and situations Into situations into me
ever has to happen and no conclUSions have to be reached.
As identified n.,.,~vj''''''"hT one of the main areas where
with disabilities remain
virtually unseen is as incidental. non-central characters. The formal' features of soap
opera lend it the
for
disabled characters as
of a wider social
context. The
number of characters means that the character Will not need to be a
central
of every nanative, and may also
dramatic functions I;UllUP'ICt.elJ
unrelated to
in
that centre around other characters, A
devello!],ed over the
of time common for soap opera has a
"'1.'<;«'' ' '.'1::: for him/herself rather than
since he/she Will
as a character rather than
a disabled character. The ordinariness

and permanence of the soap opera removes some of the features of tokenism, as any
character must have >ULuUlpu... aspects to endure the
nature of the genre.

"",·,,..n,i....,O" to Patrlck Dawson and Thomas iVn.. uvu,,-'
the absence of disabled characters is ... "tp,,,,,,r-th...

3. Interview with author.

from Fair

However, a
comment made
Thomas
onc
mi;SUltld.erstaYldinl!: 'it didn't occur to us to include disabled characters. And the reason
it didn't occur to us is because we don't deal in Issues ... '
is not
but it is also an element of
life - the very
which soap seeks to ",orl..'""
question must be asked as to
it. would occur to writers to include gay characters
but not disabled. when the ",v.., ... ",.<.'u><
The wrlters also indicated ~~.~~ ••h~.~
in disabled characters, Dawson
that if the one di.sabled character introduced in a soap opera was a crooked
businessman, for instance, there would be a
'because we would be
.. " ....... "·.:,"nliin6 an disabled characters as
bastards'. The writers felt it would be
a disabled
of virtue' to avoid
or
"'V''''''~''''.Y as a whole. It is
to note that it was the two most
common
- evil avenger and
that came to mind for the V'lrlters.
SUlme;ste~d

The word 'repn!se:ntation' is "''n1n.llf'ti in different ways (>N"rtilind to the occasion of its
use and is a potent
as a whole,
for a
which can be seen to be
Richard
(1988) has identified four senses of 'reJpre:selntsltlon
Each of the senses he
about has relevance In the
of nt1,rh'",,,,,,
disabled. The first sense he calls 're··pr,esentinf!:
us. Instead of
television either as a Window on
unm~:(U;ilted view, or at the OPlpo~;ite end as a pure fabrication:
i.nsists that there is a real world, but that our
mediated
television's selection,
and use of technical/aesthetic means to render that world to us.
1988:3).

On the eVidence of lack of
representation of disabled
as
in soap opera, for instance, we can see
that theirs is not an immediate or obvious choice, As demonstrated earlier, the eroiph.aslis
taken in
when
do occur, tends towards
the
"'Vl,,,;,,,ay of the disabled character.
The second sense identified by

so:me:ti1Jin,f.:!; - or

of how those

maintains that
we cannot communicate the i.ndividuated or the
we must
deal with the
He
on to say: 'what harm or
the
does to the group is of
interest' (1988: 3)0. Whilst he does not see all
as
the "'Atp.<Yr,,"
that emerge such as
and evil avenger, as common stereotypes, are
not ones that work to the
of tile disabled.
The third sense of reI)reSe!lta,tlon referred to IS that of rel)reSe]:1talt!c~n as sP(~a:k:in~U
we cOjaSi~anltly need to ask not 'What is this
faced with television
""." .... ,Hnd to
for
of?' so much as 'Who is
here?' This aplP1i<:S
often on our behalf, without
groups outside the mainstream of
Television
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us
ourselves. For those
with disabilities who for a
have
existed in Norden's 'cinema of isolation" it has been able-bodied directors, writers, and
able-bodied actors who have
on their behalf.
The fmal sense of representation identified
asks the question: 'what does the
rer}re;serlt to the
who are
the
same as its 'ideal' m€:arlinlJ" or that intended
the
of disabled
For some,
even those "'"rh-,,,,,,1
which are well intentioned and aim to represent
with disabilities
the message taken from the films is not
the same as that '-VJUi>'viVU01Y
intended
the director. Those disabled viewers who made the Without Walls
nr,,,d,-,,,,.,,,Wl.P. felt that thc message of My
Foot was that in order to be
a
disabled person must conform to what is valued in able-bodied terms - the moment of
his father coincides with his nr''''',nd of his 'U"ClJug'C;!

Therefore we can see that the rCIlrClserltaltl.ol
LHL'U>!U

stlll<1iDlg proi)ieJrrl with roots
in soeletal
this is not a ,...."","",,.,,, without solutions.

nr,,,j,,rlir·,,,

any
this is a longI believe that

The first sense of
that
talks about, fue selection and "nl,nn~''''''''
television, as shown by the lack of
of disabled
does not
('tln'p'ntllv favour
But
to Desmond Ben:
to nr" ...... 'p'"' what we
tn media studies
From the outset Media Studies has been concerned not
with the
of 'classic' media texts and with
but with the education of
(Bell.1992: 27)
Producers who receive an education in media studies wiU read about the ,",,,rtr',,,,,,,l of
women, the gay COlrrlIlrlUln!ty, ethnic minorities. and can take this knowledtg:e into account
in
will not
read about
of literature available, as
Therefore, even
those conscientious
to
to
what
have learnt, may not have
UL,""'''''''3' in the way that other
wiU have become [amniaI'_ If those
of television or film Writers, it is not
media
C}q:)Os:eo to media studies literature, as both of them were well versed
on media theories. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that an increased academlc
interest in the
and the
of articles to the
rather than to
SpieciJficEtHy the disabled
may cause
to occur to writers like Patrick
Dawson and Thomas nn,,,,,u'uj<;UUU in the future.
The second sense of
has a
poor record for
that cast
as
heroic, villainous etc. The mm of
'n the Hood. and the
avaHable from television
such as soap opera for
characters with disabilities as rounded indiViduals,
demonstrate an
transcend "U"'''''p'
The third sense of rellreSell1tilltic,n
qUiestion 'who is
. In this
re~;pons.tbility for cn:m~!e
\villi the disabled ""'..... nnl..'ihr
common
drawn
disabled critics is that white actors arc no
'blacked
to play black roles, and that it is an
to cast able-bodted actors in dIsabled
roles. When
to Patrlck Dawson. he indicated that there is one oh:vs!ca,Hv
disabled actor on Irish
books. If there are no disabled actors available it is
fruitless to critiCise directors who cast able-bodted actors to
for the disabled.
some
"'~''''''i,U'-' literature Ul~''-U,O''''HJ<; ",'O••UJ'U,,".Y
on dtsab!ed writers to redress the balance.

I believe that the
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the fourth sense of
which examines what the
means to those
'The difficulties that disabled
can have !n ,.,,,,,,,,j-"'U'tiT.<f
'~'~"H'.r has been studied
as: 'the situation of the
individual who is
(Gaffman, 1963: 9). He
with disabilities as a
To return to the
with disabilities as it treats the able-bodied
reflected
and
the media. As "'Ot',P'"
reflect those attitudes. However, the media can also
erstan.am'g of
characters with disabilities
of
will
disabled
and a more informed
contact with the disabled.
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Ireland in the immediate ",f\_,,_u,c.r
offers, to the student of Cold War """'Ilti,,,,,
and
some unusual
into the nature of VVHU'-CU surven1ance in
and to the surveillance of the press in
to documents relCel1.tlV
released
the US State
and
available in the US National Archives in
the Situation was oecomlng more volatile. Fianna Fail, which
had been in power ,",VJ1U'UU.VU,i:>',Y since 1942 and had won its most recent election in
1944, was co'mi:ng under
vocal crtUcism from two
groups of erstwhile
urban workers. who had been
under
stand-still orders for
much of the war, and who were
that the end of the conflict had not
many of whom had
been interned during the war. and some of whom felt In any case that a sense of drive
and purpose was 11HOCHU;:;' from Flanna Fail's ::>nnr()"''' to the national question.
The two war elections of 1943 and 1944 - and
that of 1944 - had been
marked
ag~llm;t the
Labour
in
McEntce. then Minister for
which saw the emergence and V01Ce-l2:etnnl1
Clann
na Poblachta. McEntee's sp~eecheis,
endeavoured to demonstrate that many
of Sean MacBride's "'a'......"'rt.·,."
or covert affiliates of
the Communist

2. Irish Independent 23

January 1948.

De Valent lost two out of three of the November
and a
election
was called for
in 1948. Both McEntce and Scan Lemass beats the anti-Communist
drum in this election with
fervour: Lemass, for his part, warned that Ireland was
'on the Ust for attack in the
to
ChrtsUan nelmo<:nicy
In
. These
ID £'1"',•. ""',....,'"'' seU'-dt!teiuc~e.
colourful
its leader William Norton, at an election
on 22 --'---.J
1948, referred to Communism as a
doctrine ... detestahle to the Irish
and freedom of consclence'~.
who
McEntee. In an
of
with Peadar Cowan of Clann na
Poblachta. accused a number of
to the Communist cause.
of
them were for many years standard-bearers of the Irish Left, such as John de
Ireland, Scan Dunne,
and Con Lehane. Two of the
list, however, are of
interest to students of the
"Q,,,"',", R.N.
and Sean NoIan. V","",'!hl" unknown to him,
members of the nl()tolmanc staff in the United States
il, the PhoeniX Park were
their net even wider, and rp,,.,,,,-rin
in
the
existence of what
believed to be an or~~atllise:d
Communists
and fenow-travellers to intlItrate the IrIsh media.
Vinton
View was shared
roots in some uUU"''''Y
secretary of the n",,,,,,,·,..t,,,,,,,r,Y

3. US NatIonal Arch!ves,

Department

or State,

Lej5atU)TI

told Washing1ton

1948 that this

had
down
on a conversation with Freddie Boland,
Boland as
said that a
Communist,
document which he had read 'indicated that Communist
should direct its interests to rural workers in Ireland and to a
of the
local
. Boland's comment was that both
were now eVident to some
and that. insofar as the press was concerned, 'this did not exclude the IrIsh Press'.'

84lD.OOB/I·3048.
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U",,...,, .. Hnd

Three

UU<~tlllUl.''''

attracted the
and the IriSh Press.

and the IriSh Press was, of course,

attention: the Irish Democmt,
The Irish Democmt was a
Association, the Review was a
which will be discussed later,
the Taoiseaeh, Eamon de Valera.

tendencies in that paper
The
of the .Irish Press
have been
memorandum to
sub-editors, warned his staff to 'be on your
news
Lo look at the world
eyes ...
attacks on Russia and other countries should not be served up as news."
The Third
of the US
RM.
to his
1948, gave details of a conversation he had had with a Fr.
Co., Roscommon, who had entertained both de Valera and
Boland
the election
and 'found them both
about the poor way
in which the Irish Press had handled their
'"

4. NH!i{wal Library of
Ireland. Gallagher papers.
183131 (3) undated,

5. US Nali01wl Archives.
Department of Stale.
8410,008/2-1048

Fr
was in no doubt as to the cause. 'This results from an infiltration of
communistic elements on the staff of the paper. The
News Editor of the Press
[Brian] O'Neill. was, he stated, born In New
wrote for the Daily Worker in
New York, was a
for TASS, and
held a Communistic
party card.'

Nor did Fe
enthusiastic, if amateur
end there. The drama
crUic of the Irish Press,
(othenvise
Molloy), he told the Americans, was
said to be a communist and had Visited the Soviet
in Stockholm in the summer
of 1947 'in the company of Miss O'Brien, a wrlter for the lrish
' Miss O'Brien
alld
later married: her
fall from political g'race - both she and 'Mulloy'
contributed articles to the ReView - was in no way
the fact that she was 'a
relative of Lord
of Limelick.' .In a later
to
was
described as a former editor of the Gaelic section of the Irish Press, and 'a communist
symj:)atl'lil3er or reUow-traveler'.u He was also the PS'Cll'Cl.o:ay:mclu author of the 'Uncle
Mac' column for children in the Irish Press: 7 his y_".'~_
readers of that newspaper whe recemmended his articles to their children. He later
aroused the
of the Americans when it ,p.n1Py·(J"ri that he was to be the
paper, The Nation.
Fr. M(!L8,ug,nl1n tied the ends of his
out
that the Balalatka, a Dublin restaurant owned
Poblachta
for Dublin North West who was a
communist', advertised
in the pages of the Review. Mr.
while
that it was UnpOl:lSlIlJlC
for him to press Fr.
on the accuracy of his statements,
conSidered them "TItp,'"",
O'Nem's links with
movements and even the Communist
were, jf not
a matter of
record. not buried too far under the surface either.
of his have indicated to the
author the belief, current in Dublin
Hd.H;:)Ul; milieux at the time, that 'O'NeiU' was not even hiS real surname Which was
belief - IJU:"'''''U''f
had served a term of
in Blitaln
the war for
"""cb,;nl" one
the armed forces there. In fact he had come to Ireland
the Land which was
ahead of the Blitish
force. He wrote a book, The
pubH~jhed with a foreword
Feadal" O'Donnell in 1934.
to another US

de~,pateh

'Mr de Valera
him on the Irish Press staff without
<.;VU"'UUIJ,U the editors and no one knows what recommendations
news
As

6. US National Archives,

Department of Slate,
8410,003/9-2349,

7. Information
from
Michael O'Rlon:ian, June
1998.

8. Cardinal Mindzenty

news. He minimises anti-Soviet statements and uses a series of
devices to
the news i.tems as
received. His
in the
case," at least, was not
suffiCient to
his sentiments and the treatment
the
case
the Irish Press caused a marked
in its circulation. When
this fact was
to the attention of Mr de Valera with the
<5<$,'",1';"1'1 that O'NeJJl be transferred to a less
Mr. de Valera

WaS

a Hungarian Catholic
prelate who had been
subjected to house arrest
by
the
Commun!st
aulhoritles; his ease was
taken up with enthusiasm
by
many
Catholic
newspapers throughuut
Europe.

9. US Nationa! Archives.
Department of Stale.
8410.0013/9-2349.

10. Persona! information
from !l private source.

in fact de Valera was worried. He called in the editor of the Irish Press. WilHam
Sweetman, and told him that the
of Justice had been
concern
about his
news edttor. Sweetman was
and asked de Valera
whether he had any doubts about him (i.e. Sweetman) as editor of the newspaper. When
confidence in his
Sweetman assured him that 'O'Ncill'
de Valera
was the best
sub-editor the paper had, and that he read all 'O'NeiU's' material.
Sweet man's assurances were
for de Valera,1O 'O'Neill' ended his career ,vith the
Irish Press, but came out of retirement after ten years to write a
for the
papcr on the funeral of Frank
There were other spies in the camp, as It
One of the most
of
them, it appears from the US National Archives files, was the editor of the Standard,
Peadar
was a peppery Ulsterman who ended his career as a sub-editor
on The Irish Times after the closure of the Standard. but in the late 1940s this
newspaper was, under his
the Labour
and Clann
na Poblachta, on the real or
communist
of some of their adherenis.
McEntee used its tirades
Labour to
effect at election times,
up antiLarkin material from its pages in 1944 for use in the 1948 CaltnLlall!!:U.
was not content with
critiCism, but saw it as his role to id(~nl:ifv
services. the
of communist infiltration in the National Union of
Journalists. Under his editorslliP the paper, which had a Circulation of about 80,000.
whom it
in the Labour
were
of the articles were so detailed that it was
had been written on the hasis of
Branch files (Milotte, 1984).
Close
memorandum written
way to the US
int:en:stlnl!: the NUJ had
to foster closer

services ensured that a copy of a
Branch on 17 November 1948 found its
The context is
r"",'",nHu sent a UCIPU1L<:I.UIUIl to the Minister for Justice in order
between
and the Gardat:
Branch of the
of
into
0l)t;t;1Cl.l

confidence.
11. US National Archives,
Department of State.

84lD.OOB/12-148.

memorandum
that It was not
to assume that
in
DubUn were 'themselves adherents of the
of "'~~'~M",'r'"
distinction in this
between some of the DubUn
members of the NUJ, who had
a motion at the NUJ District Council in Dublin
which
the Union's total
to Communism and to 'all "'l""'''''",'"'''
Communist inl1Uration of the Union'. The motion was
but not UlllaIJlirrt01,:lsly
drew the
Branch's attention to other factors which he UIlIUC;U[ncmy
considered more relevant.
delel!ate of the Union to the T.U.C. was
'At the same nu:ctJ,l1g
and
chosen was a Mr.
of Union
and the
Mlcj:';ltlCl:nt:y (sic) of The Irish Times, a recent
into
who is a founder of
the so-called
ASSOCiation', who when
in the L.M.S. in Belfast formed
Sinelair and one
the triumvirate running the Communist
with
a few active Communists and
in the SiX Counties. The Dublin Branch contains
of the Irl.,h In.clep€n.,del1.t,
has as its
to the Dublin Trades Council Mr.
who i.s the Irish corn;sl:)ol'ld€!nt of the Communist Daily Worker of London.'
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'that information,
not
nO,[iUcal character,
to
in the course of
.~,~'''v~, such as is asked will not be communicated
persons such as are indicated
which have the declared
of
I'>'''''''r.,n1n6 the democratic Government of the irish
and
it with a
Godless totalitarianism?'

1 Z. Information from
Michael O'Rlordan, June
1998.

Mlchael
had in fact been industrial
for the Communist
of
Northern Ireland in the
19408. Mtcr rn",,!'n'" to Duhlin, he and other members of
the Communist
the Labour
the Central Branch of that
which
a notable role within the
untn many of its members were
some years later (Milotte 1984:195-196.) As his militant
attitudes
the trust of a number of
Dol!tic:al e,arr,csI=IOnnellt for The

f>ni",,'pt1

O'Nell! was the Dublin eOlTcl:;p(mdlen for the Irish Democrat, the second of the three
mentioned above. In the late 19408 it was
VOCiferous In its
opposition to the Mm'shaH Plan. as an extension of 'America's colonisation of ""CU<I'U"
. It was not available for
tn Ireland, but it
its readers In
"""'i""auVl to
an ext.ra copy of the Irish Democrat and
i.t home.''" Of more
concern to the US
was the Review, described
the
as 'a local paper
of limited circulation'

13. US National Archives,
Department of State.
841O.00B/1-3048.

The offiCials noted:
It appears, Ithc US officfals noted,1 that it has been able to enter i.nto
an agreement with the Irish Worker's
in order to obtain the
tatter's ration of
which would otherwise not. he available to

this
While the editor's name is not disclosed, he soliCits
co:rn:;sjJioDldc:nc:e addressed to No. 11 Sandford (sic) Road, Dublin,
Which, it will be noted from the case
of J. NoIan, that ilis his
present
address,
The 'J. Nolan' named is of course Scan NoIan. whose .role in the Communist
of
Ireland and its various
has been weH documented
Miiotte and others.
His main
In Pearse
tn Dublin, The
it may have been edited
Nolan, was,
R. N ~ ."'TP",","
middle-class intellectuals who had been recruited to the Communist
the
Front
with Scan Nolan, he had been involved in the Central
Branch of the Labour
and was one of those
at the time of the purge. His
business interests included
in which he had been involved since the
years of the State: it was also an area in. which he was :involved in co-operation
with the Soviet Union, also a ,., .."p,rw,,,r
The US LeJgaltiOl[l was in no doubt about its provenance and the

"""nu'",

of the Review.

rt pr(:)le:sse:s to nn,rfr':!v an Irish way of Hfe based on Catholic tenets
WhiCh may be rationalised to Communist
Its influence may
not be
at the moment nor is it believed that the Communist
elements are well
or
fortified
funds.
However, there can be little doubt that adherents are
under
cover undaunted
the
elements which stand in their
the power of the church, the
of the
and
force which scrutinizes all undercover "n"'r.~,ti(''"'"

14. US National .\rcnlve,;;,
Department of State,
8410.0013/9·2349.
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The

of all of this material is of course open to over-estimation, but one
of the industrial context
to the unionisation
.in Ireland can
be said to
it an added
The National Union of Journalists. a BrlHshbased union, had
a foothold in Ireland as
as 1926 (Bun dock 1957).
the
late 1940s, however. and
the NUJ, nationalist sentiment was
h .. ,"finnlrH'f to chafe at the role of British-based unions. These sentiments were endorsed.
and may even have been
Scan Lemass, whose ministerial brief
induded the trade unIons, and Who told the Irish Council of the NUJ at its annual
rn",p~i:r.cf tn 1949 (when he was out of office and u,<"lt."",,);; director of the Irish
that it was
that Irish workers should be enrolled in Irish unions.
The Guild of Irish Journalists was set up as a rival to the NUJ in March 1949 was
affiliated to the Irish
of Trade Unions, and claimed to be 'A National Trade
Union, founded and controlled
Iri.shmen. with Cl
i.n its ranl{s for each and every
,.,.",,,,1;<:1'-, It
to all Irish
to work 'for the
of a
prinCjipl<~S and
as its aim a fairer
la~~el1l1eI1l of and a share in the
of
Cl minority of
Dublin
MaiL Office-bolders in the
Guild. however, included
and Liam Ski.nner, a devotee and later
of
Lemass. In addition. one of its vocaJ
was
nr"<:',rI".,r of the Irish
and General Workers' Union In 1949-50, who was a
close
associate of Lemass and was
him to the board of CIE.
McMuIIen attended one of the Guild's
Frederick Street in Dublin, and assured them: 'If anyone does
"'14'"'''''' you we
will not hesitate in
with them' (Guild of Irish Journalists 1949).
The Guild remained in existence until the 1960s; Us mt:mlocl'sl1 dWindled until it
could no
afford to pay the annual affiliation fee to the Guild 'm-it',.,,,,,,,, of Trade
Unions. it can np,'h",n", also be remembered, in
as one of the le.ll:aeies of the Cold
War to Irish
- a Cold War which is evidenced in
the US
that Similar files for the Irish
""XU'l'>'''''''' files. It is a matter for considerable
remain unreleased and may even have been
services for the same

Bundock.
(1957) The National Union
A Jubilee
1907-1957
Oxford
Press.
Guild of Irish Journalists (1949) Bulletin
Diocesan Archives 324.
Guild ofIrish Journallsts (1952) An Glor (national organ
1: L National
of Ireland.
John! 1997) Sean Lemass: The
Patriot. Dublin: Gill and MacMlHan.
Milotte, Mike (1984) Communism tn Modern Ireland Dublin: Gill and MacMillan.
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Driving Ireland past the
Chequered Flag: Jordan rand
Prix, Formula
and National
Identity
Eoin Kirk
launch
Sport has changed. The nineteenth century rationale of amateurism, fair play and
recreational participation has given way in the age of mass media and late capitalism to
the staging of sport as commercial entertainment (Wenner, 1998; Whitson. 1998). While
televised sport may work to create connections between people who have not yet met
and are not likely to do so, it too, has slowly transformed these very relationships
between sporting individuals and teams and the communities they supposedly
represent (Whitson, 1998; Rowe et. aI, 1998). Can the needs of national and
international television, global commercial forces, transnational fans and audiences
and narrow-focused sporting organisations all be accommodated by televised sport and
still promote a sense of unified national identity? These larger issues of globalisation,
postmoderrusm and national sporting identity are examined by exploring the world of
the roiling, global circus of Formula One motor racing. Specifically. this arUcle
investigates Irish national sporting identity through an examination of Jordan Grand
Prix and lts commercial Image, Its representation in RTE's grand priX coverage of the
team at the Belgian, Australian and Austrian races of 1998 and 1999. and the
identification of Irish Jordan fans With the team.
The choice of Jordan Grand Prix for this study on tbe tenability of Irish national
sporting identity in a mediated sports world, stems from the author's own fandom. As a
devoted fonower from the team's foundation in 1990, I never questioned the Irish
Identity of Jordan Grand Prix despite being aware of Its multi-national alliance of
drivers. engine suppliers, sponsors, tyre manufacturers and pit crew. My faithful
fandom continued until August 30, 1998 when unexpectedly. Damon Hill's Jordan
powered past tbc chequered flag first in the Belgian Grand Prix at Spa Francorcharnps.
ThiS work arises out of the sense of disillusionment. anger and betrayal felt while
watching RTE's coverage of the celebrations. The commentary team emphasised the
triumphant nature of the Irish Victory but the visuals were different. There were no
irish tricolours on display at the pit wall. There were no Irish symbols to be seen in the
crowds. Eddle Jordan did not mention Ireland in his interviews. The Irish flag was not
hoisted over the podium. Amhran na bhFiann was not played as the constructors'
national anthem. The post-racc press conferences and press releases were an 'Ireland
free zone', It seemed clear to me. suddenly, Ireland had one story while a global viewing
public had a totally different one.

Elrton Murpherrari's identity
'The makers and purveyors of world class sport products
seek to re~shape identitics beyond the national stage.'
(Whitson, 1998: 72)
A consideration of Irish national sporting identity and Jordan Grand PriX must
begin with the team itself. It licenses merchandise, produces press releases, supplies
technical information and ract-files. controls the official fan club, Club Jordan,
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approves marketing strategies and sponsors as well as running a motor racing team.
AIl these forms of discourse produce meanings and reveal identification inSights.
A primary characteristic of national identity, according to Schlesinger (1991a), is a
sense of place. Jordan Grand Prix's headquarters are located in Northamptonshire,
England, close to Silvers tone. the current site of the British Grand Prix. A staff of 176
people work in a state of the art, highly technical facility complete with a Wind tunnel
and a track simulator. On the first day of September 1998, five flags hung over the
workshop and factory floor. They were from left to right the flags of Japan, Germany,
the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and the European Union representing
respectively the nationalities of the Japanese engine supplier Honda, the German
driver, Ral! Schumacher, the predominantly British-based staff in the United Kingdom,
the founder and majority shareholder Irishman, Eddle Jordan, and the European 'no
trade barriers' community where the team and its sponsors operate. Flags. anthem,
uniforms, and pageantry are significant in nation building, as Woodward (1997)
contends, yet the equal weighting of flags in the official Club Jordan photograph With
pictures of the staff wearing Benson and Hedges yellow Indicates that no particular
national identity is conferred on the team. The notions of flags of convenience and
fleXible allegiances spring to mind. There have been no O'Connell Street open-top bus
cavalcades for the team after Victories to question this no sense of place identity
through a 'homecoming'. Instead, trophies have been brought back to the factory. the
industrial, commercial and technical heart of Jordan Grand Prix. The territorial base.
whether because of facilities. geographical convenience and competitive neceSSity or by
choice, is besIde a motor racing track in Great Britain. Ireland has no enhanced
territorial claim over Jordan Grand Prix.
The next key factor that sustains and creates national identity is language which,
according to Schleslnger (l991a), promotes difference and makes a country opaque to
outsiders. Language marks boundaries in spoken words or communal images by
invoking the first person 'we', the second person )ou' and invariably the third person
'them' (Raunsbjerg and Sand, 1998: 1651. Therefore, it 1s necessary to scrutinise
Jordan Grand Prix discourse in terms of the words, images and logos produced by the
team, if we are to find distinctive marks of Irish Identity. The original Jordan Grand
Prix logo and letterhead in the eady nineties was a diagonal Jordan Signature in green
lettering. crowned by two wheels containing the world and a shamrock which was
linked underneath by two vertical lines to the words 'Grand Prix' In regular font apart
from the final 'x' which trailed off like tyre marks. The combination of the equality of
the globe and Ireland's national folk symbol. the authenticity of 'Eddie's' handwriting
and the flOWing confident movement of the design had ohvious connotations for Irish
fans. The encoded message appeared to be that this was an unmistakably Irish motor
sport team competing with total self-belief on the world stage. These notions were
underpinned by the licensed merchandise of the time where the primacy of the
shamrock and green was maintaIned. Indeed. one Jordan Grand Prix lapel pin I bought
had a two toned green shamrock with the Jordan Signature in gold across it. Such
merchandise is now unaVailable.
Benson and Hedges' sponsorship in 1996 seems to have changed team priorities
with regards to the logo. Initially there was the change of the colour of the Signature
and WrIting to yellow which was backgrounded by a two toned chequered green. This
can sull be found on some team uniforms in the pits and on letterheads. Then a snake
supplanted the shamrock as the dominant symbol of the team. Ironically, the St.
Patrick stories so rooted In Irish conSCiousness involve the banishing of snakes and the
explanation 'Of the Christian trinity by introducing the shamrock. Subsequently,
Jordan's viper was superseded by a bright yeUow and black buzzing hornct which is
rarely glimpsed in Irish habitats. The merchandise logo has also evolved to include the
instantly recognisable Bensonand Hedges script on a two toned yellow background
with a blue tinted, green Jordan Signature underneath. The sting in the tail of the
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hornet would appear to be the ancillary role ascribed to conventional lrish language
images in the promotion of Jordan Grand Prix.
For Schlesinger (1991a, 1991b. 1993), the next criteria for naUonalldentity are a
roll of trustworthy heroes and a shared collective memory. amnesia or history. It must
be understood that such collectivities extend through time and space and
consequently, that which is considered typically national or ethnic is usuany a highly
selective account. Notwithstanding this, Rowe et a1. (1998) believe that such shared
moments anow identification with the lives, dreams. and aspirations of millions whom
we shall never know and with a territory which we shall never walk on or see in its
entirety. Eddie Jordan frequently appeals to a sense of shared history in asserting his
Irish credentials. In the aftermath of the Belgian Grand Prix anthem issue, he has
emphasised his Christian Brother education in Synge Street where he learnt every
syllable of Amhran na bhFiann. This evocation is SignIficant as he connects With Irish
people who passed through the Church dominated educational system during the
middle part of the twentieth century while also associating himself with the RTE
appOinted voice of Ireland, Gay Byrne, through Synge Street. Similarly, Jordan Grand
Prix produced profiles regularly feature references to Mondello Park, karting, bank
clerking and Eddie being a less than successful driver. The dismissal of failure in these
'rags to riches, Mondello heartland to Monte Carlo heart thumping' stories represent a
new form of Irish identity. They strike a chord for a younger generation wishing to
ignore politicS. the Catholic Church, emigration and social exclUSion. It is a capitalist
identity which is humanised as Eddie Jordan emphasises his 'Irish myth of the West'
personality traits. Achievement is attainable for all who 'dream the dream and enjoy the
crate'. Modifying the American version, the hiberno dream evoked by Eddie Jordan and
pOSSibly through Jordan Grand PriX is that a forward-looking, stylish expreSSion of
individuality leads to a community success for the individual. Irish identity thrives on
this individuality-collecttvity paradox as illustrated by the status of Jack Charlton as
soccer hero but Eddie Jordan wants more. He requires affirmation and re-integration
into the community in true Proppian fashion as exemplified by his request to the
government in 1998 to be contracted to promote Ireland world-Wide and his
organisation of a charity golf classiC in the K Club. Such actions allied to the on-track
successes of Jordan Grand Prix may allow him to be included in the recognisable
pantheon of Irish sporting heroes. However, Jordan Grand PriX, the multi~national
Formula One motor racing company may not have the same identity needs.
Schlesinger's (1991a) final defining characteristic of national identity is the
integration of cultural signifiers into the political and economic domains. Governments
may try to use the ritualism of sport to invoke feelings of history and unbroken
tradition and confirm or create a national way of life .in an essentially safe form of
expression (Blain et at 1993). However, they also warn how discourses of national
identity are quite conservative. slow to evolve and lag a distance behind the rapid.
energetic pace bf change which .characterises modern society. Therefore, it is quite
surprising how quickly and enthusiastically the Irish government became involved in
the sponsorship of Jordan Grand Prix. For £650.000 the display of Ireland/Discover
Ireland emblems on the team cars, transportation equipment. and overalls up to 1995.
gave a fresh impetus to Irish sporting identity. The shamrock and the word Ireland
zoomed around the glamorous locations of the globe in the most technically advanced,
sporting world championship into the living rooms of billions of teleVision viewers. The
myth of the West was banished and replaced by an image of Ireland as an
entrepreneurial. capitalist. modern location for business. For Irish people identifying
with Jordan Grand Prix, it could be a break from the past With regard to sporting
loyalties. Here was a sport endorsed at the highest echelon of power that did not have
the class and cultural connotations of gaelic football. hurling, rugby or soccer. It was
loud, brash, aspirational and most importantly ahistorical in an Irish context. The freespirited. 'rock n' roll" happy-go-lucky Irish projections of the team was heightened by
the reverse discourse of the other sombre, unsmiling bosses such as Frank Williams
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and Ron Dennis. For the much-cliched youngest population in Europe. Jordan Grand
PrlX, as supported by official Ireland. allowed the space for the creation of new social
identities with changing codes. Indeed for all three interested parties. government.
people and Jordan. thiS symbiosiS allowed a fresh area of culture where a diasporlc
Identity could be formed. For the government. the Jordan Grand PrIx sponsorship deal
was a safe vehicle for what essentially could have been an anti-national state idcntity
standtng as It does outside the regular codes of nation citizenship. It allowed Eddie
Jordan to access and open for himself and other economic emigrants. the possIbility
and desirability of the journey home in the same way as Mary Robinson's candle in the
Window Invited the diaspora back. Those citizens in Ireland seeking points of
identification with the nation could rC-imagine their sense of belonging and reject the
'comely maidens at the cross-roads' mentality. Under the Jordan Grand Prix
sponsorship. Ireland and frlshness became like Jonathan Swift's Laputa, a flying island
capable of landing in many places historically, geographically and culturally. It allowed
the paradox of 'a very anCient people and a very up to date one' to become a reality in
the sporting arena (MacClancy.1996: IQ).
But all this has changed as the symbiotic relationships encountered difficulties. The
government could not increase its investment in Jordan Grand Prlx as space on the
cars became more expensive when the team enjoyed more success. Bord Failte
questioned the value of the promotion in terms of tourism impact. Eddie Jordan was
upset by the snub and sought sponsorshIp within the Irish commercial sector. No
money was forthcoming and Jordan Grand PrIx effectively moved away from a formal
Irish identity. The massive deal with Benson and Hedges confirmed the break with
offiCial Ireland. Despite Esat Digifone's sponsorshIp in 1998. the political and economic
input from Ireland into Jordan Grand PrlX's £40 million annual budget is minuscule.
Jim McDaid, Minister for Sport. has been embroiled in controversy since he reestablished political links with the promotional benefits of Formula One by appOinting
Eddie Jordan. in his personal capacity. as a sporting ambassador. The pressure group.
Action on Smoking and Health, have criticised the deCision because of the links with
Benson and Hedges but the Minister is adamant that Eddie Jordan's appearances
wearing Bord Failte and Ryder Cup logos will be successful because 'he is so proud of
his Irishness' (Dept. of Tourism, 1999l. But the link with Jordan Grand PrLx remains
severed politically primarily because the team moved finanCially out of Ireland Inc.'s
league. Eddie Jordan's indiVidual Irish identity may remain but the collective national
identity of Jordan Grand PrIx has altered irrevocably.

Eirton's chassis
'In planet Reebok ... there are no boundaries:
(Whitson, 1998: 69)
Jordan Grand Prlx's difficulties are obvious. Wishing to maintain sponsorship
necessitates being amongst the front runners and this requires massive funding. This
money is not available solely on the basis of an Irish identity, as a potential audience of
five million North and South and sixty million, if estimates of the diaspora are
induded, does not have suffiCient marketable earning capacity. Sponsors look at the
figures of a twenty billl.on audience per race estimate and fund organisations that can
appeal to the greatest proportion of it. Naturally. communal traditions and loyalties are
supplanted by commodified identities that ignore historical and geographical added
values. Corporate images and consumer choice dlscourse become dominant as
exemplified by the bUZZing hornet replacing the shamrock as the primary emblem of
Jordan Grand PrIx. JhalIay (1989) maintainS that sporting teams that compete in such
a highly mediated and global marketplace as Formula One, with 202 countries
broadcasting coverage in 1996, are owned by companies of Widely diverse
characteristics and priorities. Esat Digifone's investment jn Jordan Grand Prix was
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made on the basis that 'both epitomise dynamic Irish companies taking on (and
beating) the big boys in an exciting high tech business' as well as wanting 'to sponsor
the Irish team as opposed to the sport itsclf but others have different priorities IEsaL
1999}. Benson and Hedges, Warner Pincus, Beta. Armour All, Cadtek. G de Z Capital,
Brldgestone, Mastercard International, NatWest. Pearl Assurance. Playstation. Hewlett
Packard. Rockport and a multitude of other Jordan Grand Prix sponsors in 1998 did
not have such narrow focused, national interests. Jordan Grand Prix are under
pressure to promote unrooted fleXible identities that have commercial benefits for the
greatest number of sponsors. It is share prices not shared national memories that are
the focus of globalised. commodified sport.
The independent. outsider, full of fun image of Jordan Grand Prix widened the fanbase considerably and offiCial membership 'outqualified' Benneton, a worldchampionship winning team by three to one in 1997 with fans predominantly reSiding
in Great Britain (Nicholson and Hamilton, 1999). Consumers from large population
centres became the target market for the team and the products of their sponsors. The
hibcrno-chic of the original Jordan image was not neceSSarily as useful in the PacUlcRim's developing markets or on a pan-European base. The postmodern movement to a
cultural convergence with no roots or fIXed identity. suits all the interested parties in
Jordan Grand Prix's global enterprise. A little bit of Irish identity can be beneficial but
total alignment to one defining identity is dangerous In a commercial sense. With
television rights and digital television subscriptions the principle form of funding in the
future, Jordan Grand Prix can not afford to be encumbered by geographical
boundaries. In a postmodern economy of Signs. an unambiguous Irish national
sporting identity for Jordan Grand Pm would be a liability. With the global beginning
to control the local. Jordan Grand Prix must remain as independent. open and broad a
cultural product as possible if it is to attract sellers. buyers and sponsors and survive
in the finanCially-dominated sport of Formula One. Consequently. Irish national
sporting identity becomes just another chOice like Marlboro or Benson and Hedges,
Tic Tac or Mastercard, red or yellow, in the cultural shopping centre of globalisation
and commod1ffcation.
Yet, there are arguments which suggest that the global can, in fact, re-enforce the
local (WaIley, 1995), Hybridisation. whereby meanings of external origin are
reconstituted, syncretised and blended with existing cultural traditions to produce
Vibrant Identification, could offer hope for Irish national identity (Featherstone, 1995).
This notion of 'glocalism', creating multiple blends of belonging which can sustain
senses of the local, is illustrated perfectly by the coverage of the NBA on the Irish
language channel TG4. Likewise under the yellow umbrella of Benson and Hedges
Jordan Grand Pm. Irish fans can play with the German identification of Frentzen. the
Britishness of Hill and Eddie Jordan's lrlshness and all the permutations and
combinations of such identities. But the conveyor belt of drivers, sponsors and engine
deals which suits the contemporary desire for transient identities must call all multilocal identities into question when the organising structure is corporate rather than
societal. Local l.dentities can be protected when the framing agent has a unifying
location whether in time or space. For example, despite its commercialisation and the
merchandised, multi-national construction of Manchester United. Peter Schmcichel
still ended up talking like a native Mancunian because the club has a solid, rooted
base in the city of Manchester.
The multHocal argument cannot be sustained in Formula One. however. The sport
constantly moves as if propelled by profit margins. It rejects fixation in terms of
venues, drivers, teams, tyres, engines and sponsors. Formula One does not want
national identities for its teams and the FIA (Federation Internationale de l'Automob!1e)
does not offiCially ascribe them. An Irish team is not needed by Formula One. It
requires a competitive, narrative structure that will attract large Irish interest and
audiences for its multi-national sponsors. Jordan Grand Prlx fiIls that void presently as
its owner is undoubtedly Irish-focused in terms of national identity. But attaching the
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label Irish to Jordan Grand Prix is pointless when Identity formation is a convenient,
commercial, expedient process. Eddie Jordan admits as much when he said that
Jordan Grand Prix is 'as Irish as a glass of Guinness' (Nicholson and Hamilton, 1999:
214). Deconstructed in Derridean fashion. Guinness may be considered Irish but
meaning slippage occurs on closer scrutiny. Possibly the 'black stufr is Irish in terms
of origins and marketing appeal but its current production, shareholdings, profitmaking and consumption transact on a multi-national. globaHsed basis. The
comparison with Jordan Grand Prix Is apt. Both companies originally used traditional
Irish symbols as their identifying trademarks. The harp and the shamrock have been
transcended by the colours black and yellow. Green is not an option.
Since Jordan Grand Prix cannot drive Irish identity past the chequered flag maybe
the media's and in particular televised sport's tendency to operate restricted and
conservative discourse when dealing With international sporting teams may be just the
aSSistance requircd (Blain et al. 1993). Over to the Radio Te1efis Eireann Grand PriX
team trackside.

Installation lap
'A text ls always uttered from an utterance position:
(Raunsbjerg and Sand, 1998: 164)
Having reached the era of the electronic turnstile, an initial utterance position from
which RTE's coverage operates is the total control and manner with which the FIA has
employed the most refined technological structures to bring strikingly differentiated
versions of Formula One to international screens. National broadcasters such as RTE
and ITV buy the rights from the FIA, providing grand prix racing with massiVe
terrestrial audiences which satisfy sponsors who invest apprOximately £600 million
into Formula One annually, while host broadcasters such as TVE and RAI proVide
clean Video-audio feeds (Steiner, 1999). The national broadcaster must then choose
how it wishes to transmit the race using the visuals and ambient sound of another
organisation. This appears to replicate thc notion of Baudrillard's simulacra concept
where the world is made up of copies of which there is no original Simulation or
representation (Real. 1998). There Is littlc sense of the single, authored, focused artistic
experience as there is a scramble for a unity of meaning With pictures, countries and
commentaries colliding. Each national broadcaster must try to gauge their own and
their nations' needs to create and maintaIn audience interest and marketing
opportunities. RTE. operating on constrained budgets, relies tot any on the host
broadcaster du.ring live coverage and must commentate over these tightly organised.
FIA' commissioned Visuals. RTE has no role in the choice of the structuring television
codes and filters such as lighting. editing and camera placement. The only visual
differentiations in Irish grand prix coverage are the scene-sets and pre-race interViews
which are pre-recorded.
Given that only 36 per cent of RTE's income is from the licence fee, another context
from which RTE's Formula One coverage must operate is having to recreate events in
order to target audiences which will in turn attract advertisers and sponsors and
secure additional revenue (Kinkema and Rarris, 1998), With only a minimum of
commerCial breaks during race coverage and With RTE charging the same rates for
grand prix as for other live sporting events attracting bigger audiences. there is an
onus on the coverage to deliver the 'correct' diverse demographiC audience to
advertisers. Therefore, RTE need in their coverage to nationalise a global sport Within a
strong, mainstream point of entry. Jordan Grand Prix are obviously central to this. But
it Is perhaps RTE's reliance on Eircell's sponsorship of the television coverage that
creates the greatest commercial pressures on the production team. Eircell wCre quick
to idcntify the potential of Formula One sponsorship when launching their mobile
phone penetration campaign. Not being in a finanCial position at the time to actually
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invest in the perceived Irlshness of Jordan Grand Pm. the marketing gurus chose to
identify themselves as a dynamic. practical, knowing and lively company by sponsoring
Irish coverage of the 'Irish' team. The faH-safe guarantee was that they were not
inextricably linked to the fortunes of the Jordan team. Yet. if a non-Jordan driver got a
podium finish, the edit to an Eircell graphic created its own discourse. Their use of
highly imaginative, nation-neutral, purple bookends at commercial breaks drew on the
familiarities of Formula One racing such as rapid pit stops and champagne ceremonies
and keyed into the pace and unpredictabillty of the sport which of course suits mobile
phone usage. But the Implication left Is that RTE has to deliver an Irish element to
make the 'Etr' part of Eircel1 evident to the aUdience. With Esat Digifone becoming the
offiCial supplier of communication services to Jordan Grand Prix in 1998. the pressure
Increased on RTE to strengthen Irish ties in the coverage, if Eircell are to consolidate
its position in the Irish mobile phone market. This commercial backdrop may have
Significant influence for the encoding of Jordan Grand Prix's Irishness.
RTE Sport's coverage of and relationship with Jordan Grand Prix lies within the
realisation that many economic and cultural bencfits will accrue from fOCUSIng on the
Irish national identity of the team, a feature not covered by the rival ITV coverage.
However, other groups, companies and individuals also profit from such a national
designation. EirceU, Esat Dlgifone, Formula One merchandise outlets, the Irish
government's promotion of the CeltiC Tiger, the tourism industry all prosper by RTE
promoting Jordan Grand Prix as an Irish team. A whole economy and cycle of
interdependency thus depends on RTE ensuring Ireland drives past the chequered flag.
Compared to ITV, RTE's coverage appears to suggest that jf Irish sports' fans wish to
follow grand prix raCing they should support the 'Irish' team on the Irish channeL ITV
tends to reflcct the relative achievements and grid positions of the different teams while
RTE over-represents Jordan Grand Pm. For example, during the coverage of the 1998
Australian Grand Prix, Jordan Grand Prix received almost twice as much coverage on
RTE as Ferrari even though their qualifying performances were just over half as good.
They received over two and a half times more coverage on RTE than on ITV despite the
presence of British driver Damon Hill in the Jordan team. No other teams were ascribed
nationalities by RTE or ITV. Eddie Irvine's shamrock on his green and orange helmet
seems to ensure that coverage of Ferrari is quite constant but also poses the question
about how more imbalanced would RTE mentions of Jordan Grand Pr1x and Ferrari be
Without the presence of the Bangor born, Dalkey resident. RTE's grand prtx coverage
through volume aSSigns Jordan Grand Prix as the main viewership entry point into the
narrative of grand prix racing and for RTE. as national broadcaster, Jordan Grand PrLx
are the primary source of interest. It is to an analysts of this identity concentration and
how RTE build their narrative around Jordan Grand Pr1x that I now turn.

Formation lap
' ... the viewers are issued with a set of instructions or maxims as to
how communication should be read. heard and seen.'
(Hargreaves, 1994: 157)
Preambles and conclUSions in soap opera style are essential in nationaliSing an
international event and retaining the less commItted soft viewer in Formula One.
particularly as there is no recognisable Irish sporting tradition to draw upon
(Barrett.1995). Arising from Blain et a1.'s (1993) model of textual analysis, this section
examines the combination of stylistic presentation, expert usage and narrative primacy
in the prequels and sequels to RTE's live race coverage at the Australian Grand Prix on
Sunday, March 7, 1999.
The pre-recorded prequel opens with a View of Peter CoIl ins dressed in a stylish,
casual manner positioned at the entrance gate to Albert Park. Conveniently a fan attired
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in an Irish rugby jersey ambles through the frame. The preferred meaning could be that
the smooth media professionalism of the Irish production team will proVide an avenue of
access for Irish fans to the complex world of grand prix. Collins welcomes Irish Viewers
to Melbourne and introduces edited highlights of the qualifying session. Significantly.
the IT rich quality of Formula One and its identity potential is stressed by including
invitations to send e-maUs. The inference seems to be that the viewers can not only
choose identification positions but can also interact and influence the commentary. A
video postcard of the attractions of a modern, lively Melbourne detailing the popularity
and history of the Albert Park race follows. This is intermixed with Interviews from grand
prix fans including on two occasions a group of Irish supporters wearing Jordan
merchandise and carrying an Irish flag, evoking a sense of the Irish diaspora.
The first expert motor racing interview takes place in an affluent, modern,
commercial centre with Eddie Jordan discussing the possibilities and imponderables. in
true soap opera style, for the race and the season. The setting and characterisation infer
that the audience can be inside trendy grand prix racing if It identifies with RTE's
coverage of Jordan Grand Prix. A chain of interview snippets follows induding John
Watson. former wDrld champiDn fr.om Northern Ireland. Declan Quigley, motorspDrts
cDrrespDndent .of the Irish Independent and RTE's pit lane reporter and DaVid Kennedy.
a former Formula One race driver. The positioning of Declan QUigley is particularly
interesting in that he is shown beside the symbol .of a bridge wearing the green racing
.overalls of the Jordan Grand PrIx team .of 1993. ExpectatiDns of bias towards JDrdan in
hiS links between the pit lane action and the commentary box is evident from this image
alDne. It. was unsurprising later. therefore, fDr Quigley. after a brief mentiDn .of McLaren
mayhem, to refer almDst exclusively tD the activity in the JDrdan pits prior tD the red
lights gDing .out. In addition, after Eddie Irvine's win, tWD live interViews are cDnducted
by Quigley and CoUins frDm the pit lane. Both focus on the victory .of IrVlne through
JDrdan Grand PrIx eyes as Ian Philips, the commerCial director and Eddie Jordan are
asked for comments .on the race. As with the pre-race segments. the framing deVice is
Jordan Grand Prix whether :it is Kennedy's view With relatiDn tD the Celtic rivalry
between themselves and Stewart or Watson describing how they matched Ferrari for
reliability in pre-season testing. Cutting from Eddie JDrdan's DpiniDns .of his drivers to
the authorised experts appears tD sanction preferred interpretations of the narrative.
Multiple pl.ots and characters are presented but only .one narrative is foregrounded.
No other team owner or driver was interviewed within the diegetic structure. The
principal entrance point emphasised in qualifying, is carried into the pre-race
pr.ogramming and is hammered h.ome by Collins over the first live pictures which
showed Irish tricolours in the crowd by asserting: 'AmDng the very large crowd, a large
Irish contingent here to support Eddie Jordan's team of course', and almost as an
afterthought, 'and Eddie Irvinc at Ferrari:
This narrative order outlined by Collins above was shown throughout the
preliminaries and post-race analysis. For RTE, Jordan Grand Prix represent the
primary narrative entry point and source of Irish national sporting identity in F.ormula
One. The implication is that this should be the case also for the audience. But during
actual racing, meaning becomes more fluid as incidents dictate the commentary while
the Visuals compete with Collins and Kennedy since they are provided by the host
broadcaster. The signification for Irish national sp.orting identity of clashing
commentary and visuals are my final area of textual analysis.

The race
'When players in one way or anDther are the extended .or VicariDus
agents of a natiDnal audience ... the commentator's role will
essentially be to mediate a transcendental we'
(Raunsbjerg and Sand, 1998: 169)
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According to Wenner (1998) the commentary of televised sport may be quite at odds
with the visual presentation because each tmposes a different structure and ideological
viewpolnt on the coverage. In general, mediated sport pictures concentrate on specific
stars that cast actions in terms of individual rather than team effort. Meanwhile,
commentary tends to emphasise factors which are essentially superfluous to accounts
of action such as the conveyance of sympathy and antipathy that endeavour to
heighten the spectators' involvement and interest (Rowe et aL, 1998; Wenner 1998 and
Raunsbjerg and Sand. 1998). I examined 30 minutes of RTE's live race transmission
which Is comprised of the final 25 minutes of race action and the first five minutes of
celebrations from the Belgian Grand Prix in Spa Francorchamps which took play on
Sunday, August 30, 1998. Owing to the Jordan Grand PriX triumph it allowed detailed
analysis of the collision of the globaJ priorities of Jordan, Benson and Hedges and the
FlA with the national necessities of RTE.
As there was no change in race order during the selected sequence of images, the
Belgian director inserted 16 shots from the pit lane and four slow motion action replays
during the 25 minutes. 95 per cent of this non 'who will win?' race action was
commcnted upon dIrectly by Collins or Kennedy. Whether it was Johnny Herbert
sulking in the pits, the Jordan pIt crew looking anxiously at monitors, the Williams of
Heinz Harald Frentzen sliding in the rain or Eddie Jordan being teased by Ron Dennis,
the RTE team's flow of intense, hyperbolic national Identification was interrupted and
dictated to by the narrative concerns of the Belgian teleVision director. They countered
the global tenaciously with comments such as 'Jordan one and two, Ireland first and
second' over regular images but the power of the cutaway made it difficult to construct
notions of national sporting identity. In contrast, it was noticeable that during postrace euphoric tmages of the Jordan team, breaks to five inserts of fans waving Union
Jacks or Benson and Hedges flags were ignored by RTE's commentators. They
appeared to enter into a pre-planned mode of address that summed up their needs and
the perceived needs of the audience and virtually ignored the presented Visuals.
Similarly, cuts to other parts of the race action did not have a definlng power over
commentary. EndUring shots of Jean Alesi and Jarno TruUi were largely ignored as
Collins and Kennedy continued their speculations and considerations which were
based on chats with Alain Prost in a bar the night before. Equally, images of
disconsolate Ferrari fans on a litter strewn, half empty hillSide viewing area as Sauber
cars zoomed past was voiced over vl.'ith 'Wc're not there yet'. Three or four different
stories were available on screen but were ignored in favou.r of the evocation of the
national. Thus. while the camera follows the race, the RTE commentary team follows
their race for 'their audience' except for compelling; slow motions and humanised soap
opcra style inserts.

Raunsbjerg and Sand (1998) contend that on-screen graphics are more
authoritative than what is uttered by commentators. Information that used to be the
preserve of the all seeing. all knowing commentator now originates with the producer.
The graphics do not illustrate the commentator's words according to their theory but
orient his or her commentary. This global dictation to local concerns could be quite
significant for expressions of national identity. In Formula One as the most frequently
used graphiCS of time gaps and race order do not specify constructors but drivers only,
RTE then has to counteract this individuality narrative in favour of its chosen collective
through regular team namings. However, it appears that their predominant tactic is to
totally ignore the super-imposed sponsored .information. Of the fifty three on-screen
graphics displayed during the final nventy five minutes of race action, only twenty
three per cent of them were alluded to by the RTE team. Rather than referring to the
number of laps remaining visual, Collins tells us that the cars have no windscreen
Wipers. relates the history of Jordan Grand PriX in one minute and implored 'Damon' to
drive conservatively by using the colloquialism 'keep it between the ditches'. The
emotive familiarity of the local commentator's address challenges the indifference and
starkness of the global facts and figures.
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RTE's intersecting vtsuals and commentary relate multiple narratives. The pictures,
the ambient sounds. the graphics and the commentarie", all told c.oni1icUng.
contrasting stories. Unified meanings depended on the Viewer ignoring other facets of
production. Commentators Peter Collins and David Kennedy tried heroically to ensure
Jordan Grand Prix's national identity as they used comments such as 'A momentous
day for Irish sport', 'the chequered flag falls for the Jordan Team', and 'it is very much
an Irish \Vin, we must remember that'. But the images and sounds of buzzing hornets,
German flags. ITV interviewing Eddle Jordan first. Union Jacks, individualised
graphics, yellow merchandise, freeze frames backdrops of Damon Hill and
congratulating sponsors undermine their efforts. The only coherence of expression was
global during the usage of slow motion and pit reaction shots, which could not be
ignored by RTE. These close-up, intense, emotional Visuals demanded fullest attention
irrespective of identification while the inanimate, sQulless profit-seeking machinery of
globalisation as represented by the cars racing were deemed appropriate to be
superseded by the local needs of RTE. Given thiS construction, Irish national sporting
identity will depend on the race remaining an independent text. If global pictures
continue to create more global narratives for global audiences, there Will be little room
amongst the 'over the moon' and 'sick as a parrot' pit lane shots to create national
identificatIon. If the 'who will win?' question becomes subservient to the 'how are
people feeHng?' story, RTE. with their limited production resources, will have to
concede defeat In thcir attempts to drive Ireland coherently past the chequered flag.
In the coverage analysed above. there are no real winners, but more importantly
there are no real losers. Certalnly the global and the national undermine each other's
unified meanings but paradoxically both global and national interests are served by
such fragmentation. Benson and Hedges, Serengetti and Jordan Grand Pm's myriad of
other transnatlonal sponsors are satisfied by the Widespread visual attention in a
world-wide market. Eircell, RTE's advertisers and RTE's public serVice proponents arc
content With the natIonally angled commentaries. DiVide and conquer appears to be the
motto of glocalism. The global equates \Vith the visual whUe the national depends on
the aural when applied to Formula One, Jordan Grand Prix and R'f.E. But critically.
has meaning been so SUb-diVided that it has become powerless before reaching targets?
Indeed no matter how polysemie globally or nationally encoded meanings become, the
greatest variables remain in their reception. Mier Jordan Grand Prix's ambivalence
towards Irish national sporting identity and RTE's over-enthusiasm for conferring it on
the team, it will be the audience and specifically for this study, Jordan Grand Prix
fans who determine ultimately whether Irish national sporting identity passes the
chequered flag.

The in lap
There are as many fans and fan movements as there arc meanings
to contest and negotiate',
!Barris, 1998: 4)
For this research two venues in Dublin were selected for a participant observation
study and a series of focus groups were conducted with Irish fans of Formula One.
Vicar Street and The Flowing Tide are two popular venues where fans congregate for
live relays of races during the season.
The over-riding sense I got from participant observation at both venues was how
organised and commerCialised the fandom appeared. This was created initially by a
most evident motivation at the locatIons to maximise profits through bar takings and in
Vicar Street's case by charging £12.50 for a sandwich and admission to a screening.
This meant that the socIal. public outing so important to fanshlp was largely
contextualised by promotion and marketing activity. The commercial needs of 98FM,
Hewlett Packard. Fosters. Benson and Hedges and other companies became more
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important than identification. For example, the deep knowledge and expertise of
fandom was validated but in a competitive 'pick the winner rather than follow your
team' manner. The emphasis on the best in terms of success and style over the fans'
personal sympathies creates homogeneity of allegiance. A possible implication of the
podium prediction contests for trips to Monza is that fans try to pick the winners
without personal involvement or Identification. Their loyalties become fragmented as
the 'best' is re-emphasised by themselves. Commercialised fandom does not seem to
breed diversity despite the democratic and personal choice arguments in favour of
postmodernism. At the venues, the prospect of winning an Olympus camera or a
Benson and Hedges tee-shirt appcarcd as important as cheering on your favourite
dIiver or team. A form of low intensity 'diet-fandom' was more prevalent with lots of
shouting, interest and discussion but very little commitment on display. The one step
removal from direct involvement lightens the fandom emotions. Additionally there is no
inheritance of grand prix fandom unlike football where you copy or Origmate loyalties
based on prior allegiances of fathers, mothers, brothers. Sisters, friends or cousins.
Who asks eight year oIds what Formula One team they follow?
Instead. the grand prix fan selects from a list of eleven teams and twenty two drivers
that are all multi-national, multi-commercial and globaliscd. Grand prix fandom
becomes a deliberate decision and is as likely to be based on the colour scheme of the
team as on nationality. As it is a considered .identification, it does not .have the 'natural'
intense, frenzied negative connotations of fandom. If you do not like what you see, you
switch channel and you do not have to wreck a stadium, throw missiles or cry. But
hecause of the missing downsides of fanship, the grand prixfan may misS out on the
deep play needed for identification, The representation of self by a team or driver
becomes temporary and floats by Without full engagement. The low number of fans who
engaged in public shows of devotion Hlustrated this. Few Jordan Grand Prix fans wore
colours and even if they did they were commodified yellow with sponsors names
emblazoned all over them. Essentially there is no need since identity produced hy
consumerism and validated through third person media is worn lightly. Support
seemed limited to big cheers in the darkness in true Lacanian style. The momentary
escapism is nullified by the return to the daylight. The identity is so fragile that it
depends wholly on symbolic affirmation and the tension felt before the playing of the
national anthem after the Jordan Victory at the French Grand Prix. emphaSised this,
The grand prix series becomes a cultural product to be consumed with 'flexHdentities'
tbe most common chOice. A reciprocal transfer of allegIances between Ferrari and
Jordan fans at the two different races re-iterates this pOint. On-track Ferrari tifosi just
leave their seats and go home once 'their' cars have crashed or stopped. But Irish
identities mediated through television were moveable and disposable and seemed to
depend on 'which is the best performing most lIish car on the track', Allegiances could
be SWitched, without recriminations, for convenience. Identity appears to be as
changeable as the tee-shirt you wear or the prize you might win. It would seem that
these fans of the postmodern age build up a portfolio of light identities for access at
different moments. Fandom does not have to be earned in the traditional manner by
years of suffering losses and accumulating encyclopaedic knowledge. Postmodern
fandom can be instantly acquired by buying a hat, switching on the teleVision,
acquiring a few key phrases such as understeer and reverse lock or paying £12.50. The
witnessed smiles and tears of relief which greeted Amhnin na bhFiann in the Flowing
Tide were, I believe, more a form of self-affirmation of having made a successful
identity selection than unconfined joy. There was little time for partyingln the streets
as the new opportunities for identity were already on the screen with the superbiking
exploits of Carl Fogarty. But how do the fans view themselves and their tranSient.
temporary identities? It Is to their views and comments I now turn.
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Spraying the fans
The random of Jordan Grand PIix supporters 1 interviewed seemed to be based on
the largely intangible postmodern qualities of style. pace, prestige and transience in
order to derive pleasures. The ability to move, be adaptable and become linked to a
reality seemingly divorced from their own, emerged as the salient constructs of their
fandom. The process of the race and its identities becomes far more pleasurable for
these fans than the product of the result. The mystique and pace of the high tech
eqUipment, detachment. financial pressures and fetishistic sophistication seems to
heighten the fans' interest. Regular allusions to the numbers of pit stops, the
commercial costs of managing the Jordan team and to the images of people and
machlnery controlled the How of interaction. The fans appear to feel empowered by the
realisation that the teams, packages, tracks. conditions, drivers and sponsors are evcrchanging and temporary and delight in the tranSient, minor victOries. There is little
evidence of great outpourings of jOy and pride as it does not matter who wins because
there is another race in a fortnight and another championship next year with new
engines, new colours. new sponsors and new venues. The delight shown by the fans in
speculating about the future of Jordan Grand Prix emphasises the transitory nature of
this fandom. Similarly, the dislocation of fandom due to its global nature becomes a
virtue of loyalty because it is not local and it is not knowable. The voyeuristic, barely
active involvement and participation with the sport is paradoxically Us attraction.
Fandom of Jordan Grand Pr!x allows a celebration of the detached. disengaged,
fleeting moment.
Building on the perception created during observation. it would appear that the
focus group members too had 'flexHdentities' and conditional identities. The former
allows fans to have multiple emotional entry points into the text while the latter. in the
best retail tradition. allows consumers of Formula One to reshelve one identity if a
more involving identity becomes available, however temporary. Thus, fans deSCribed
their Jordan devotion as being a response to W1!liams' boring dominance but could be
coupled with strong interests in the mid-field battles while the removal of the Irish
tricolour from the factory in Silverstone would preCipitate the demise of some. Jordan
allegiances. In a Similar vein, my own fragile, loose identity with the team was
threatened seriously by the non-playing of the Irish national anthem in Belgium in
199B. The suggestion is that the quantity of identities becomes more Important than
the quality of identity since being stuck with an unempowering and valoriSing identity
does not remain an option. The identity opportunities are vast within the Formula One
structures and if the Jordan Grand Prix cars crash at the first corner, the fan must be
able to adapt to the new conditions of viewership by adopting a fresh identity without
reproach. This process is facilitated through having multiple reference points Initially
and not applying limits to the distances and speeds at which individual identities can
travel. When the Irish grand prL'{ fan cries 'Go Eddie" the ambigUity is convenient.
The opinions on the represented 'Irishness' of Jordan Grand Prix were as divergent
as the Bfe histories of the members. Given the cultural climate and differing
educational. social, Ioeational and familial backgrounds of focus group members. it is
not surprising that no over-arching, totally coherent notion of nationhood emerged
from the discussions about Jordan Grand Prtx's Irish identification. Instead, each fan
in turn emphasised separate facets of identity and reconstituted them to serve his or
her own cultural demands. It appeared that the fans extracted their own meanings
from the global texts and used them to fulfil their own needs in their own ways. This
creates through Jordan Grand Prix a form of privatised, aspirational Irishness that
refashions Irish national identity through time and place. It can move to the past or
project to the future. It can accommodate both the bound geography of the state or
look beyond the shores to the dlaspora. It can breathe life into traditional. modern or
alternative identifications that encourage social prestige and self-esteem on an
indiVidual basis. Self inventive, selective Irishness occurs with Jordan Grand Prix
because the rapidity and mixture of national signifiers and symbols does not permit
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According to Wenner (1998) the commentary of televised sport may be quite at odds
With the Visual presentation because each imposes a different structure and ideological
viewpoint on the coverage. In general, mediated sport pictures concentrate on specific
stars that cast actions in terms of individual rather than team effort. Meanwhile,
commentary tends to emphasise factors which are essentially superfluous to accounts
of action such as the conveyance of sympathy and antipathy that endeavour to
heighten the spectators' involvement and interest (Rowe et al., 1998; Wenner 1998 and
Raunsbjerg and Sand, 1998). 1 examined 30 minutes of RTE's live race transmission
which is comprised of the final 25 minutes of race action and the first five minutes of
celebrations from the Belgian Grand Prix in Spa Francorchamps which took play on
Sunday, August 30, 1998. Owing to the Jordan Grand Prix triumph it allowed detailed
analysis of the collision of the global priorities of Jordan, Benson and Hedges and the
FlA with the national necessities of RTE.
As there was no change In race order during the selected sequence of images, the
Belgian director inserted 16 shots from the pit lane and four slow motion action replays
during the 25 minutes. 95 per cent of this non 'who will win?' race action was
commented upon directly by Collins or Kennedy. Whether it was Johnny Herbert
sulking in the pits, the Jordan pit crew looking anxiously at monitors, the Williams of
Helnz flaraId Frentzen sliding in the rain or Eddie Jordan being teased by Ron Dennis,
the RTE team's flow of intense, hyperbolic national identification was interrupted and
dictated to by the narrative concerns of the Belgian television director. They countered
the global tenaCiously with comments such as 'Jordan one and two, Ireland first and
second' over regular images but the power of the cutaway made it difficult to construct
notions of national sporting identity. In contrast, it was noticeable that during postrace euphoric images of the Jordan team, breaks to five inserts of fans waving Union
Jacks or Benson and Hedges flags were ignored by RTE's commentators. They
appeared to enter into a pre-planned mode of address that summed up their needs and
the perceived needs of the audience and virtually ignored the presented visuals.
Similarly, cuts to other parts of the race action did not have a definIng power over
commentary. Enduring shots of Jean Alest and Jarno Trulli were largely ignored as
Collins and Kennedy continued their speculations and considerations which were
based on chats with Alain Prost in a bar the night before. Equally, images of
disconsolate Ferrari fans on a litter strewn, half empty hillside Viewing area as Sauber
cars zoomed past was voiced over with 'We're not there yet'. Three or four different
stories were available on screen but were ignored in favour of the evocation of the
national. Thus, while the camera follows the race, the RTE commentary team follows
their race for 'their audience' except for compelling, slow motions and humanised soap
opera style inserts.

Raunsbjerg and Sand (1998) contend that on-screen graphics are more
authoritative than what is uttered by commentators. Information that used to be the
preserve of the all seeing, all knowing commentator now originates with the producer.
The graphiCS do not illustrate the commentator's words according to their theory but
orient his or her commentary. This global dictation to local concerns could be quite
significant for expressions of national identity. In Formula One as the most frequently
used graphics of time gaps and race order do not specify constructors but drivers only,
RTE then has to counteract this indiViduality narrative in favour of its chosen collective
through regular team namings. However, it appears that their predominant tactic Is to
totally ignore the super-imposed sponsored information. Of the fifty three on-screen
graphics displayed during the final twenty five minutes of race action, only twenty
three per cent of them were alluded to by the RTE team. Rather than referring to the
number of laps remaining visual, COllins tells us that the cars have no windscreen
wipers, relates the history of Jordan Grand PrlX in one minute and implored 'Damon' to
drive conservatively by using the colloqUialism 'keep it between the ditches', The
emotive familiarity of the local commentator's address challenges the indifference and
starkness of the global facts and figures.
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RTE's intersecting Visuals and commentary relate multiple narratives. The pictures,
the ambient sounds, the graphics and the commentaries all told conflicting,
contrasting stories. Unified meanings depended on the Viewer ignoring other facets of
production. Commentators Peter CoIlins and DaVid Kennedy tried heroically to ensure
Jordan Grand Prix's national identity as they used comments such as 'A momentous
day for Irish sport" 'the chequered flag falls for the Jordan Team', and 'it is very much
an Irish Win, we must remember thaf. But the images and sounds of buzzing hornets,
German flags, ITV interviewing Eddie Jordan first, Union Jacks. individualised
graphiCS, yeUow merchandise, freeze frames backdrops of Damon Hill and
congratulating sponsors undermine their efforts. The only coherence of expression was
global during the usage of slow motion and pit reaction shots, which could not be
ignored by RTE. These Close-up, intense, emotional Visuals demanded fullest attention
irrespective of identification while the inanimate. soulless profit-seeking machinery of
globaHsation as represented by the cars racing were deemed appropriate to be
superseded by the local needs of RTE. Given this construction. Irish national sporting
identity will depend on the race remaining an independent text. If global pictures
continue to create more global narratives for global aUdiences, there will be little room
amongst the 'over the moon' and 'sick as a parrot' pit lane shots to create national
identification. If the 'who will wIn?' question becomes subservient to the 'how are
people feeling?' story, RTE, with their limited production resources, will have to
concede defeat in their attempts to drive Ireland coherently past the Chequered flag.
In the coverage analysed above, there are no real winners, but more importantiy
there are no real losers. Certainly the global and the national undermine each other's
unified meanings but paradoxically both global and national interests are served by
such fragmentation. Benson and Hedges, SerengetU and Jordan Grand Prix's myriad of
other transnational sponsors are satisfied by the widespread visual attention in a
world-Wide market. Eircell, RTE's advcrtisers and RTE's public service proponents are
content with the nationally angled commentaries. DiVide and conquer appears to be the
motto of glocalism. The global equates with the visual while the national depends on
the aural when applied to Formula One, Jordan Grand Prlx and RTE. But critically,
has meaning been so sub-diVided that it has become powerless before reaching targets?
Indeed no matter how polysemic globally or nationally encoded meanings become, the
greatest variables remain in their reception. After Jordan Grand Prix.'s ambivalence
towards Irish national sporting identity and RTE's over-enthusiasm for conferring it on
the team. it will be the audience and specifically for this study, Jordan Grand Prix
fans who determine ultimately whether Irish national sporting identity passes the
chequered flag.

Tne in lap
There are as many fans and fan movements as there are meanings
to contest and negotiate'.
(Hams, 1998: 4)
For this research two venues in Dublin were selected for a participant observation
study and a series of focus groups were conducted with Irish fans of Formula One.
Vicar Street and The FlOwing Tide are two popuIar venues where fans congregate for
live relays of races during the season.
The over-riding sense 1 got from participant observation at both venues was how
organised and commercialised the fandom appeared. This was created initially by a
most eVident motivation at the locations to maximise profits through bar tah.-1.ngs and in
Vicar Street's case by charging £12.50 for a sandwich and admission to a screening.
This meant that the social, public outing so important to fanship was largely
contextualised by promotion and marketing actiVity. The commercial needs of 98FM,
Hewlett Packard. Fosters, Benson and Hedges and other companies became more
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Important than identification. For example, the deep Imowledge and expertise of
fandom was validated but in a competitive 'pick the winner rather than fonow your
team' manner. The emphasis on the best in terms of success and style over the fans'
personal sympathies creates bomogeneity of allegiance. A possible implication of the
podium prediCtion contests for trips to Monza is that fans try to pick the winners
Without personal involvement or identification. Their loyalties become fragmented as
the 'best' is re-emphasised by themselves. CommerCialised fandom does not seem to
breed diversity despite the democratic and personal choice arguments in favour of
postmodernism. At the venues, tbe prospect of winning an Olympus camera or a
Benson and Hedges tee-shirt appeared as important as cheering on your favourite
driver or team. A form of low intensity 'diet-fandom' was more prevalent \vith lots of
shouting. interest and discussion but very little commitment on display. The one step
removal from direct involvement lightens the fandom emotions. Additionally there is no
inheritance of grand priX fandom unlike football where you copy or originate loyalties
based on prior allegiances of fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, frIends or cousins.
Who asks eight year olds what Formula One team they follow?
Instead, the grand prix fan selects from a list of eleven teams and twenty two drivers
that are all multi-national. multi-commercial and globalised. Grand prlx fandom
becomes a deliberate deCision and is as likely to be based on the colour scheme of the
team as on nationality. As it is a conSidered identification, it does not have the 'natural'
intense, frenzied negative connotations of fandom. If you do not like what you see, you
sWitch channel and you do not have to wreck a stadium, throw missiles or cry. But
because of the missing downsides of fanship, the grand prix fan may miss out on the
deep play needed for identification. The representation of self by a team or driver
becomes temporary and floats by Without full engagement. The low number of fans who
engaged In pubUc shows of devotion illustrated this. Few Jordan Grand Prix fans wore
colours and even if they did they were commodified yellow with sponsors names
emblazoned all over them. Essentially there is no need since identity produced by
consumerism and validated through third person media is worn lightly. Support
seemed limited to big cheers in the darkness in true Lacanian style. The momentary
escapism is nullified by the return to the daylight. The identity is so fragile that it
depends wholly on symbolic affirmation and the tension felt before the playing of the
national anthem after the Jordan victory at the French Grand PriX emphasised this.
The grand priX series becomes a cultural product to be consumed With 'flexHdentities'
the most common chOice. A reciprocal transfer of allegiances between Ferrari and
Jordan fans at the two different races re-iterates this pOint. On-track Ferrari tifos1 just
leave their seats and go home once 'their' cars have crashed or stopped. But Irish
Identities mediated through television were moveable and disposable and seemed to
depend on 'which is the best performing most Irish car on the track!. Allegiances could
be SWitched, without recriminations, for convenience. Identity appears to be as
changeable as the tee-shirt you wear or the prize you might win. It wou1d seem that
these fans of the postmodern age build up a portfoliO of light identities for access at
different moments. Fandom does not have to be earned in the traditional manner by
years of suffering losses and accumulating encyclopaedic knowledge. Postmodern
fandom can be Instantly acquired by buying a hat, switching on the television,
acquiring a few key phrases such as understeer and reverse lock or paying £12.50. The
witnessed smiles and tears of relief which greeted Amhn:in na bhFiann in the Flowing
Tide were, I believe, more a form of self-affirmation of having made a successful
identity selection than unconfmed joy. There was little time for partying in the streets
as the new opportunities for identity were already on the screen With the superbiklng
exploits of Carl Fogarty. But how do the fans view themselves and their transient,
temporary identities? It is to their Views and comments I now turn.
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Spraying the fans
The fandom of Jordan GrandPrix supporters I interviewed seemed to be based on
the largely Intangible postmodern qualities of style, pace, prestige and transience in
order to derive pleasures. The ability to move, be adaptable and become linked to a
reality seemingly divorced from their own, emerged as the salient constructs of their
fandom. The process of the race and its identities becomes far more pleasurable for
these fans than the product of the result. The mystique and pace of the high tech
eqUipment, detachment, financial pressures and fetishistie sophiStication seems to
heighten the fans' interest. Regular allusions to the numbers of pit stops, the
commercial costs of managing the Jordan team and to the images of people and
machinery controlled the flow of interaction. The fans appear to feel empowered by the
realisation that the teams, packages, tracks, conditions, drivers and sponsors are everchanging and temporary and delight in the tranSient. minor victories. There is Uttle
eVidence of great outpourings of joy and pride as it does not matter who wins because
there is another race in a fortnight and another championship next year With new
engines, new colours, new sponsors and new venues. The delight shown by the fans in
speculating about the future of Jordan Grand Prix emphasises the transItory nature of
this fandom. Similarly, the dislocation of random due to its global nature becomes a
Virtue of loyalty because it is not local and it is not knowable. The voyeuristic, barely
active involvement and participation With the sport is paradoxically its attraction.
Fandom of Jordan Grand Prix allows a celebration of the detached, disengaged.
fleeting moment.
Building on the perception created during observation, it would appear that the
focus group members too had 'flext-identities' and conditional identities. The former
allows fans to have multiple emotional entry pOints into the text while the latter, in the
best retail tradition. allows consumers of Formula One to reshelve one identity if a
more involving identity becomes available, however temporary. Thus, fans described
their Jordan devotion as bCing a response to WUliams' boring dominance but could be
coupled With strong interests in the mid-field battles while the removal of the Irish
tricolour from the factory in Silverstone would preCipitate the demise of some Jordan
allegiances. In a Similar vein, my own fragile, loose identity with the team was
threatened seriously by the non-playing of the Irish national anthem in Belgium in
1998. The suggestion is that the quantity of identities becomes more important than
the quality of identity since being stuck With an unempowering and valorising identity
does not remain an option. The identity opportunities are vast Within the Formula One
structures and if the Jordan Grand Prix cars crash at the first corner, the fan must be
able to adapt to the new conditions of viewership by adopting a fresh identity without
reproach. This process is facilitated through haVing multiple reference poInts initially
and not applying limits to the distances and speeds at which individual identities can
travel. When the Irish grand prix fan cries 'Go Eddie', the ambiguity is convenient.
The opinions on the represented 'lrishness' of Jordan Grand Prtx were as divergent
as the life histories of the members. Given the cultural climate and differing
educational. social, locational and familial backgrounds of focus group members, it is
not surpriSing that no over-arching, totally coherent notion of nationhood emerged
from the discussions about Jordan Grand Prix's Irish identification. Instead. each fan
in turn emphasised separate facets of identity and reconstituted them to serve his or
her own cultural demands. It appeared that the fans extracted their own meanings
from the global texts and used them to fulfil their own needs in their own ways. This
creates through Jordan Grand Prix a form of privatised. aspirational lrlshness that
refashions Irish national identity through time and place. It can move to the past or
project to the future. It can accommodate both the bound geography of the state or
look beyond the shores to the diaspora. It can breathe life into traditional, modern or
alternative identifications that encourage social prestige and self-esteem on an
individual basiS. Self inventive, selective Irishness occurs With Jordan Grand Prix
because the rapidity and mixture of national slgnifiers and symbols does not permit
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nor encourage enduring, shared national affirmation. Instead, with community
assocIations and meanings having been abraded and transformed by market place
logic, Jordan Grand PrlX fans create their own Irish identities through reconstruction of
the encountered texts.
It was noticeable that very little distinction was made by the partiCipants between
Eddie Jordan and the Jordan Grand Prix team. Fans could tap into senses of
coHectivity so central historically to the Irish social fabric while simultaneously
enjoying the Singular specificity so important in consumer culture through the
personality of Eddie Jordan. Jordan Grand Prix offers multiple identification
possibilities inherent in the variety of symbols, drivers, logos and television coverage.
Eddie Jordan himself, is just one more entry point amongst thousands. The openendedness of the team as a text allied to Eddie Jordan's distinctly Irish moments of
recognition such as dancing Jigs and singing OM Ole Ole, makes the identifications of
the fans no lose situations for them. Despite RTE's coverage. they do not have to
embrace an all encompassing. narrow hegemoruc vision of lrishness with Jordan Grand
Prtx. While one focus group member suggested that it SUited Eddle Jordan to be proud
to be Irish. I would contend that it also suits the fans. Under the umbrella of Jordan
Grand Prix, they can test, dismiss and acqUire competing and contrasting Irish
national identities that vary in form and in intensity, for themselves and for
their country.

Significantly With regard to RTE. it appeared that for focus group members, their
pre-disposed, inside-the-camp, Jordan oriented, commentaries were rejected for the
vitality of Murray Walker and the detailed analySiS of Martin Brundle on ITV. In the
manner of the postmodern cliche, the style of lW's commentary is more meaningful
than the substance of RTE's. A comment that 'it's more a visual thing than listening to
the commentary' also raises serious issues for RTE's attempts to claw national
identification from the globaUsed Images. With viewers gIving added weight to the
visuals, RTE's ability to speCialise its coverage Is severely diminished and it is quite
possible that these fans did not notice RTE's efforts to control national meanings
because they are already using the global images to create their own. The joyful
anticipation of being able to extend this meaning making process using digital tv
technoiogy through choosing suitable replays, graphiCS, angles and in-car shots may
diminish RTE's role even further. With the dearth of home produced visuals already
costing RTE viewers. the future for grand prlx on the station may be grim if they are
not cogniscent of the real identity needs of their potential audiences. Selfempowerment through asserting control of the narrative with detailed knowledge and
differentiating oneself from other sports fans were crucial meanmg processes for these
fans and seemed as vital as any Irish identifications. Fans may accept Jordan Grand
Prix's Irishness but deliberately oppose RTE's appropriation of that identity. Since
these fans also rejected the government's involvement with Eddle Jordan as being vote
catching and too little too late. perhaps the lesson to be drawn is that such postmodern
identities do not rely upon the hierarchical. collective, cultural seal of approval. These
Jordan fans, creating their own identities through using cultural products, do not
welcome the type of central control as represented by RTE and the government. RTE
may serve and fulfil the commitments of their public service roie and the commercial
needs of their sponsors and advertisers but the encoded and emphasised Irish national
identity for team Jordan appears to be irrelevant, as postmodern fans watch to create
their own identifications but do not listen. The Irish national sporting identity
attributed to Jordan Grand Prix was negotIated with, re-negotiated with, played and
toyed with until the identity needs of the audience were satisfied. Ultimately, Jordan
Grand Prix became Irish if and when these fans Wished it to be.
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Championship positions
'Like everyone else, I was tn tears and without doubt that was the
greatest sporting day of my life'
(Eddie Jordan, 1999b: 21)
In the interview quoted above in J, the offiCial team magazine. Eddie Jordan was not
talkIng about Jordan Grand Prix's first podium finish. He was not talking about the
team's victories in Belgium nor in France. lnstead, these quoted words refer to the
Republic of lre1and's unexpected one nil triumph over Italy during the 1994 FIFA World
Cup. For me, the feelings expressed by Eddle Jordan here reinforce the findings of this
study. The essence of a unified national sporting identity is to be found in this Jordan
expression of collectiVlty and raw emotion. His identification with the soccer team
appears absolute, probably because he has little choice in its creation. He could not
influence his birthplace or his ancestral home. From childhood this attachment is
strengthened every time the team plays. win or lose. An the joys and suffcrmgs whether
they be open top bus homecomings or last minute defeats must be lived through and
endured and for Eddie Jordan, thts compulsory. natural investment was regained with
interest when Ray Houghton's goal precipitated national celebrations. Formula One is a
world apart and even Eddie Jordan appears to seek national identification outside
its realm.
Postmodern grand prix racing identities are different. They are chosen purposefully.
They are selected by consumers. They celebrate individuality and fleXibility. They
foreground layers of distance using space age machinery. fenced off tracks. glamorous
SOCialites, inaccessible pit lanes and faraway locations. National identities within such
a loose framework of reality exist nowhere but occur everywhere. The television screen
becomes the point of entry and identity into this created, unnatural environment. Fans
have little primary experience and consequently their identifications become
throwaway. The ability to easily discard an identity is inherent in a sport that requires
massive consumer expenditure to justify its existence. Jordan Grand Prix. RTE and
Jordan fans shape. use and reuse disposable identities for their own needs. Consumer
culture, economi.c considerations and self-image appear to be of more importance than
the raw emotion of Giants Stadium in June 1994. In this knowledge we can now
embrace the fundamental rule of the postmodern. globalised, commodified national
sporting identity that is Formula One. There is no chequered flag.
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The Case for Irish Newspapers
Entering the Interactive Digital
arket
Calm Murphy
Introduction
For over 300 years the newspaper business has been inseparable from ink on a page.
But the growing use of digital distribution technology such as the world wide web.
wireless application protocol for mobile phones and the potential for interactive digital
television makes readers simultaneously easier to reach but harder to retain. Newspaper
readership is no longer confined to the technology of print. This opens new opportunities
for publishers but aggressive players from the software. telecommunications and
retailing sectors are also exploiting this new technology and encroaching on newspapers'
traditional market. This paper draws largely on the American experience to examine the
arguments of whether Irish newspapers should enter the digital distribution channeL It
critically looks at the opportunities to develop digital services that are provided by the
use of newspapers' brand names, expertise and local networks. It· reviews recent efforts
by Irish publishers to establish an online presence. It argues that digital delivery is
becoming a fundamentally different bUSiness to newspaper production and in the longterm will be more suited to broadcasters once bandwidth and compression technologles
improve. The cost of trytng to establiSh digital distribution channels is assessed and it is
concluded that an alliance between newspapers, radio stations and other traditional
media foes may be required to meet the content, tcchnology and fmancial requirements
involved. It concludes that the arguments for and against newspapers entering the
digital arena are finely balanced as digital distribution is not necessarily compatible with
the business of a physical form newspaper. In the long-term, however, early entry by
Irish newspapers is required as both a defence against new competition and as a
prereqUisite for developing expertise in the area.

I. Throughout the text.
Ireland refers to the
Republic of Ireland.

It Is often remarked how In the late nineteenth century certain entrepreneurs in the
railroad business were doomed by their love of trains even those who were smart enough
to recognise they were in the transportation business. Docs this analogy hold true for
the fifty-six newspaper titles in Ireland?' The internet, digital teleVision and new
broadband services wtll pose challenges for newspaper publishers. Ireland's
unprecedented economic boom has seen record revenues for newspapers but the
underlying long-term trend is of gradual downward newspaper sales despite an
increasing population. Newspapers have generally managed to increase their revenues
despite the long-term circulation fall by IncreaSing their reliance on advertising. For
Independent News & Media, Ireland's largest publishing group. advertising revenues
represent fifty per cent of revenues compared to forty per cent in 1991 (Goodbody,
1997). The print media's share of the £391 million advertising spend in Ireland is about
fifty five per cent, but the expanSion of radio, television, online and outdoor advertising
is making it difficult for it to retain this high percentage (IAPI, 1999). Competition in the
newspaper market has largely come to mean attracting readers from other publications
Instead of creating new ones.
New technology has been used to reduce newspaper production costs, but delivery
remains expensive. A calculation based on paying £1 for a Sunday newspaper and
spending four hours reading it would give the average cost per hour to the consumer of
Irish newspapers as twenty five pence or fifty two pence if advertisements did not
subSidise the product. This represents one of the most expensive of media products in
Ireland. It is two pence higher than magazines and eleven pence more expensive than
books. Television is only two pence and radiO one penny. While the costs of other
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broadcast and electronic media wiU stabilise or even fall, newsprint. distribution and
transport will maintain and even increase newspaper prices. Against this background,
about six:ty per cent of Irish newspaper have set up hybrid world wide web editions
partly due to fear of losing market share. as well as keeping up with competition and
experimenting with new technology. The remainder of this article examines the wisdom
of such a move.

The case for entering the digital interactive space
One compelling motivation for Irish newspapers to enter into digital distribution is
the need to recapture readership lost due to decades of high emigration. The Regional
Media Bureau of Ireland, which represents the publishers of Ireland's regional titles,
estimates that over ten per cent of lr1sh newspapers are exported to the expatriate
population. With thirty-two million people in the US (US Population Office. 1996) and
ten million in the UK (UK Office of National Statistics, 1991) claiming Irish descent, this
diaspora provides a potential new market for Irish newspapers. Ireland has 5.8 million
tourist visitors a year. Irish residents make 2.6 million tripS outside the state annually
and thirty five thousand young Irish people are away for a year at anyone time (Bord
Failte. 1999). ThiS provides a geographically dispersed community of interest in Irish
affairs. The web site of The Irish Times, (http://www.lreland.com). for example,
established in 1994. claimed 6.5 million page :impressions per month in 1999, a large
proportion of them from North America? Independent News & Media and Liberty, a
subsidiary of AT&T. launched Unison (http://www.unison.ie) in February 2000. a web
site containing its own publications and those of over half Ireland's regional newspapers
and aimed at the domestic market. It replaced a web site launched a year previously
which was aimed at selling Irish regional media content to expatriates. Eircell and Esat
Digifone, Ireland's two mobile phone companies, plan to offer extensive information and
interactive services over their networks to their customer base which. according to these
companies by the end of 2000, will exceed fifty per cent of the adult population or 1.5
million people.
Another motivating factor for Irish newspapers going digital is the relative strength of
their brands. Most newspapers in Ireland trace their lineagc to the late 1880s and early
1900s and are very closely associated with their local communities., Their ski.l1s In
newsgathering. knowledge of local culture and linkages with local businesses are
extremely valuable assets but more critical Is the trust their readers have in the brand
name. In a digital world of free informatlon, qualities of credibility. relevance to a local
audience and trust in a brand name. thereby encouraging users to conduct online
transactions, become extremely important. Interactive digital advertising can improve
effiCiency by targeting audiences more cost effectively. Interactive advertlsements allow a
more direct response than any other media through onUne purchasing. The trust which
people have in newspaper brand names coupled with their long established links with
local businesses thus provide an opportunity for them to hecome gateways for electronic
commerce. Instead of simply publishing advertiSing for companies, newspapers can now
manage finanCial transactions onUne and open an extra revenue stream through the
earning of commission.
Early entry into the digital arena has also proven to be Critical for publishers. The
opportUnity cost in terms of experience, building up an online brand and keeping out
competition outweigh the savings from delaying entry until there is a clearer picture of
trends. The armual Joint National Readership Surveys, which measure the readership
habits of Irish people. constantly show inertia by readers In SWitching publications.
There is some evidence to suggest that this is even greater in moving from one Internet
service provider to another (Amarach Consulting, 1999) increasing the case for early
entry. Aggressive players from computing, finanCial services and telecommunications
are expanding into digital news and information publishing with substantial investment
in this area by Etrcom, Esat Telecom (owned by British Telecom) and shortly NTL
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(formerly CableUnk). Increased competition in the Irish telecommunications market and
falling computer, mobile phone and digital television equipment and usage prices is
bringing access costs down making digital news and information a mass market service.
Digital newspaper services are also likely to be more attractive to young people.
Ireland's young population is increasingly a more computer 11terate one and becoming
accustomed to getting its news and event information free largely over the intemet in
colleges. Newspapers' survival is dependent on attracting such readers, introducing
them to the habit of reading and later purchaSing. Today's under twenty-five year oIds
are also the first generation to have grown up with video. colour television and high
telephone and mobile telephone use and attracting them to static media like newspapers
can be difficult. But in this more affiuent. global orientated world. Irish newspapers can
reduce the emotional impoverishment and disconnectedness widely felt particularly
amongst the young population.
Forecasts for the expansion of web-based readershIp are upbeat. Forrester Research
(1999), a US new media consultancy, predicts that in the US $1.5 billion (IR£lbn) in
local advertising will shift to the world wide web in the next three to five years. The new
market dynamics will cause a loss of $3.6 billion (IR£2.5bn) in local ad revenues - due
to fierce pricing competition between the new arrIvals and the newspapers. The US
market Is a more advanced one than Ireland with free local telephone access, triple the
amount of home computer ownership and widespread credit card use. People in Ireland
spend on average three hours daily watching televiSion, one of the highest rates in
Europe and may be close to saturation point. Television is taking a larger share, now at
thirty two per cent. of Ireland's advertising pool. The proposed introduction of digital
television in Ireland within the next few years will increase ten-fold the number of
television channels available, many of which will also be seeking advertising. Digital
television technology also makes regional television channels and local interactive
teletext type servIces feasible. It was eStimated by Amarach. an Irish technology
consultancy. that 444,000 people in Ireland were using the internet regularly by October
1999. Amarach estimates two million adults in Ireland will be online by 2010. Entering
such an interactive digital space opens a plethora of new opportunities for newspapers
as it becomes easier for readers to suggest news stOries, give automatic feedback and
become involved tn discussion forums hosted by th~ publication. The newspaper
transforms from a traditional one way communications medium into an interactive
medium with a reader part of the content creation process. Instead of filling in the
crossword, readers can play it and other games over a network provided by the
newspaper. Local community sports. socIal and political groups can be given their own
space to publish their material and allowed their own chat lines. Banking, home
shopping. ticket purchases, access to databases and classlfieds can all be delivered over
the new site. Space could also be given to readers to display the family photo album,
pubUsn their own work or give their views. Virtual opinion polls. address books, betting.
yellow pages, local history channels and the newspapcr archives are other possibilities.

The argument for remaining solely a physical form publisher
A temporary Window of opportunity exists for newspapers to enter the on11ne digital
world while bandwidth for consumer use remains too narrow for quality audio and video
to be transmItted between computers. Today's Iransfer rates of 20-100kBps are not even
close to being sufficient for the user's unlimited Visual enjoyment of advanced and
visually elaborate world wide web pages and similar multimedia. However. text and still
images, the raw material of newspapers, can be relatively cheaply 'shovelled' into digital
delivery format. This system will in time be replaced and expanded upon by new types of
content and services, as Andersen Consulting (1996) predicted:
One type of content will be Video-centric with llmited or no
Interactivity. The other type of content will be more text, graphiCS
and application centric and have dramatically wider variety. The two
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kinds of content Will sometimes be integrated by a single end user
deVice. but remafnch!efly independent. Eventually, a fully integrated
set of media, communication and financial content and services will
emerge - SWitched broadband and wireless broadband.
By 2003 switched broadband networks should become available in many of the one
million Irish homes. This Will give broadcasters access to multimedia interactive serVices
and their richer content is likely to dominate over any proVided digitally by newspapers.
This scenario seriously questions the cost benefit to newspaper publishers in Ireland
the majority of whom are small enterprises with net profit margins under fifteen per
cent, investing heavily in entering the digital space. Investing their profits in shares of
teleVision and software companies could give them a better long-term return financially.
Estimates vary from a £450,000 to £977,000 Investment over three years as the cost of
a regional newspaper establishing a basIc interactive digital service before it reaches
break even. Only a few of the estimated two thousand newspaper web sites
internationally are breaking even and this is largely on archive sales.
Seventy per cent of newspapers sold in Ireland are owned by Independent News &
Media. It aiong with Examiner Publications, The Irish Times Ltd, Post Publications, The
Farmers' Journal and perhaps one or two highly profitable regional newspapers would
appear to have the internal resources to seriously invest in entering the interactive
digital space in a meaningful way. Realising this, the smaller publishers have combined
to contribute to Unison which. as already mentioned, is a web site owned by
Independent News & Media and Liberty, a subsidiary of AT&T, the largest US telecom
company. But they may also need alliances with other types of media such as radiO to
proVide twenty four hour coverage.
The initial synergies between newspapers and their web editions will also be diluted
as the medium develops. For example, The Irish Times Ltd had by early 1999 recruited
thirty five people in its electronic diVision which produces its web edition. Digital media
users are likely to demand up-tO-date information and once compression technology
improves they will also Hkely seek real-time audio and Video. They may insist on more
value added services and Interactivity but be unwilling to pay for It. Newspaper
newsrooms are not eqUipped for this type of operation and soon the cost will spiral With
little prospect of short-term return. Even transferring the text and graphics produced for
the linear newspaper product into a non-linear one for a basic web site is expensive as it
Is labour intenSive. The Irish market ls also sman. Microsoft. one of the world's most
profitable companies, withdrew its Irish online serVice, MSN, after three years of losses
seeing the market as too small. Forrester Research (1999). one of the world's most
expert Internet forecasting agenCies. did not foresee that the market would be big
enough for domestic web sites to be profitable in Ireland for the next few years. The
potential new audience of Irish Americans and the 853,000 IrIsh passport holders In the
UK equally may not be as easy to attract. Ireland oJ the Welcomes, a bi-monthly
reasonably priced glossy, sells only one hundred thousand copies in the US despite the
thirty two million inhabitants who claim Irish descent. The age profile of emigrants is
not conducive to large scale computer use and research has shown that emigrants do
not retain a long-term interest for Irish media products. 3
Internet and digital technology is also changing daily With eqUipment and skills
quickly becoming obsolete. No satisfactory business model has yet been established for
how newspapers can benefit from the internet. A more prudent 'wait and see policy'
would save money which could then be used to launch a state of the art service if and
when the technological and finanCial platforms have become clearer and the potential
market has grown to a Viable size. In addition. opinion is divided on whether people
want interactiVity. A survey in Business Week (Cortese, 1997) showed that users are
split between preference for inactive and active serVices and many Cited anonymity as
the attraction for being on11ne. Advertisers remain reluctant to commit themselves to
digital media while statistics for readership are not independently audited and remain
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low. John Katz, a journalist turned author WIiting in US technology magazine Wired in
1997, advised publishers: 'Shut down most of those web sites. Nobody needs the more
than 3,000 paper sites out there cluttering up the ether with all this deadly, mostly
useless stuff, You need to take what money you have and make your papers better, not
throw the money away in another medium that undercuts you' [Katz. 1997). Katz
argued: 'Ne'IA,.spapers aren't in the breaking news business anymore. That they have not
got this 50 years after the fact is almost beyond comprehension. They can't compete
with. cable, radio or the Net when it comes to announcing news.' He advised newspapers
to take a more coherent strategy to address their new role and foresaw a bright future
for them if they did (Katz, 1997).
The skills required by newspapers for a viable interactiVe digital media presence are
investment-intensive. Server platform management, payment processing systems [emoney / cash), new high quality customer care departments, creation and editing of
interactlve/hyperlinked content and individualised customer services shift away from
newspaper's core competencies. They win also have to introduce this without upsetting
their traditional business channels. For instance, how will banks react if Interactive
newspapers offer direct payment systems for products cutting out credit cards? They
will probably withdraw their millions of pounds worth of adverliSing from the printed
version of the newspaper. There could be loss of goodwill of older readers, forced to pay
more for their print editions to subsidise free loss-making omine editions. It remains
unclear where the funding is gOing to come from to enable experimentation with a range
of interactive digital media on a commercial scale. The two largest Irish newspaper
publishers, Independent News & Media and The Irish Times Ltd, have to invest in new
printing eqUipment and in rationalisation programmes for production staff who are
being replaced by more effiCient digital production eqUipment. Entering interactive
digital services is also a legal quagmire. Discussion groups would have to be monitored
around the clock to prevent libel and pornography for which the newspaper as a host
would be legally liable; Once content .is put into digital media format it is relatively easy
to breach its copyright and re-use it, perhaps even to promote rivals.
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It may be argued in favour of the newspaper industry remaining a physical publisher
that newspapers are portable; cheap, reqUire no technical knowledge, they are easy to
naVigate and can be shared amongst several people at tllt": same time. Much of their
appeal derives from the fact that they are a different medium, often deSCribed as active,
to televiSion and radio which are normally passive. Computer and teleVision screens are
not user friendly for reading large amounts of text. To attract readers into a digital
edition, the newspaper must give added value to the print edition which so far most
have failed to do. Despite a downward price trend, computer hardware and telecom
connections are expensive and grOwing internet congestion and lack of cross-platform
standards add to the drawbacks. There will also always be a premium price for quality
communication and ink on paper continues to set the agenda in Ireland for radio and
television news. Despite forecasts of their demise, the decline in British regional
newspapers has stabilised at fifty nine million readers a week (Greenslade, 1998) and
their new more focused management have. made them more profitable than ever:'

Conclusion
Irish newspapers' gate-keeping role in a world of exponentially increasing information
remains a vital but modified one (Singer,1997). The rapid growth in digital media
delivery will continue for the foreseeable future and has to be embraced as an
opportunity as well as a challenge. The benefits today are finely balanced with the
drawbacks of entering the parallel interactive space. But the opportunlty cost of staying
out Is arguably more expensive than follOwing a new hybrid business model of trying to
run both services. Alliances with traditional foes in other newspapers, radio, televiSion,
database and guide provision media organisations will be necessary to prevent
newspapers becoming castaways in the tide of change. The pace of development of
digital media has been faster than the growth of other media. The cultural, economic
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and political consequences of ano'wing overseas media. whose main commitment is to
profit. to become dominant in digital media in this country could have far reaching
consequences for Ireland's development. Unlike the altruistic. community based
foundations of most of Ireland' s media, these new market entrants may be more
concerned with commercial return and with representing the philosophies of their
proprietors rather than serving the community. The technology means t.hey no longer
need to employ anyone in the country of broadcast let alone the community they serve.
ThIs presents a Hobson's choice for Irish newspapers. The potential return on
investment for Irish newspapers entering the parallel digital space wm be several years
down the road, if ever. StayIng outSide it and investing theIr money in new printing
equipment, increasing pagination, staffing. quality and marketing. could prove a more
short-term benefiCial investment. A low-level investment in basic internet services, such
as Just 'shovelling' the print content onto the web, could be more than a waste of
resources. It could diminish their brand onIine, sour the organisation's attitude towards
digital technology and waste valuable money. Instead, a heavy fmancial commitment
has to be made to the new medium and partnerships formed to bring in expertise where
it is miSSing, To meet this challenge and exploit the opportunity for both readers and
publishers, Irish newspapers could combine with other local partners to provide leading
edge digital services, thus providtng a possible new long-term growth area, safeguarding
existing revenues and helping fend off new competition.
Such an approach failed in the US in 1998 with the collapse of New Century
Network, a consortium of one huudred and fifty newspapers formed several years
previously with a web site to fend off internet competition. Arguments over who would
provide content and how to share advertising revenue led to individual titles doing their
own deals with other digital media companies. In the meantime, new entrants such as
Digital City and Citysearch. and later portal sites such as Yahoo and Excite took the
market initiative in attraCting new readership as well as some of the traditional market
for newspapers.
The lessons from this debacle should be learnt by Irish newspapers - the threat is no
longer from each other and they must co-operate. They must also recruit the skills of
people who understand the new media and not try to replicate what they do in print in a
digital format. From the Irish community's Viewpoint, this will ensure that a local
newspaper's traditional social. cultural and business role survive in this millennium.
New bUSiness models such as Boston.com, totalny.com, accessarizona.com, and
365.co.uk. provide examples of the new types of interactive services that newspapers
can offer. A substantial change of mindset by Irish newspaper publishers will be
required to contend with these emerging business models which will enable them to
successfully interact with - and deliver product io - dIstributed global markets. For
more than 300 years, their business has been inseparable from print technology. But
like the railroad owners of the last century. they must first understand the business
they are in and secondly not be blinded by their affection for ink on a page.
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Irish education - a decade of reform'
The Irish educational system is frequently celebrated as a world class system that is
held ill high domestic esteem, has contributed substantially to Ireland's economic
success and been compared very favourably with our counterparts elsewhere in the
European Union. Such contentment belies the fact that it has also been a system very
slow to change. is notoriously centralised and has only in the last decade instituted
significant legislative reform that will enable and facilitate the growth of new curricular
areas such as media studies - the topic of this article - an area in which Ireland lags
substantially behind our European counterparts.
This article examines the origins and development of media education in the primary
and secondary levels of the educational system. The rapid development and popularity
of media-related courses, predOminantly of a vocational nature, at third level arguably
requires separate attention. In this instance, it is media teaching within the core
curriculum for a general student population that is in question, whether as a subject in
its own right or as part of another SUbject, such as English. A consideration of the
position and role of media studies within Irish education is now timely: calls for
education to be more relevant and attuned to the world in which we live have been
answered by Significant curriculum change and, it is felt by its advocates, media
education offers a paradigm of what education should be like in today's complex,
information~dominated world (Masterman. 1985).
HistOrically. Ireland's approach to school currIculum development has been a highly
centralised one, closely monitored by the Department of Education and Science. The
formation of the statutory National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA)
from its predecessor. the advisOry Curriculum and Examinations Boards, was a crucial
step towards a more responsive and fleXible system of curriculum development. A
number of innovations have followed from this. The Junior Certificate programme.
comprising the three year junior cycle of secondary education was introduced in 1989.
replacing the Intermediate and Group Certificate eXaminations. It now provides a single
unified programme for students aged between twelve and fifteen years, emphasiSing
knowledge, understanding, skills and competenCies. It also emphasises qualities of
'responsible citizenship in a national, European and global context', It is in this context
that the majority of students encounter media studies as a formal element of the
curriculum. The child-centred and integrated curriculum of the primary system, first
introduced in 1971. has undergone a sustained process of review since 1990 and a
revised national curriculum is now being introduced on a phased basis.
The traditlonally academic senior cycle programme that prepared students for
higher education is undergOing restructuring, in part due to the increased participation
rates. and in response to its outmoded university-oriented approach. An optional
tranSition year programme has now been introduced offering students opportumties for
personal and social development. Its interdisciplillary and student-centred nature has
provided interested teachers with extensive opportumties for the development of media
education modules. The established Leaving Certificate examination is the terminal
examination for the majority of students in the fifteen to eighteen age groups. Students
take at least five subjects. though in practice seven to eight is the norm. Recent
reviSions of Leaving Certificate syllabi have included the inclusion of the study of film in
the English curriculum.
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A vocational orientation to the senior cycle programme was introduced with the
Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP), first introduced in 1989 and
expanded In 1994 to include link modules for preparation for work. The Leaving
Certificate Applied Is a new self-contained two-year programme involving a crosscurricular approach rather than a sUbJect-based one with a strong vocatIonal and
personal development emphasis, It incorporates modules in communicatIons studies
with media studies elements.
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Much of the impetus for the decade of reforming measures that Irish education has
undergone stems from the 1992 publication of the government Green Paper Education
Jar a Changing World. The Green Paper articulated what all partners in education had
long expressed. The educational experience, particularly in the second level which had
remained largely unchanged for many years. was an examination-intensive system.
unsuited to many, and biased towards a fact-acquisition academic approach to the
neglect of the development of critical thinking, The education system as a whole was
over centraUsed. making curriculum innovation enormously difficult. A wide ranging
debate on the future of education. its content and structures. developed and culminated
in such events as the National Education Convention in 19932 • a government White
Paper Charting Our Education Future (1995), and The EdUcation ,Act of 1998. The
direction of educational development is now clearly charted and a number of key targets
have been identified. The key target for second level education Is that by the year 2000,
ninety per cent of those commencing second-level education will complete senior cycle.
The completion rate in 1995 was seventy seven per cent. Reforms of the junior- and
senior-cycle curriCUla are to be continued, catering for the wide range of ability levels
now partiCipating in second-level education and preparing students fully for effective
participation in a rapidly changing society, The work of the National Council for
Curriculum and Assessment is also now underpinned by law thus ensuring a greater
responsiveness to curricular change and innovation. How media stUdies has fared and
what its future prospects may be within this general environment of change is
considered in the remainder of this article.

The development of media education3
The manner in which media education has developed in Ireland, while closely
influenced by educational developments in the United Kingdom. has not necessarily
followed the same pattern, The chronological development in media education from a
'protectionlst' paradigm, in which education seeks to inoculate against the adverse
effects of media, to a 'critical' paradigm that seeks to empower students and to foster
critical awareness (see Buckingham. 1998; Hart and Hicks, 1999) does not strictly
apply. Where it has been formally offered, mcdia education in Irish schools has generally
been presented in an enabling and positive fashion, based on its intrinsic motivating
features and the enthUSiasm for media education by dedicated groups of teachers. On
the other hand. it is also true that the progress of media education in Ireland has been
particularly slow. The most positive forms of media education have been developed for
marginalised areas of the curriculum, such as vocational programmes where teachers
were given a large degree of flexibility to develop new approaches. Its entry into the
mainstream curriculum has been a late, cautious and piecemeal one with little prospect
of media studies in any extended sense being a core CUrriculum element for the majority
of Irish students.
Implicitly, of course, the traditIonal response of education to the media. and Irish
education is not an exception, has been 'innoculatlonist'. O'Halloran (1992) observes
how the original Primary Curriculum handbook (l97l) pointed to the 'parallel educatIon'
which children received through:
the flood of information stimuli and exhortations conveyed by sound
and image by which the pupil is assailed outside the school through
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posters, cinema, televisIon. strip cartoons. radio and popular songs.
(1971:20).
Mc Loone (1983) linked this tendency in Irish educational thinking with the neglect
more generally of the arts and creative expression. The relatively late arrtval of
television in 1961 was symptomatic of a more general fear of technology and the
potential of film as an expression of culture, for example. was not recognised until the
mid 1970s. Equally. a xenophobic nationalism combined with the cultural
conservatism of Irish Catholicism exerted strong influence on Irish education at least
until the 1960s. Ironically, however, some of the earliest Initiatives in Irish media
education were promoted by the Catholic Communications Centre, founded in 1968,
which in addition to publications such as Introduction to the Mass Media (1985) also
ran training programmes in well equipped studios for teachers and students in media
production techniques.
The origins of media education in Ireland can be traced to the late 1970s and early
1980s when the education system was recognised to be under severe pressure and in
need of reform. At that time, Ireland had one of the youngest populations in Europe with
over fifty per cent of the population under twenty five. The demographic pressures on an
ancient system coupled with cut backs in public spending and poor job prospects for
many school leavers placed the entire system in crisis. At the same time, cultural
change, the opening up of Irish society, as wen as the obviOUS centrality of popular
culture in young people's lives made the contrast between In-school and out-of-school
life all the more apparent. Isolated efforts by teachers to develop media studies were
galvanised and co-ordinated to some extent by the education department of the Irish
Film Institute which in the absence of any other body assumed responsibility for the
development among teachers of a culture of media education. In addition to offering
seminars and courses in film and media studies, the FiIm Institute acted as a catalyst
for the promotion of medIa awareness not just in schools but among the Irish public
generally. A number of high profile jOint conferences and summer schools between the
IF! and RTI!;, the national public service broadcaster, created an enVironment in which
the media's contribution to and representation of Irish life was critically debated. A well
attended National Media Education Conference held in Dublin in 1985 and addressed
by leading UK media educationalists such as Len Masterman, David Lusted and Eddie
Dick created the impetus for the setting up of the Teachers' Association for Media
Education (TAME). The purpose of TAME was 'to support and encourage teachers of
media education in both primary and post-primary schoolS' and to act as a lobbying
group for curriculum provision, tn-service training and the development of teaching
resources for media studies. It was partially successful in each of these aims though
once the modest provisions for media education in the Junior Certificate English
syllabus were instituted (see below), the activities of the organisation fell into abeyance.
A contributory factor was also the financial crisis experienced by the Irish Film Institute
and the Winding down of its education department between 1986 and 1980.
As noted above, it was in the vocational area where media education made its first
formal entry into an Irish curriculum in 1978. The now defunct Vocational Preparation
and Training Programme. designed for early school leavers. included in its
communications syllabus a requirement to study 'media among other elements of
communications'. An expanded version of this programme in 1984 listed among its aims
for communications studies 'to develop an awareness of the nature and function of
communications in contemporary society' and to enable students to 'acquire greater
social competence'. The objectives of this programme indicated that 'in addition to
competence in the basic communication skills. an ability to cope with the various
systems of communication, including mass media, would be reqUired'. Students should
know, furthermore, about the different kinds of mass media. processes of production,
decision making. truthfulness, objectivity and bias. Students would also be encouraged
to engage in practical production of news sheets, radio programmes, Video magazine
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programmes etc. to give them an insight into media processes as well as developing their
communicative abilities.
This admirable and well-balanced syllabus was a successful element of the
programme as a whole and gave many teachers a long awaited opportunity to introduce
a more relevant engagement with contemporary culture into the curriculum. The
difficulty from the POint of view of those who had campaigned for recognition of media
studies in the school CUrriculum was that it had been restricted to the vocational area
and not seen as something that was fundamental to an education. This distinction
between the traditional curriculum in the secondary school and the more practical
curriculum of the vocational sector was perpetuated throughout the rest of the 1980s as
the system itself expanded in an unplanned way to cater for the needs of industry and a
bulging youth population With too few places at higher education. A range of vocational
programmes were developed sometimes locally and With uncertaln certification as postIntermediate Certificate and post-Leaving Certificate courses, nearly all of which
incorporated some elements of appUed communications studies but for which skills
acquisition was the primary emphasis. These efforts culminated eventually in the
development of a new senior cycle programme, the Leaving Certificate Applied, whose
integrated, modular and cross~disciplinary approach gave considerable emphasis to
communications studies as a core element of personal development.
The campaign to incorporate media studies within the mainstream of the academic
curriculum was led by the various interests of Film Institute of Ireland, the Teachers'
Association for Media Education, and the Association of Teachers of EngUsh. In the
context of an overall review of the curriculum at primary and second level. some
measure of success has been achieved With a media component being incorporated into
thc integrated primary curriculum and into the English syllabus, and in varying lesser
degrees in the Visual Arts and Civic. SOCial and Political Education (CSPE). The
transition year programme which allowed schools to develop their own curricula also
received a boost with the setting up a Transition Year Curriculum Support Service and
many schools offer media studies as an integral element of such a programme. Such
curriculum reforms now see elements of media education at strategic pOints throughout
the educational system: from junior cycle to transition year to senior cycle. While
notable inclusions have been achieved, the result Is also a disjointed one and the failure
to establish media studies as a curricular unit in its own right at any level must remain
a disappointment.

Provision for media education
4.

Cr.
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A major revision of the primary school curriculum has taken place and a new revised
curriculum is due to be introduced to all schools from September 2000. 4 The new
curriculum retains the child-centred approach while emphasising clearer learning
objectives, appropriate assessment methods, literacy and numeracy, the arts, Irish,
science, European awareness programmes and the promotion of health and well-being.
including relationships and sexuality education. While media studies remains formally
absent from the primary curriculum an attempt has been made to incorporate media
education. more generally conceived, in a cross-curricular manner. It is clear that the
revised curriculum recognises the prevalence of media in children's lives and encourages
the use of media material as aids to learning across the curriculum. However. the most
ambitious approach yet to media education is introduced in the block known as SOCial,
Personal and Health Education. An integral element of this block from infant classes
upwards is an exploration of media through such topics as advertisements aimed at
children. the distinction between fact and fiction, the portrayal of family and school life
in the media, types of information and the techniques used to communicate in
newspapers. The central role that such issues occupy in this programme marks a
significant innovation for media education and a change in its fortunes, the benefits of
which will be felt downstream in the educational system.
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The major responSibility for media education in the second level curriculum falls on
English language teachers. The first step towards a universal provision for media
studies was made in the revision of the Junior Certificate English programme in 1989
when it was suggested that English, while 'retaining the best elements of English
teaching would allow teachers to introduce new elements such as adolescent literature,
classroom drama and media studIes'. The Junior Certificate, representing the final
phase of compulsory schooling, aims at breadth and balance In its curricular approach
and aims at relevance to the cultural, economic and social environment of the individual
in its curriculum provision. The teaching of English at Junior Cycle aims to develop the
personal proficiency of the student in the arts and skills of language defined as 'personal
literacy, social literacy and cultural literacy' (Junior Certificate English Syllabus: 1).
While media literacy has become one of the defining prinCiples of what media education
is about, the elaboration of the principles of literacy in social and cultural dimenSions in
the syllabus is clearly more functionally oriented and mass media literacy is defined in
this context. The syllabus refers to reading newspapers. having a critical consciousness
with respect to language use and writing within the discipline of media forms such as
radio and televiSion and does create a specific curriculum space for the study of media.
Teachers are given a high degree of freedom to develop syllabus units within the overall
programme combining literary and media genre in a variety of ways, choosing their own
texts and materials to achieve the objectives of the programme. Units can focus on a
central text (c.g. novel or Shakespeare play) or group of texts. Alternatively, a unit can
be structured around a theme or cultural topic (heroes and heroines, conflicts and
contrasts, advertising) (Junior Certificate EngliSh Syllabus: 6).
The teachers' gUides elaborate on how a media studies unit can be incorporated into
the programme. Introduction to Media Studies, for example, is an introductory unit for
first year students (age twelve to thirteen), and encourages them to think and talk about
the media as products/processes. Through linguistic exercises, students can begin to
approach such media-specific concepts as visual communication, selection and
construction, and develop an awareness of their own Interaction with the media. The
context for such an introduction is articulated in a 'protectionist paradigm'. Features
highlighted include the persuasiveness of the media, the power of the image and the
significance of selection/ construction in media news making. Students. it IS suggested,
'could take a "nasty" character form a novel or story and write a sympathetic description
of him/her. Construct a sensational news item from a selected poem' (Junior Certificate
English - Guidelines Jor Teachers: 85).

A unit on advertiSing follows the 'Introduction to Media Studies' unit and Introduces
basic visual literacy/semiotic concepts of denotation, connotation. anchorage, preferred
reading, target audiences and representations. Less 'protectionist' tn description, it
enables a Wide diSCUSSion of knowledge and interaction with advertising in the media
and encourages an awareness of the 'range of media products in SOCiety, media as a
source of pleasure and personal consumption of media products' (Junior Certificate
English - Guidelines Jor Teachers: 86). It also opens possibilities for creative, practical
work in advertiSing in order to illustrate prinCiples of targeting audiences and extends
Its analysis to television programme opening sequences, the mOving image and film.
More negatively. a section on representation in advertising images looks at how
stereotypes represent and attract. audiences and this has been a frequently repeated
theme In the examination of the course.
While the openness of the new English syllabus and its inclusion of media studies
have been widely welcomed, a major drawback to the entire approach. as acknowledged
by teachers, Is its mode of assessment. As Coy (1997) notes, 'The biggest obstacle to
teaching the Junior Cert. course is the Junior Cert. exam. It has reduced English, once
again, to a written subject despite the promise of the syllabus' (Coy, 1997: 96). In one of
two examination papers, media studies is now formally examined but in a textual way in
the form of written responses and analysis of visual elements. Thus, an examination in
1998 used a newspaper advertisement for Kellogg's. This depIcted a teenager's bedroom
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and asked questions such as: (1) what image does this advertisement portray of the
lifestyle and values of teenagers? (2) Do you feel teenagers are being exploited in this
advertisement? And(3) Do you think it is an effective way of promoting the product?
In an examination paper of 1999. folloWing a transcribed segment of The Simpsons,
students were asked, 'From what you observe in your own home and elsewhere list the
bad and good effects of television on family life in general and discuss whether its use
should be regulated by parents'. This is not representative of all the opportunities that
media study at the junior cycle allows, but much of it in this vein 1s unnecessarily
restrictive and limiting.
The transition year programme (TYP) is a unique phenomenon in Europe With a year
long programme allocated to personal and social development and maturity. structured
between the junior and senior elements of the second level system. A work placement is
an integral part of the transition year. Seventy five per cent of schools now offer a
transition year and thirty per cent of those schools have now made it a compulsory
element for their students. A unique feature of the TYP is that schools are free to develop
their own local approaches and with the support of a Transition Year Curriculum
Support Service can integrate a variety of cross-curricular modules on offer around a
core of general education units. Media studies has been a popular element chosen by
many schools for inclusion With transition year (Kelly, 1998). The freedom that the TYP
offers represents a significant opportunity for teachers to develop ambitious projects,
new forms of teaching and learning and modes of assessment without the constraints of
a formal examination syllabus. Studies of media representation, of visual awareness and
education, film analysis and processes of media production have been typlcal elements
used by teachers in such programmes. Teachers of English often develop the
introduction to media offered in the junior cycle and introduce in the transition year the
type of social and cultural analysis required of the new Leaving Certificate programme.
Experiential learning through the production of magazines, Videos and films, as well as
work placements in media and cultural industries have been valuable experiences for
many students. Despite the proven contribution of a transition year to the enhancement
of overall student performance, not every school offers the programme and within those
that do, It is not always a mandatory element.
At the senior level, the most Significant innovation has been the introduction of film
as a prescribed element of the English syllabus alongside the traditional literary genres
of poetry. drama and fiction. The syllabus develops the Junior Certificate emphasis on
llteracy and oral sk:iIls in personal, social and cultural domains. The term 'language' is
acknowledged to include visual forms of communication and the role of media, film and
theatrical experience are seen as significant. The programme also introduces a more
sophisticated approach to the analysis of all texts Which looks to their 'embedded nature
in hIstory, culture. SOCiety and ultimately personal subjectivity' (LeaVing Certificate
English Syllabus: 3). The deSignated areas of language use are now defined across 'lines
of tnformation, argument, persuasion, narration and aesthetic uses of language'. Areas
of development to encourage media analysis are clearly outlined so that students should
study documentary films and media reporting for the language of tnformation, political
speeches and advertiSing for the language of persuasion and films for the language of
narration. Similarly. in the traditionally privileged literary section of the aesthetic use of
language, teachers and students are also encouraged to 'view films as complex
amalgams of images and words' (Leaving Certificate English Syllabus: 13). Students
must still study one literary text in detail but at higher level are now also reqUired to
study texts in a comparative way taking into account historical and cultural contexts.
Film as a text is included as part of this comparative study which must also include
other literary genres.
The Leaving Certificate Applied is the latest curricular innovation in media studies at
second level. It marks a new departure for senior cycle education and offers an
alternative to the traditional subject-based approach of the dominant examination
programme. It results from what is viewed as a major achievement in Irish education
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that Virtually all the age seventeen to eighteen cohort now remain in full time education.
The programme is currently offered in approximately 200 schools and is aimed at those
whose needs are not met by the academIc LeaVing Certificate programme. Thirty per
cent of the programme consists of general education, thirty per cent vocational
education and twenty five per cent for vocational preparation. Communications media
represent one module in a broad-based and cross-curricular approach to
communications that emphasises social and cultural skills of literacy, discrimination
and awareness. Units on newspapers, radiO, television, film and advertising aim to give
students an understanding of the different media, develop critical thinking and
communicative skills and to enable them to learn media techniques and technologies.
Much of the emphasis is on engagement ,Vith a range of media content - newspaper
coverage, radiO and television programmes, advertising - learning the critical
termInology to describe and analyse it. and to examine some of the underlying
conditions of Its production. Other modules in the social education curriculum likewise
draw on media as a learning resource and a tool in the study of the social context of
contemporary issues, the social and political process and the centrality of the media to
active citizenship. A process .of media education permeates the programme and seeks in
an integrated way to stimulate critical thinking and active participation by using the
readily available resources of media.

Conclusion
The principles of media education have been acknowledged by educationalists and all
the prinCipal stakeholders in Irish education as highly deSirable and in many ways ideal
for the development of the types of creative, technical and critical skills required in
today's world. Definite advances have been made over a tweuty year period to a stage
where media is recognised as a topic within the school curriculum. strategically placed
at each level of the school system so that every student has some exposure to the critical
examination of media content. However, follOWing what has been a ten year period of
radical re-evaluation, legislative reform and significant curriculum change in Irish
education as a whole, the case for an integral curriculum place for media studies has
not been won. It is a decade that has witnessed the development of new subject areas
such as CiVic, Social and Political Education (CSPE), and Relationships and Sexuality
Education (RSE). For the first time religion has become an examination subject. It Is
also a decade in which information technology has received massive funding at all levels.
Media education, by contrast, has languished within existing curricula or been
developed In specifically vocational directions. A number of constraining features also
remain which do not augur well for its future development. Following a decade of
curriculum change, the education system is likely to undergo a perlod of consolidation.
Despite the willingness and enthusiasm of teachers generally to innovate, The Education
Act of 1998 retains the centralised system of accountability and control under the
Department of Education. A proposal by the preVious administration to democratise the
system through devolved, regional boards of education was dropped by the present
government. There also remains considerable public pressure on schools to concentrate
on academic performance given the dominance of the examination results-related points
system in Irish education and the increasing number of calls for the publication of a
results league table for Irish schools. Such conditions are not condUCive for the type of
major curriculum revision that the introduction of a required media studies subject
would involve, whatever the merits of such a case might be.
The contrast with parallel developments in response to the needs for information
technology skills could not be greater. In a 1998 Action Programme for the new
millennium. the government committed itself to an investment of IR£40 million over
three years to eqUip every school in the country with computer resources, to ensure that
all teachers are trained in computer skills. and to engage in an ambitious programme of
research to integrate technology in teaching and learning across the curriculum. 5 The
aims of achieving computer literacy and being eqUipped to partiCipate in the Information
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society have, for reasons of Ireland's future eConomic weH being, received massive
encouragement and investment. To date, in partnership with Eircom, the main
telecommunications company, the Schools IT 2000 programme has supplied all schools
with multimedia computers and free Internet connections; a network of Education
Centres around the country have tratned teachers in information technology. and, in
partnership with INTEL. an on line curriculum resource ScofLNet, the Irish part of
EuropeanSchoolNet (EUN), has been established. A School Integration Project has been
set up to promote whole school development in relation to lCT integration and a new
research project in partnership with IBM Reinventing Education has been announced.
These extraordinary developments indicate the type of Vigorous response that can be
made to modernise education whcn the need arises and, with reference to 'preparing
students for the information society', point all the more to the urgency for a more far
reaching and imaginatlve media education initiative,
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Fear of Social Isolation: sting
an Assumption from the Spiral of
Silence
Pamela J. Shoemaker,
Michael Breen,
Marjorie Stamper
Introduction
Although Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann's Spiral of Silence Theory (1984) has been
regarded as a basis for studying changes in public opinion, a major assumption in the
theory - that people fear social isolation and therefore are hesitant to voice their
unpopular opinions - has been given little empirical testing. Although Noelle-Neumann
(1977) has conducted field experiments and surveys in which fear of isolation was
manipulated, other scholars' work has taken fear of isolation as an assumption.
This study is designed specifically to test the fear of isolation assumption and to
explore Its. position In the Spiral of Silence model. It has been unclear from the literature
whether fear of isolation is antecedent to opinion formation and dominant opinion
assessment or an intervening variable between opinion formation and willingness to
voice the opinion. Path analyses are used to empirically investigate the relationship of
the fear of isolation variable to other variables in the model.
The study helps determine the importance of fear of isolation in the overall Spiral of
Silence model. Several studies le.g., Glynn & McLeod. 1984; Katz & Baldassare, 1992;
Shamir, 1995) have found little or no support for the Spiral of Silence theory. but these
did not include fear of isolation as a variable. We hope that measuring fear of isolation
and including it in hypothesis testing will help move the development of the theory.

Theory
The Spiral of SHence is Noelle-Neumann's attempt to explain public opinion as a
dynamic process. It has been an important theory, because previous theoretical work
had studied public opinion as a static concept. looking at interrelationships between
public opinion and other variables at one point in time. Noelle-Neumann (1984)
hypothesizes that public opinion changes across time In relationship to people's
mOnitOring of the 'climate of Opinion.'
According to the theory. if the majority of people hold an opinion opposite mine, then

r may be heSitant to voice my opinion in public. This is espeCially true if I perceive that
my opinion is likely to lose more support in the future.
Thus, if people who have opinions similar to mine also do not speak out in public,
I \vill observe a decreasing amount of publicly voiced support for my opinion. Over time.
r perceive that support for my opinion spirals downward, hence the name of the theory.
It is not clear, however, whether the downward spiral represents only a decline in public
support for an opinion or an actual shift in private opinions, i.e., that I have actually
Changed my own opinion to be conSistent With the dOminant opinion.
Figure 1 shows this process in a model by Garth Taylor (1982, p.315). Taylor
specifies the theory as consisting of four variables at two or more time periods:
(1) individual's opinion, (2) individual's perception of predominant opinion, (3)
individual's assessment of future trend concerning the opinion, and (4) individual's
willingness to express her Ihis opinion public.
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FIGURE 1
TAYLOR'S (1982,1'.315) MODEL OF THE SPIRAL OF SCIENCE THEORY.
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This is a useful model. because it outlines the variables in theoretical order for
hypothesis testing, but at least two important concepts are missing. First. there Is no
communication variable in the model. From where does my perception of the dominant
opinion come? With Noelle-Neumann's emphasis on 'willingness to voice opinion' as the
dependent variable, Interpersonal sources for opinions may shape my perception of the
dOminant opinion. However, with many opinions involVing topics for which I have no
immediate interpersonal source, we must also conclude that the mass media play a very
important role in shaping perceptions of the dominant opinion.
Second, although Taylor (1982. p.314) asserts the importance of the fear of isolation
concept tn hiS article, he did not include it as a variable In the model. He is not the only
scholar to have taken this approach (e.g.. Glynn, Hayes & Shananhan, 1996; Willnat.
1996; Baldassare & Katz. 1996; Eveland, McLeod, & Signorielli, 1995; Katz &
Baldassare, 1994; Katz & Baldassare, 1992; Kennamer. 1990; Glynn & McLeod. 1984).
Other than Noelle-Neumann's experimental approaches to manipulating levels of fear of
isolation, it seems that researchers have mostly been content to assume that the
downward spiral of opinion is due to a fear of social isolation without actually testing it.
As Glynn & McLeod (1984) suggest, the theory may be improved if fear of isolation were
measured and used as a variable, rather than being an assumption. Noelle-Neumann
(1984. pA2) has herself argued for operationalizing fear of isolation.

Fear of Isolation
In her 1984 book, The Spiral of Silence, Noelle-Neumann introduces the fear of
isolation concept as one of two motives for why we imitate other people. (The other
motive is learning.) This is in response to the results of 1950s experiments by Solomon
Asch (1951. 1952) in which subjects were swayed by experimental confederates to give
clearly incorrect responses to questions involving the length of lines.
Noelle-Neumann found in these experiments the theoretical linkage for her theory: To
study changes in public opinion. we must look at changes in indiVidual opinions over
time, What might cause someone to change an opinion? Either that something new has
been learned about the opinion object or that the person feels a need to express
opinions consistent with those of other people. While learning has been used as an
explanation for imItation, it is the latter explanation that forms the basis for the fear of
isolation concept.
To fear social isolation is to need to agree with other people, an idea she cites from
Gabriel Tarde (1969). Noelle-Neumann (1984) says that there is a 'social nature' of
human beings that is separate from just using learning as an explanation for imitation.
'Our social nature causes us to fear separation and isolation from our fellows and to
want to be respected and liked by them' (pAl).
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In her early studIes, Noelle-Neumann (1977) defines public opinion as 'pressure to
conform.' and her theory's first two theses demonstrate the role that fear of isolation
plans in the SpIral of Silence.
L

As SOCial beings, most people are afraid of becoming isolated from their
environment. They would like to be popular and respected.

2.

In order to avoid becoming isolated and in order not to lose popularity and
esteem, people constantly observe their environment very closely. They try to
find out which opinions and modes of behavior are prevalent. and which
opinions and modes of behavior are becoming more popular. They behave and
express themselves accordingly in public (p.144).

When a person's opinion is perceived to be in the majority. the person may speak out
in public Without fear of losing popularity or self esteem. If the converse is true, the
person may elect to remain silent, avoiding situations in which the person will be in a
confrontational or embarrassing sItuation, such as when one's opinion is laughed at or
criticized by others.
The problem tsthat no one has thus far tested the theory with fear of isolation as a
measured variable rather than an assumption. To do so reqUires the explication of the
construct fear of social isolation into dimensions or indicators that can be separately
measured. Also, when studying fear of isolation as a variable, we must distinguish
betwecn its effects on opinions held and its effects on willingness to express opInions.
Any empirical test using the fear of isolation as a variable should be able to say
something about how and whether fear of isolation affects each. Noelle-Neumann Writes:
'We assume that the normal indivIdual'S fear of isolation sets the spiral of silence in
motion, and the Asch experiment shows for a fact that this fear can be substantial'
(1984, p.40). This implies that fear of isolation might be an antecedent variable in a
model of the complete theory (Glynn & McLeod. 1984). Yet others (Kennamer, 1990)
believe that fear of isolation intervenes between the establishment of the opinions and
the individual's willingness to express the opinion.

Social Anxiety
The psychological llterature on social anxiety suggests some possibilities. Monfries
and Kafer (l994) make a connection between self- consciousness and a fear of being
negatively evaluated by others. Cognitive deficits (negative cognitions about one's self)
have been shown to be related to internal attributions for failures (Beidel. Turner, &
Dancu, 1985; Halford & Foddy. 1982) and to negative self evaluations (Cacioppo. Glass,
& Merluzzi, 1979; Jones & Briggs, 1984). Socially anxious people, such as those who
may fear social isolation, have been shown to hold negative self images (Schlenker &
Leary, 1982; Leary & Atherton. 1986).
The negative self images probably come from the indiVidual's perfectionistic
expectations for themselves. although with a life-time of e":periences that demonstrate
othenvise (Higgins. 1987; Higgins, Bond, Klein. & Strauman, 1986). As the indiVidual
monitors the difference between her or his schemata of an idealized performance and
memories of actual or antiCipated less-than-perfect performances, the Individual
becomes increaSingly self-conscious.
Two types of self-conSCiousness have been assessed - public and private. Public selfconsciousness is closest to the idea of fear of isolation. The individual monitors many
elements of the self (not just opinions) that others can and see and evaluate (Monfrles &
Kafer, 1994: Buss. 1980). Public. but not private self-consciousness, has been found
related to social anxiety (Buss, Cheek & Buss, 1981).
Watson and Friend (1969) have developed a scale for measuring social anxiety - the
Fear of Negative Evaluation (FNE). It measures social anxiety stemming from public self-
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consciousness. includIng apprehension about what others think (Monfries & Kafer,
1994). Watson and Friend (1969, p.449) define fear of negative evaluation as
'apprehension about others' evaluations. distress over their negative evaluations,
avoidance of evaluative situations. and the expectation that others would evaluate
oneself negatively.' They go on to say that 'fear of loss of social approval would be
identical to FNE' (p.449). As these definitions of FNE indicate, it is very close to NoelleNeumann's definition of fear of social isolation. Therefore the FNE scale 'will be adapted
for this study and used to operationally define fear of social isolation.

Hypotheses
The purpose of this study is to examine the role of an operatlonalized fear of
isolation variable in a model of the Spiral of Silence theory. Is there more support for
using it as an antecedent variable or one which intervenes between opinion
assessments and willingness to voice the opinion, as suggested by Kennamer (1990)?
HI.

The more a personfears negative evalUation, the less discrepancy there will be
between the person's opinion and perception of the predominant opinion. If fear
of isolation is antecedent to opinion formation, then we should expect that. in
a dynamiC public opinion system, over time the person's own opinion should
move closer to the predominant opinion. Therefore, at one POint in time, there
should be a positive relationship between fearing and holding the majority
opinion. We assume that we are not entering a discussion about the opinion
subject at the beginning, but rather that at the time of thc survey the opinion
subject has already been under public discussion for some time. The more a
person fear's social isolation, the more that person's opinion should move
toward the predominant opinion over time. In this scenariO, fear of isolation
impacts opinion formation directly. It impacts willingness to voice the opinion
through other variables in the model.
The discrepancy of opinion is the difference between the individual's private
opinion and the individual's perception of the predominant opInlon on a
specific topiC. Fear of isolation is defined as a person's fear of being negatively
evaluated by others.

H2.

The more a personfears negative evaluation, the less ltkely he or she will be to
discuss a minortty opinion. If fear of isolation is intervening, we should
observe this relatlonship.Opinions are formed and then the person conSiders
hiS or her fear of SOCial isolation. Fear will then mediate the relationship
between opinions and willingness to voice opinions. A minority opinion is one
which the IndiVidual perceives to be supported by less than half of the public;
a majority opinion is one perceived to be supported by half or more of
the public.

In addition, the study aims to look at an inference of making fear of isolation an
assumption in the theory - that it applies to everyone and is therefore a nonvariable.
We already know that some 'hard-core' people do not seem to fear being in the
minority. However, in this study, it would be reassuring to see that there is substantial
variance among respondcnts in their fear of negative evaluation. This would allow for
the 'hard-core' supporters of minority opinions, as well as for those who feel a stronger
need to socially conform. Treating fear of isolation as an assumption does not allow for
such variability.

Method
A telephone survey of adults 18 years and older was conducted in a mid-size
Eastern U.S. city; 403 interviews were completed. Graduate students in two classes
acted as supervisors and Interviewers In a centralized telephone facility. Telephone
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numbers were selected at random from a CD-ROM directory of the area's telephone
numbers (SelectPhone CD-ROM Northeast, 4th quarter, 1994}. The procedural
response rate was .77.

Opinion Variables
Individual's opinion - 'Women should have the right to a legal abortion: Responses
were to a 5-point Likert scale, with 5 indicating 'strongly agree:
Individual's perception of the predominant opinion - 'Thinking about the people you
normally socialize with, would most of them strongly agree, agree, be neutral, disagree
or strongly disagree that women should have the right to a legal abortion? Responses
were to the same Likert scale.
Discrepancy qf opinion - Absolute difference between the above two Likert scales. The
minimum value of the scale isO, lndlcatlng perfect agreement between the indivldual's
opinion and the indiVidual's perception of the predominant opinion. A value of 4
indicates the most difference.
Willingness to express Individual's opinion - 'Now I want to come back to the abortion
issue for a moment. If you were at a social gathering and people there were discussing
abortion, how likely would you be to enter into the conversation if their views on
abortion were d!fferentfrom your own? Would you be very likely [5}, Ukely. neutral,
unlikely, very nnltkely [1]?' (adapted from Glynn & McLeod. 1984. p.55).

Fear of Negative Evaluation Variables
The complete scale as developed by Watson & Friend (l969) has 30 items. We were
unable to use that many items on our omnibus questionnaire, so we selected six items
that seemed most appropriate to the fear of social isolation. Five items were measured
on a 5-poil1t Likert scale, with 5 as strongly agree; one item was reverse coded.
..

'} worry about seeming foolish to others.'

" 'I worry about what people will think of me even when I know It doesn't make
any difference.'
.. 'I become tense andjittery if! know someone is sizing me up.'
.. 'Other people's opinions of me do not bother me.' [reverse coded]
,. 'When I am talking to someone, I worry about what they may be thinking
about me.'
"

'1 often worry that people who are important to me won't think very much of me.'

The scale yielded a Cronbach's alpha coeffiCient of .81.

Media use variables
TeleVision exposure - The product of the number of days a week R watches television
and the number of minutes per day television is watched.
TeleVision news exposure - 'On days when you watch TV. about how much time do
you spend ,'latching news or public affairs programs?' Coded in minutes.
Other television exposure - 'Now I'd like to ask you how often you watch different

types of TV programming. In an average week. how many days do you watch ... (Coded in
days per week.l
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..

Morning news programs

..

National network news

..

Local news

..

News magazine shows

.. Talk shows
.. Tabloid TV news like A Current Mfalr
It

Public TV news shows like the McNeil-Lehrer News Hour

Newspaper exposure - The product of the number of days a week R reads a daily
local newspaper and the number of minutes per day spent reading the newspaper.
National newspaper exposure - The product of the number of days a week
R readS daily national newspapers and the number of minutes per day spent readlng
national newspapers.
Newsmagazlne exposure - 'Now I want to ask about other news sources you might
use. In an average week, about how many news magazines do you read?'
Radio talk show exposure - 'What about radiO? In an average week. how many days
do you listen to a radiO talk show?'
Nattonal radio news exposure - 'In an average week. how many days do you listen to
a public radio news program, like NPR's Morning Edition or AIl Things Considered?'

Results
As Table 1 shows. there is similarity between the indiVidual's opinion and the
indiVidual's perception of the predominant opinion, with both shOwing support for a
woman's right to a legal abortion. Thus, there was minimal discrepancy between the two
opinion variables, yielding an opinion discrepancy score of only .74. Respondents were
also willing to express their opinions to others.
The Fear of Negative Evaluation index, which is the operationalization of the fear of
social isolation construct, is also shown on Table 1. When the six items were added,
they formed a reliable index (Cronbach's alpha == .81).
Means and standard deViations for media use variables are shown on Table 2.
Respondents watch about 2.5 hours of teleVision per day. with one hour spent watching
news. They also spend one-half hour per day reading local newspapers.
Table 2 shows Pearson correlation coefficients for the opinion and Fear of Negative
Evaluation items. IndiViduals' opinions were positively correlated with their perceptions
of the predominant opinion ir = .52}. The more a person supported a woman's fight to a
legal abortion, the more the person perceived that most others also supported abortion.
In addition. perception of the predominant opinion was positively correlated with the
person's willingness to voice an unpopular opinion. The more support a person thinks
there is for abortion. the more willing the person is to voice her Ihis own opinion in
public (r = .15),
HypotheSiS 1 stated that the more a person fears negative evaluation, the less
discrepancy there will be between the person's opinion and perception of the
predominant opinion. As Table 3 shows, this is not supported. The correlation between
the discrepancy of opinion (absolute value of the difference between the indiVidual's
opinion and the indiVidual's perception of predominant opinion) and any of the Fear of
Negative Evaluation items never exceeds -.09 and is not statistically Significant.
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The FNE index ts, however, negatively correlated (r = -.11, P < .05) with the person's
opinion, indicating that the less fearful a person Is of negative evaluation, the more the
person supports a woman's right to a legal abortion. The same is true of the index item
'worry about seeming foolish;' it is negatively correlated with the indiVidual's opinion at . 13 (p < .01). The less a person worries about seeming foolish, the more the person
supports the abortion item.
Hypothesis 2 stated that the more a person fears negative evaluation. the less likely
the person will be to voice her/his opinion in public. Table 3 indicates no support for
the hypothesis.
We wcre also Interested in whether media use variables would be related to the
opinion and FNE variables. As Table 4 shows, there are only a few statistically
Significant coefficIents, possibly indicative of Type I error rather than meaningful
relationships. The FNE index negatively correlates with two of the fourteen media
variables - watChing national TV network news and watching public television news. The
more fearful a person Is, the less she or he watches these types of shows.
Finally, we looked at two path analyses to determine the amount of support for Fear
of Negative Evaluation as either an antecedent or intervening Variable. Figure 2 shows
FNE as an antecedent variable, along with media exposure. Path coefficients are
standardized beta coefi1clents. The results show modest support for the Spiral of Silence
model. Fear of negative evaluation is negatively related to the indiVidual's own opinion.
The indiVidual's perception of the predominant opinion is positively related to
willingness to voice an opinion, even if It is in the minority.
GO

..

The less fearful I am, the more r support a woman's right to a legal abortion.'
'The more I think others support aborti.on. the more willing I am to voice
myopinlon.'

Figure 3 shows media exposure as antecedent and fear of negative evaluation as
intervening between the opinion variables and the person's willingness of express an
opInion. The individual's opinion is negatively related to fear of negative evaluation. And,
as before, perceived opinion Is related to willingness to voice the opinion.
..

The more I support abortion. the less I fear negative evaluation.'

..

'The more I think others support abortion, the more willing I am to voice
my opinion:

Discussion
In their review of research of the Spiral of Silence Theory, Price and AlIen (1990) note
that most tests of the theory in the United States have not supported the idea that
holders of minority opinions are loath to present their opinions in public due to a fear of
social isolation. They also note that fear of isolation has been assumed and not
measured as a variable in the studies. We have attempted to do Just that. using a
modified scale of Fear of Negative Evaluation (Watson & Friend. 1969) as an
operationalizatlon of fear of social isolation.
Like many other tests of the theory in the United States. our study Showed only the
most modest support for the theory. On the other hand, we have shown that 1t is
POSSible to operatlonalize fear of social isolation. Our adaptation of the Fear of Negative
Evaluation index (Watson & Friend. 1969) did anow us to put a measure offear of social
isolation into two path diagrams - one with the fear variable antecedent and the other
intervening. Fear of social isolation appears to be negatively correlated with the
indiVidual's opinion, but. the negative direction may be a function of the opinion topiC - a
woman's right to a legal abortion. This is a highly politicized and controversial topic, yet
it also has strong support among the pubUc and is the law of the land. Among this
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sample of respondents, most people thought that their opinion was identical to most
other people's opinions. A topiC less entrenched might react dtfferently.
Although we were pleased at the way our six-Item Fear of Negative Evaluation index
came together (alpha = .81), it is certainly possible that a reVision in this scale could
Increase its usefulness in the path diagrams.

rt is difficult to say from our results that fear of social isolation is either antecedent
or intervening. To say The more I support abortion, the less fearful I am' may be equally
sensible as saying 'The less fearful I am. the more I support abortion: The former
assumes that fear is a function of the opinion, whereas the. latter assumes that the
opinion is a function of one's level of fear.
Noelle-Neumann, we think, would argue in ravor of the latter - that fear of social
isolation (operaUonalized in this study as fear of negative evaluation) is antecedent, a
trait of humans, existing prior to the development of opinions. If fear of social isolation is
an Intervening Variable, then it is not a trait, but rather ebbs and flows as each opinion
topic comes up.In this study, however, the fact that fear of social isolation is not related
to willingness to voice one's opinion (Figure 3) sheds doubt on the status of fear of social
isolation as an intervening variable.
In conclusion, support for the Spiral of Silence Theory is minimal, but we have
perhaps advanced the theory by operationalizing fear of social isolation and by
conSidering whether it is an antecedent or intervening variable.
Much more research and concept explication are necessary before we can say that
we know anything definitive about the role of the conceptjear oj social isolation in the
Spiral of Silence Theory. Although neither hypothesis was supported (one where fear is
antecedent arid other intervening), we still bell eve in their logic and hope that future
researchers will retest the hypotheses with new measures and/ or new topiCS.
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TABLE 1
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR OPINION AND FEAR OF
NEGATIVE EVALUATION VARIABLES

Mean

Standard Deviation

N

Individual's opiniOn"

3.82

1.19

396

Individual's perception of the
predominant opinion"

3.55

l.06

363

Discrepancy between opinion and perception
of predominant opinion"''''

0.74

0.87

359

Willingness to express indi',1dual opinion"'''''

3.33

1.29

400

I worry about seeming foolish to others"

2.52

1.13

403

I worry about what people think of me even
when 1 know it doesn't make any difference"

2.42

1.02

402

I become tense and jittery if I know somebody
is siZing me up"

2.59

1.05

401

Other people's opinions do not bother me""'*"

2.75

l.09

403

When I am talking to someone Tworry what
they may be thinking about me"

2.36

0.97

403

2.32

0.97

402

14.94

4.44

400

Variables

I often worry that peopJe Who are important
to me won't think very much of me"
Fear of negative evaluation index

'" 5""strongly agree. 4:; agree, 3 '" neutral, 2"" disagree. 1 '" strongly disagree
"·Absolute difference between two Liken scales
**'" 5 :: very likely, 4 '" likely, 3:= neutral. 2.:: unlikely, 1 = very unlikely
*"** 1 :: strongly agree. 2 == agree, 3 == neutral, 4 := disagree, 5 '" strongly disagree
"'''''''''*The sum of the siX lndiyldual items above. Cronbach's alpha'" .81

TABLE 2
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR MEDIA USE VARIABLES

Variables

Minutes per week watch TV

Mean

Standard Deviation

N

1070.58

814.09

402

MInutes per week watch TV news

433.14

364.22

401

Days per week watch TV shows ...
morning news programs
national network news
local news
news magazine shows
talk shows
tablOid tv shows
puhlic TV news

1.81
3.62
4.47
1.33
1.34
0.83
0.99

2,61
2.68
2.45

1.47
1.68

403
403
403
401
402
403
401

209.86

196.8

401

32.51

98,15

402

# of news magaZines read per week

0.59

0.97

402

Days per week listen to radio talk shows

1.62

2.42

403

Days per week listen to national radiO news

1.09

2.14

401

Minutes per week read daily local paper
Minutes per week read national paper

1.8

1.95
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TABLE 3
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR OPINION AND FEAR OF NEGATIVE EVALUATION VARIABLES

;;;!I

1

2

3

4-

I)

6

7

8

9

10

11

Individual's
Opinion
2

Perception of
Dominant OpiniOn

0.52
(359)

P=.OOO
3

Discrepancy of
Opinion

-0.09
(359)
P=.OOO

-0.35
(363)

0.05
(394)
P=.005

0.15
(363)
P"'.626

-0.03
(3591

-0.13
(396)
P= .073

-0.09
(363)
P= .482

0.04
(359)
P= .184

-0.07
(4001

-0.08
(362)
P=.371

0.05
(358)
P= .110

-0.08
(399)
P=.OOO

0.54
(402)

P= .113

-0.08
(395)
P= .137

7

Become tense and
jittery if somebody
Is sizing me up

-0.08
(394)
P= .129

-0.04
(361)
p= .478

-0.01
(357)
P=.887

0.01
(398)
P=.905

0.50
(401)
P=.OOO

0.46
(400)
P=.OOO

8

Other people's
opinions do not
bother me

-0.05
(396)
P= .277

-0.03
(363)
P:::::.550

0.02
(359)
P=.759

-0.05
(400)
P=.288

0.30
(403)
P=.OOO

0.39
(402)
P=.OOO

0.33
(401)
P=.OOO

9

When talking to
someone 1 worry
what they think of me

-0.06
(396)
P=.219

-0.04
(363)
P=.427

0.03
(359)
P=.526

-0.05
(400)
P=.276

0.47
(403)
P=.OOO

0.45
(402)
P=.OOO

0.53
(401)
P=.OOO

0.35
(403)
P=.OOO

-0.09
(395)
P=.080

-0.02
(362)
P=.745

0.06
(358)
P=.281

0.03
(399)
P= .611

0.38
(402)
P=.OOO

0.40
(401)
P=.OOO

0.37
(401)
P=.. 000

(402)
P=.OOO

0.47
(402)
P=.OOO

-0.11

-0.07
(360)
p= .526

-0.05
(356)
P=.345

-0.05
(397)
P=.OOO

0.75
(400)
P=.OOO

0.75
(400)
P=.OOO

0.74
(400)
P=.OOO

0.62
(400)
P=.OOO

0.75
(400)
P=.OOO

P=.08
4

WHlingncss to
Express Opinion
P=.337

5

Worry about
seeming foolish
F=.008

6

Worry about what
people think of me

10 I often worry that

important people
won't think much of me
11 Fear of Negative
Evaluation Index
P=.037

(393)
P= .186

0.28

0.67
(400J

TABLE 4
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR OPINION AND FEAR OF NEGATIVE EVALUATION VARIABLES WITH MEDIA USE VARIABLES
MEDIA USE VARIABLES

~

I

TV Talk

News Magazines

Shows

Local

News

News Newspaper Newspaper

Magazine

Radio
Talk

National

Morning

Exposure

Exposure

TV News

Network
News

Individual's
Opinion

-0.01
(395)
P=.780

0.03
(394)
P=.608

0.06
(396)
P=,215

0.06
(396)
P=.254

-0.03
(396)
P;;.500

0.01
(394)
P==.776

0.01
(395)
P=.890

0.02
(396)
P=.721

-0,08
(394)
P= .117

-0.07
(394)
P= .143

-0.09
(395)
P=.064

-0.03
(395)
P=.601

-O.lS
(396)
P=.002

0.03
(395)
P=.512

Perception of
Dominant Opinion

0.02
(363J
P=.723

-0.01
(363)
P=.8S1

0.00
(363)
P=.968

0.07
(363)
P=.212

-0.05
(363)
P=.357

0.04
(361)
P=A86

0.04
(362)
P", .414

-0.03
(363)
P:::.586

-0.01
(361)
P=.786

-0.05
(362)
1'=.316

0.02
(363)

1'=.683

-0.03
(362)
P:::.627

-0.03
(363)
P=.581

0.04
(361)
1'=.502

-0.05
(359)
P=.379

0.02
(359)
P=.670

-0.02
(359)
p= .712

-0.04
(359)
P=.478

0.01
(359)
P=.827

0.01
(367)
P;:;;.920

0.03
(358)
P"'.562

-0,05
(359)
P=.363

-0,06
(357)
P=.261

0.05
(358)
P=.312

0.09
(359)
P= .103

0.11
(358)
P=.043

-0.04
(359)
P::::.467

-0.01
(3581
P"'.827

-0.07
(399)
P= .176

0.00
[398)
P=.941

-0.09
(400)
P=.087

-0.02
(400)
1'=.620

-0.10
(400)
P=.054

0.01
(398)

-0.01
(399)
P:=.806

-0.03
(400)
P=.534

0.03
(398)

-0.13
(398)
P=.009

0.10
(399)
P=.043

0.13
(399)
p= .011

-0.06
(400)
P=.229

0.04
(398)
P= .424

0.07
(403)
P= .135

-0.07
(401)
1'= .189

Willingness to
Express Opinion

TV Hews

National

TV Hews

Discrepancy of
Opinion

National Local TV

Tabloid Public TV
TV

TV

Fear of Negative Evaluation
& Opini.on Variables

1'=.842

1'=.611

Shows Radio News

Worry about
seeming foolish

0.01
(402)
P=.920

-0.01
(401)
P=.895

0.00
(403)
P=.972

-0.06
(403)
P=.218

0.06
(403)
P=.212

-0.01
(401)
P=.834

0.07
[402)
p:::: .159

-0.01
(403)
P=.891

-0.08
(401)
P= .118

0.00
(401)
P=.967

-0.07
(402)
P= .182

-0.12
(402)
P=.018

Worry about what
people thlnk of me

0.00
(401)
P=.965

0,00
(400)
P=.990

-0.01
(402)
1'=.893

-0.09
(402)
1'=.080

0.03
(402)
1'=.491

-0.02
(400)

0.11

1'=.625

(401)
1'=.025

0.07
(402)
P= .192

-0.02
(400)
P=.643

0.02
(400)
P=.691

-0.05
(401)
P=.337

-0.09
(401)
P=.086

0.08
(402)
p= .101

0.01
(400)
p= .921

-0.03
(400)
P=.507

-0.05
(399)
1'=.359

-0.03
(401)
1'=.544

-0.08
(401)
1'= .107

-0.03
(401)
P=.585

0.03
(399)
1'=.525

0.07
(400)
P= .151

0.03
(401)
1'=.616

-0.12
(399)
P=.020

0.04
(399)
P=.430

-0.07
(400)
P= .195

-0.02
(400)
P=.621

0.03
(401)
P=.541

-0.08
(399)
P= .132

Become tense and
jittery if somebody
is sizing me up
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TABLE 4 (cont.)

(")

Other people's
opinions do not
bother me

-0.07
(402)
p= .179

-0.04
(401)
p= .437

0,01
(403)
P=.888

-0.05
(403)
P=.284

-0.01
(403)
P=.784

0.04
(401)
p; .457

-0.03
(402)
P= .611

-0.06
(403)
P=.209

-0.09
(401)
P::.073

0.08
(401)
P= .101

-0.07
(402)
P= .157

-0.03
(402)
P=.493

0.06
(403)
P=.260

0.07
(401)
P= .180

-0.07
(402l

-0.02
(403)
P::::.650

-0.07
(403)
P= .142

-0.05
(403)
P=.278

-0.03
(401)
P::::.521

0.02
(402)
P==.648

0.08
(403)
P", .111

-0.10
(401)
p= ,046

-0.03
P.. ,553

-0.08
(402)
p= .106

-0.04
(402)
P=.394

0.07
(403)
P=.176

0.00
(401)
P=.965

When talking to
someone I worry
what they think of me

p= .191

-0.12
(401)
P=.018

I often worry that
important people
won't think much of me

-0.01
(401)
P=.880

-0.05
[400)
P=.366

-0.07
(402)
p= .180

-0.07
(402)
P= .135

-0.05
(402)
P=.323

-0.04
(400)
P= .402

0.06
(401)
P=.213

0.00
(402)
P=.977

-0.04
(400)
P=.465

0.05
(400)
P;::.283

-0.04
(401)
P", .471

-0.03
(401)
P=.534

0.04
(402)
P=.395

-0.04
(400)
P=.396

Fear of Negative
Evaluation Index

-0.04
(399)
p= .485

-0.07
(398)
p= .193

-0.03
(400)
P::::.546

-0.11
(400)
P"".034

-0.01
(400)
P=.842

-0.01
(398)
P::::.767

0.08
(399)
p= .101

0.01
(400)
P=.806

-0.10
(398)
P=.039

0.03
(398)
P", .497

-0.08
(399)
P= .119

-0.07
(399)
P= .139

0.07
(400)
p= .145

-0.02
(398)
P=.622

(401)
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FIGURE 2
PATH ANALYSIS WITH FEAR OF NEGATIVE EVALUATION AS AN ANTECEDENT VARIABLE
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PATH ANALYSIS WITH FEAR OF NEGATIVE EVALUATION AS AN INTERVENING VARIABLE
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'It's a lovely piece of real estate'
US Secretary of State in the Reagan administration. George Schultz,
reacting to his first glimpse of Grenada fonowing the US military
invasion. (McAfee. 1991:97)
'They are buying the image. People will buy the fruit thinking, boy,
thiS place is pristine'
Cecil Winsborough, Grenada's chief agronomist, commenting on
Sainsbury's take-over of the entire agricultural production of the
island. (The Guardian, January 19 2000)

Overview
According to the World Travel and TOUrism Council, the tourist industry is providing
one in nine jobs and eighty per cent of travellers come from just twenty countries. In
other words, in a changing global economy, tourism is a matter of economic imperative
for the Majority World, and privileged mobility for the Minority.
The economic dependency of the Eastern Caribbean on tourism has been welldocumented fFerguson 1997, Lea 1998, Patullo 1996). A large element of its
attractiveness depends on its connotations of paradise in the Minority World, and
therefore it is an economic necessity that paradise Is continually simulatable. The
widespread development of all-inclusive resorts, or what Bauman has termed
'reservation-style experiences' (1998: 58), organises SOCial space as a simulacra of widely
Circulated images, and it is a structuration which approaches culture as a factor of risk
and uncertainty. Furthermore, not only does a large amount of tourist/host contact take
place within thiS confinement. but it is increaSingly the normative setting for
representations of the Caribbean in media texts.
In this paper I do not wish to re-examine arguments concerning the social
unsustainability of this form of tourism, as I think that can be taken as read. My focus
will be the way in which this kind of tourism provides a framework for imagining and
gazing upon the Caribbean, and the problems this presents for island identities. Central
to this is the question of identity and globallsatlon, that nebulous process which drives
the increase in the type of tourism which is under discussion. An influential current in
global theory is to analyse the way in which processes engendered in the economic
sphere result in cultural phenomenon which are del inked from any SimplistiC notion of
economiC causality. While this is generally sustainable, I Wish to argue that the precise
form of tourism which defines the Caribbean's entry Into this global market has a
structuring influence on the cultural, precisely because It is the cultural which has been
fundamentally commodified.

Introduction
In his pre-millennium Reith Lectures, Anthony Giddens suggested that globalisation
is creating somethIng that we can as yet only perceive the contours of. hut which may
respond to the name of the 'global cosmopolitan society' (1999: 19). The argument is an
Interesting, and by this stage quite familiar one. We may be experiencing processes
which are fundamentally powered by capital accumulation, yet the spatial and temporal
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compressions characteristic of this phase of globalisation create new trajectories and
pOSSibilities of contact which have profound impacts on the cultural register. Contrary to
various discourses on cultural imperialism (Tomlinson. 1997: 19-28), economic
expansionism, while arguably accompanied by supportive cultural artefacts, cannot
instructively be thought of in tcrms of cultural domination. The coming into being of the
global brings with It the conscious recognition of the hybrid, the actuality of mediation,
an increasingly diverse semiotic enVironment, and importantly, abundant resources for
imagining identity. Despite global economic imbalance. this is regarded to be a shared
cultural context for both Majority and Minority worlds. and presumably integral to the
emergence of a shared global society. According to Roland Robertson. global economic
process should not be regarded as the point of entry for understanding relations in
today's world, as it cannot account for cultural pluralism as a constituent factor in
contemporary global circumstance (Robertson, 1997: 76). While we may all be fond of
portraying ourselves as living on the cusp of unprecedented change. there Is
nevertheless an unprecedented suggestion here; the kind of contacts we are
experiencing suggest the posSibility of common society. Structured in inequality,
imagined from diverse perspectives, yet nevertheless a common society of sorts.
Despite only displaying its contours, I think it is still possible to attempt to locate
the Eastern Caribbean (which I will concentrate on) within this emerging concept. In
analYSing its global circumstance, it could be argued that Its defining role in the
global economy, namely that of pre-modern, touristic construct, questions the
constituent relations of that cultural pluralism, and that the particularity of its
economic relations disavow many of the liberating possibilities suggested by global
cultural theory. Given the region'S unsustainable dependence on tourism (Ferguson.
1997: 45) its economic survival depends on it being the untouched remnant. an
unpeopled space organised and framed by outside deSire; in other words, it is
regarded as profoundly decultured. The Caribbean, despite its hIstory and diasporic
presenee in the Minority world, is continually represented in the market as being
beyond culture, virgin territory which is fleetingly possessable, a paradisal
counterpoint to post-Industrlal SOCiety. Not only space, but also those that
problematically inhabit it, must conform to the paradise paradigm:
It is the fortune, and the misfortune, of the Caribbean to conjure up
the idea of 'heaven on earth' or 'a Uttle bit of paradise' in the
collective European imagination ... the region, whatever the brutality
of its history. kept its reputation as a Garden of Eden before the Fall.
The idea of a tropical island was a further seductive image: small, a
Jewel' in a necklace chain, far from centres of industry and pollution,
a simple place, straight out of Robinson Crusoe. Not only the place,
but the people too, are required to conform to the stereotype. The
Caribbean person, from the Amerindians whom Columbus met in
that initial encounter to the twentieth-century taxi driver whom
tourists meet at the airport, is expected to satisfy those images
associated with paradise and Eden. (Patullo. 1996: 142)
Culture, and the cultural subject, are important only in so far as they are
assimilatable to Simulated nature. I wish to argue that what PattuUo is describing here
Is the perspectival framework which still informs the CIrculation of the Caribbean as an
image in the global economy. As a code of assumed expectations, it is materialised in the
diVisions of social space which delimit the islands' tourist zones and resorts. Caribbean
space is in part orchestrated by the demands of what John Urry has Usefully described
as the 'tounst gaze' (1990). The commodification that tourism engenders always involves
some element of making deSire material. In this inStance, given the dependency involved
and the nature of the deSired image which is sought and sold, that commodification has
brought about systems of spatial apartheid, where space is ahistorical and risk for the
tourist is minimised to contact with local citizens involved in the performance of
circumscribed roles. both formal and informal.
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What merits investigation here, then, are the factors which place the Caribbean at
odds with the proto-utopian view of a global cosmopolitan society. This needs to be
conSidered both in terms of the economic determinedness at work in the organisation
of socto-cultural space, and in the determinacy of the perspectival framework
through which the Caribbean Is represented, even in the celebrated free flow of a global
image-scape.

GlobaUsation particularised
I will continue by briefly outlining some contemporary thinking on global processes
and cultural pluralism. and suggest why the particularisation of this theory to thc
Caribbean suggests some disturbing converses.

Compression and contacts

Globalisation is often theorised in terms of action, and a corresponding realisation of
what that action entails. Thus Robertson describes it as 'the compreSSion of the world
and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole' (1997: 4) and Jonathan
Friedman employs a similar construction; 'an increase in interdependence and an
awareness of that Interdependence' (1995: 70). The temporal and spatial reorganisation
of the world, that is powercd by the Intensification of transport, capital, information,
images and people (see Harvey, 1989), is argued to produce a sense of the global itself,
and its immanence in contemporary circumstance. This sense of the global, it could be
argued, is the emergence of a burgeoning consciousness in this cosmopolitan society.
Robertson has termed this globality - the awareness that we are all part of something
bigger. It is more than an acknowledgement of interdependence. and is not bound to the
material. Instead. It is what he describes as 'the extensive diffusion of the idea that th.ere
is virtually no limit to difference, uniqueness, otherness' (1992: 102). Both in terms of
physical and virtual mobility, people in 'global cosmopolitan' SOCieties are confronted by
what could almost be deSCribed as a semeosis of otherness, unifying in the sense that in
this compressed world, 'the bases for doing identity are increasingly and problematically
shared n 992: 10 1).
Multiple compressions, to some degree universally experienced if not acknowledged,
result in creating what can only be described as a new human environment. Mike
Featherstone expressed this succinctly:
The flows of information, knowledge, money, commodities, people
and images have intensified to the extent that the sense of spatial
difference which separated and insulated people from the need to
take into account all the other people which make up what has
become known as humanity has been eroded. (1995: 87)
The crucial concept here is the idea of insulation. The experience of separateness is
unsustainable. This is not a comment on desire, as it must be noted that reactions to
the erosion of insulation can range from the celebration of hybridity to the foregrounding
of nco-tribal and fundamentalist tendenCies (Bauman, 1998: 9). I wm comment on the
idea ofglobality at a later point, and deal firstly with ihe notion of compression itself.
Inherent in the notion of compression is the way in which speed has reorganised
spatial and temporal relations. When this is applied to the relations between the
Minority World and the Caribbean facilitated by tourism, it suggests several
diSjullctures. Contact facilitated by tourism is a process of inter-related choice and
constraint; the interaction of what Bauman has caned tourists and vagabonds (1998:
167) is the confrontation of actors in differing states of empowerment. While
globallsatlon engenders a quantltative and qualitative leap in human interface, it does
so in terms of mobility which is structured in hierarchy. The economiC can never be
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unpacked from touristic contact, it is the contract and expectation of those involved.
More fundamentally, the idea of global speed has to be regarded as having differing
gears, as the speed of opportunity is unrelated to the speed which characterises desire.
In other words, while the fluid representations and facilitative mobility available
characterise elements of western postmodernism. that which is sought in the Caribbean
is the lived image of the pre-modern. 'Getting away from it all' has a temporal as well as
spatial sense - a trip to paradise Involves a global economic architecture which can get
you there, and then construct the environment to meet expectations. Therefore the allinclUSiVe resort is an attempt to bound a territory against the speed which has rendered
it attractive and available.
Similarly, it can be argued that there is a paradox related to the conceptualisation of
global space. If the end of insulation creates the condition for the constant freeplay of
otherness. it is only through a system of insulation that the attractiveness of the other
can be guaranteed. Tourism depends on the circulation of a deSired tmage of the
Caribbean as untouched yet within reach; the resort, the ultimate fragmentation of the
environment, allows for the untouched to be curated and fortified.

Glocalisafion and the diviSion of space

To problematise this further, I need to introduce some of the thinking on the linking
of the local and the global outside of the paradigmatic relations of nation-states.
Underlying this discussion also, is the reality of the disempowerment and weakening of
cultural and civil rights. that this form of apartheid tourism entails. To quote the Mighty
Pep. spatial division involves differing forms of alienation:
All-inclusive tax elusives/and truth is/they're sucking up we
juices/buying up every strip of beach/every treasured spot we
reach/for Lucians to enter/for lunch or dinner/we need reservations,
passport and visa/and if you sell near the hotel/I Wish you well/they
will yell and kick you out to hell. (From the calypso 'Like an Alien in
We Own Land', in Patullo, 1995: 80)
To cite another paradox among many. the global moment was meant to offer the
locality unprecedented empowerment. In relation to this Robertson has adapted the
business term glocalization (1995: 35) to describe the way in which compression
involves the linking of localities, and not merely the interpolation of the global. Multiple
trajectories of contact allow for pan-local relations to develop outside of the established
modernist channels; the example of the enVironmental movement or the international
mohilisation of community organisations can be cited here.
The circumscription of the local in the Caribbean would seem to challenge a theory of
glocalization on a number of fronts. If, as I have argued. the Caribbean is viewed as an
ahtstorical space defined by its natural attributes and their mythlc resonances, then it
could be argued that specific island localities suffer from a lack of differentiation, and
that each 'reservatlonised' locaUty is unique only in the sense that it contributes to a
generic whole. In the interviews With tourists contained in Polly Patullo's book Last
Resorts (199S}. it is interesting that the choice of destination would appear to be based
on the success of the promotional material in resembling the deSired simulacra, while
further differentiation is made according to the perceived cultural exchange value of
each island. The entrance of the local to the global. in this particular dynamiC, Would
appear to be characterised by a de-linking or de-localisation. The homogeneity of the
controlled environments in which contact takes place results in them being
distinguishable only in that some Simulate expectations with more random accuracy
than others. In other words, the cultural is profoundly dlsembedded from the local.
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Globality and risk

So far I have argued that the forms of globaHsaUon which cohere in the tourist
experience would not seem to suggest processes of cultural pluralism. or what the global
cosmopolitan society could look like in the eastern Caribbean islands, With this in mind
I would like to revisit the concept of globality, or the idea that there is a consciousness
developing which crystallises our awareness of what it is to be globalised.
The global cosmopolitan society must at least in part depend on the processes
whereby members perceive and evaluate themselves and others as being part of that
society, or at least as being within the emerging contours_ The erosion of insulation
creates the conditions for the 'bases of doing identity being increaSingly and
problematically shared', The articulation of cultural identity present in tOUrist/host
interfaces. particularly in a developmental framework, sensitises us not only to the
question of power, but also to the structure prOvided by the context for that articulation.
While it can be maintained that all such encounters involve an element of performance.
in terms of a dialogue of expectation and satisfaction, in Caribbean terms, I contend
that the structuration of locality prescribes the locals who can move within it, and that
the terms of cntry necessitate the performance of mythic stereotypes resonant of
colonial Ciphers. And this, in turn, is intimately bound up With the management of risk.
Risk, as the vogue term of the moment, is clearly central not only to the microcosm
of the all-inclusive resort, but also to the way in which cultural contact is framed by
tourism. Given that Caribbean tourism is often based on satisfying the assumed desire
for an untouched remnant, the canvas of which can be artificially deSignated. the
interpolation of local culture involves a disjuncture which admits risk. I am not talking
here about the question of security and perceived physical risk. which has been dealt
with elsewhere (Ferguson 1997. Pattullo 1996, Taylor 1993)_ And neither is this merely
the idea of risk as unpredictabUtty which has been a structuring concern of the tourist
industry since the creation of the modern format by John and Thomas Cook (Cromn.
2000; 121). Risk in this context involves exposure to the ambiguities and uncertainties
involved in the experience of travel in general, but more particularly to the
uncomfortable experience of leisure in areas dependent on that leisure for their
livelihood. The 'us viSiting them' dynamiC of global tourism is characterised by 'unequal
and unbalanced relationships' with 'widespread disparities and levels of satisfaction'
(Lea, 1998: 64).

This is no more than a statement of degree zero, as the complexities of role, status
and identity negotiation are ever present in these contexts. Yet these compleXities must
belong to the fabric of anything as fanciful as globality, as they focus starkly on the
decentering of self which it is argued is a central experience of intercultural contact
(Guirdham, 1999: 213). As noted by Bourricaud, the increase in global
interdependencies has resulted in people facing each other in an 'open ensemble of
interlocutors and partners' (Robertson, 1992: 101). yet presence alone is obviously not
enough to suggest the. development of even a problematically shared consciousness. The
tourist-local encounter, as a moment epitomising the shared problematlcs of identity In
a global process, contains the potential to disturb and question Minority world
orthodOXies. Edward Said has articulated this in terms of a postco!onial reading. where
he states that:
The cultural interpenetration that globalisation brings implies a
collapse of both the physical and the cultural 'distance' necessary to
sustain the myths of Western identity and superiority established via
the binary oppositions and imaginary geographies of the high
colonial era (Said, 1993: 370)
It seems to me however, that Caribbean tourism is structured to cushion contact
from precisely the kinds of encounters which these writers detaiL For the Caribbean as
immutable product, culture and its agents introduce ambiguities and disjunctures to
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the carefully simulated stasis. Any random contact, or open ensemble, admits the risk
that consumer satisfaction may be confronted by uncertainty. The idea of consumer
satisfaction at work here is the assumption that pleasure lies solely in the accuracy with
which the physical environment can represent representations of itself. The de-limiting
of social space can be seen as the attempt to force the referent to second-guess
the interpretant.
The management of risk which is imbricated in the sociology of this form of tourism
mocks the notion that a global cosmopolitan society can emerge from the structured
inequalities of compression. Once again, the situaUon is paradoxical in that· it is only
through the erection of barriers that the world can be offered as being without frontiers
for those privileged enough to undertake the journey. Trinh T. Minh-ha has observed
that voyages involve the re-siting of boundaries for the 'self that embarks on an
undetermined journeying practice, having constantly to negotiate between home and
abroad, native culture and adopted culture, or more creatively speaking, between a
here, a there, and a elsewhere' (Minh-ha, 1994: 9), The elsewhere that she speaks of
begins to reflect the contours of the global cosmopolitan society. in that encounter and
change present mediated, 'third culture' possibilities. In the context under discussion,
the negotiation presented is between the desire and the experience, the re·sited
boundaries are those which preserve the notional adventure. Without doubt there are
many kinds of tourists and modes of touristie experience, capable of a complex variety of
interactions. even in this context. Yet the spatial organisation of experience signifies a
limit to possibility, and the confinement and separation of difference. The limit mark a
further dislocation of the local; it is important only in so far as it can reify images of
western desire legitimised by a notion of globalUy that is unilateral in its generation.

Cultural identity, performance and the gaze

Service demands that locals be allowed entry into this carefully managed
construction. In a place displaced from surrQunding communities, entry is limited to
service and performance. Yet this entails contact - as Michael Crontn has pOinted out.
any tourist/tourist worker encounter is highly personalised. and the 'personality of the
tourist worker is an integral part of the tourism product' (Cronin. 2000: 122). Those
tranSient In paradise surely have a right to expect friendliness from those blessed
enough to inhabit; locals are part of the product. and as such have very definite and
circumscribed roles thrust upon them. Discrepancies are opened up by a refusal to
perform, or at least to maintain a level of presumably manic happiness. This is a
common problematic; countries which have employed tourism as a development strategy
often rely on their citizen's ability to stage a foisted notion of tradition and collective
psychology. Thc tyranny of constant happiness is by no means Singular to the
Caribbean. though it has been historically a constant feature of how island life has been
observed from the outside (Pattullo, 1996: 142).
in this way. the kind of tourism which the Minority world undertakes in the MajOrity
can be seen as a search for authenticity. a prOjected defmltion onto the other which
details a sense of loss and a timeout from modernity. And there is a particular kind of
authenticity which is sought. and Simulated in the Caribbean: it is the search for a precultural space. Those who must move within the compounds are therefore twice
fetishized; as objects of discovery. and also as beings so close to nature that their
dispOSitions are derived directly from the climate. It seems that the colonial binaries
which Said spoke of are here compounded. in both senses of the term. Cultural
negotiation, that ubiquitous challenge of compression. can only take place if both
parties regard each other as cultural. In this context, the romantic construction of the
land and environment dictates a performance of culture whIch is holistic to that
construction. It should not go unremarked that there are uncomfortable echoes in this
of the natural mythology surrounding American and Australian first nation people. not
to mention the indigenous peoples of the Caribbean (Ryan, 1994: 117. Hulme.
1995: 366).
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Service can never be regarded as simply that - it always involves performance. In an
environment constructed for consumption, those who work within it must be coded
appropriately, and local cultural identities must learn to negotiate the constructions of
ethniC identities which render them recognisable to the tourist. As MacCannell has
pointed out, tourism as a ritual involves 'reconstructed ethnicity. a generalised other
Within a white cultural frame' (1992: 168). Diverse cultural phenomenan which have
come to signify cartbbean-ness - reggae, voodoo, stylised Rastafarianism, elements of
carnival are reconstituted in this frame which provides the frisson of the exotic With
the certainty of recognition. There are undoubtedly issues here concerning the
transgression of cultural significances, which this paper cannot hope to deal With. A
salutary parallel may be drawn With a study of native women's performances for the
l1?cuadorian tourist market, where Quimsena women were required to wear traditional
outfits, normally reserved for speCial occasions, while serving in a Quito hotel which
thrived on their thematised difference (Crain, 1996:128l. The substantive point
however, is that tourism places its workers under the sign of authenticity. Locals in
their fragmented space, cannot. it seems, e:>.-pect to be recognised as a member of the
global community unless they step into tbe perspecUval framework which sees the
Caribbean in a very particular way. It seems difficult to sustain the idea that global
trajectories of contact inCreaSingly involve the mediation of identities, if a feature of the
economiC contract which brings people together is the immutability of homogenous
Caribbean types.
The idea of global eosmopolitanism 1s not limited to production through contact. As I
have alluded to, this environment is characterised by a rapid circulation of signs and
images. I do not have the space here to offer full scale textual analyses, yet even to
depend on the empirical position I stated in opening, of how the Caribbean is regularly
made knowable, we can see .several examples of a fluid continuity between space and
representation. The gaze upon Caribbean space is one of possibility, the return to
nature legitimises and provokes reactions and behaViours constrained in 'the real
world'. Last year's box office success, I Still Know What You Did Last Summer. Is an
interesting example. The plot is Simple enough; a group of college students are lured to
a large anonymous Caribbean island by a radio contest staged by their prospective
killer. When they arrive there is a hurricane warning, a hotel with the mandatory faulty
wiring, and to tntroduce our cast. a drug guy and a voodoo guy. It is approaching the
end of the tourist season, and luckily for the slasher, the island is deserted apart from
the stock characters that prOVide the decontextualised ciphers of Caribbeanness in the
market ima",,01nary. As there are no consumers, there is no service and hence no need for
a local population. The notional roles are so heavily circumscribed that there is no
ambiguity to this absence, presence is purely ftmctional to the romantic Vision. What
are important are the cultural connotations of the empty space and the prOXimity to
nature. where the film's protagonists are free to act Without social constraint. In these
terms. the island acts within a historical narrative of place-myths, where the host
culture is somehow responsible for the exoticisation of the normaL Yet place-myths
usually involves the fctishiZation of culture itself, whereas the elements of culture which
creep into the gaze on the Caribbean are those which can be absorbed into nature, the
authenticised cast and their practices.
An interesting example of this is the most recent film version of Wide Sargasso Sea,
where the filmic language is a montage between the unsettled natural environment and
the increasingly intense behaViour of those who occupy it. Rochester's cultural certitude
is seduced by the barbarous sensuality of the tropiCS, and Jamaica is a magical
environment which teeters on the brink, as the magiC can elicit passion and provoke
tragedy. For Rochester, Antoinette is an intrinsic element of this beguiling enVironment,
as are the drumming slaves in the yard wbose rhythm constantly aceompanies the
release of the primitive Within him. The storm clouds gather and roll on the night that
Rochester rapes Antoinette, the dark side of nature has been released and he finds
himself culpable only to the extent that hiS dalliance With this dangerously exotic
atmosphere has led to immersion. In Hollywood film behaviour in the Caribbean space is

licensed by the struggle of culture in the natural world, and the perversity unleasbed by
the interaction with its embodiments.
The congruency in fictional representations is strtking. and to take a programme like
Caribbean Uncovered is to see image and expertence converge. The BSB programme is

structured likc a fly-on-the-wall documentary, and within the confines of the compound
the tourists are licensed by the same pervasive nature that infects the fictional
characters. The controlled environment allows for an abdication of control; as Pattullo
has pOinted out, there is a strong continuity to the general mythology of blackness and
partying In general. and to indolence and abandon In the Caribbean in particular (1996:
142). What is interesting about the programme. especially in Britain. Is that this is
presented as the essence of contact with the Caribbean, it is an available experience of
desire. where expectation and environment can be made to cohere.

Conclusion
I would contend that there are few Widely Circulating images which contest this gaze
upon the Caribbean. The postmodern consumption of images problematises the
relationship between a social reality and lts representations, particularly when. as in the
exclusionary Caribbean space, that reality is intimately bound up with and shaped by
the representations which popularise it. The rapid Circulation of signs which is so
characteristic of globalisation is often explained by metaphors of travel, many of which
are now routinely familiar. John Urry suggests that, in fact, contemporary experience
can be seen as that of the continual tourist, as he puts it: People are tourists most of the
time whether they are literally mobile or only experience Simulated mobility through the
incredible fluidity of multiple Signs and electroniC images (1990; In This experience is
one which should contain discontInuities, the kinds of negotiations Which, it is argued.
make a notion like globality theortsable at the very least. It signifies the terrain around
which Giddens' emerging contours may begin to incorporate the socia1.
Visitors to the Caribbean may be tourists in both senses as well; in this case
however. it is because the imagined geography which has become an economic necessity
is mapped both onto the local and the represented space. This reality is one which is
obviously contested In terms of retllinkIng sustainable economIc policy. and structuring
and providing ethical and heritage tourtsm in conjunction with local communities. What
needs emphasiSing here, in a theoretical framework, is that rethinking globalisation and
cultural identity needs to recognise that admitting the influence of the economic over
lived relations is not a form of crude determinacy. In many situations of global
domination, the fact of mediation and subverSion is often celebrated as a strategy rather
than recognised as a necessity or fact of life. Consumption and reception may be
secondary production, people may evolve their ways of negotiating satisfaction from
structural inequalities, but as an observed phenomenon it does nothing to suggest how
we can imagine the social and cultural rights of members of a brave. new, cosmopolitan
collective. [f we do not articulate the inequallties which any such concept must engage
with. then the contours become very clear. It Is just like th.e nationally contoured
SOCieties that we are used to. with classes simpUfied to tourists and those that seem to
be permanently happy.
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Micnael Foley
In the US there has been a long tradition of writing books on JournaliStiC ethics; and
not only books, there are journals on media ethics and even a magazine, Brill's Content.
The Columbia Journalism Review, the American Journalism Review and others all
cover ethical issues. The freedom given to the press under the First Amendment has
meant that ethical issues assume a greater importance on the basis that journalists
assume they can write something. The issue Is now one of whether they should. As
With so much else we are following the US and an increasing number of works on
ethics are being published. While working journalists still tend to find the subject of
ethics embarrassing, media sections of newspapers are taking ethical issues
increasingly serIously.
Why ls this? Why this fascination with the good and bad of jOurnalism, the behaviour
of its journalists and the problems of regulating the press. There are a number of
reasons. Ethics provides a ready and scholarly area of study for what is increasingly
being called, Journalism studies', This new subject has arisen out of journalism training
and media studies and ethics seems to offer instant academic respectability to a subject
which too often wants to apologise for Its existence in the academy. How can a
traditionalist professor doubt the validity of a subject that has Aristotle, Kant, Russell,
the Existentialists, Bentham, Moore, Hare and Ayer at its centre? At least the study of
journalism will be respectable, even if the practice is not.
This is not a cynical viewpoint. Media studies tends to look at the end product, the
product of media activity. Journalism studies is looking at the 'how to'" and is still
defining what exactly journalism is. IncreaSingly it is finding that media studies and
communications theory are not a useful base for what is emerging as a new subject that
merges theory and practice, the profeSSional and academic, and views journalism as a
discipline independent of the media. The student of jOurnalism today is the practitioner
of tomorrow. EthiCS has a central place in this new subject that is about educating
reflective journalists rather than just training journalists. With ethics at its heart
journalism educators are saying that they want more than a critique of journalism, they
actually want to influence the practise and possibly produce better journalism with all
the Implications that might have for civic culture and ciVIc particIpation,
The other reason, Is, of course, the pressure within the establishment to control the
media as it becomes increasingly central to a media obsessed political establishment.
This is takIng place as readers and audiences are becoming more and more cynical and
the media. especially print, is finding it increasingly difficult to engage readers. Its
answer is too often to seek out sensationalism. In BrItatn. Ireland and other parts of
Europe the question has been less how should a free press behave ethically, but what.
sort of regulation will ensure the press bchaves ethically,
Ethics and press regulation is not a new idea. It was Lord Northcllffe who instructed
hisjOUrnal:tsts. 100 years ago, to give him a murder a day. As long as the press were
concerned With so called human interest there have been those seeking to regulate or
modify the behaViour of the press. In 1936 the annual conference of the National Union
of Journalists (NUJ) adopted a code of conduct that is more or less still the union's code,
though amended regularly to take account of changing fashion and concerns.
In this country concern about the behaviour of the press is more recent. The media
in IreJand has traditionally been rather respectful and conscious of being involved in the
serious business of nation building and defining democracy within a new state. With the
decline in the power and influence of the Church, politicians and other authority figures,
the media, the press in particular, has come under increased scrutiny from some of
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those same people. There is also little doubt that the Irish press has got bolder and
pOSSibly braver, while the influence of the British press, with Irish editions and
Increased sales, has become increasIngly strong. In June 1996. newspaper industry
representatives agreed that some sort of voluntary regulatory system should be
established and. in return, the Government would agree to reform the laws of libel as
recommended by the Law Reform Commission in 1991. Although this has not happened
yet, it signalled a willingness on the part of the press to consider regulation if only in
return for something else. In July 1998 Senator Kathleen O'Meara, of the Labour Party.
launched her proposal for a voluntary. non-statutory. press counciL
The report of the Commission on the Newspaper Industry (June 1996) recommended
that a newspaper Ombudsman, funded by the newspaper industry, be appOinted to
investigate complaints of breaches of press standards (not including defamation} and
that extensive changes in the law of libel be introduced as a matter of urgency.
That unfortunately has been the level of discussion in this country. Other than a
handful of NUJ activists, journalists have left discussIon of ethics and regulation to
newspaper publishers. The debate has therefore centred around libei reform, because
that costs money. Ethics has been seen as a currency, something that might be used to
pay for reform of the libel and other laws relating to the media.
Media Ethics and Press Regulation by Chris Frost is aimed at students of Journalism.
It comes with chapter summaries and questions. It offers a ready made course and

course text for the many new journalism courses that are coming on stream, especially
in Britain. It is valuable because it Is based on British conditions and its legal
environment and on a media that we know well and is familiar in this country, rather
than the many US texts, that are based on the strong First Amendment tradition.
Mr Frost is a different sort of academic author and is probably an Indicator of how
things \\-ill develop within academic journalism. He is a former newspaper journalist.
but also a former president of the NUJ. He now lecturers at the University of Central
Lancashire but is still engaged with journalists and Is currently the chair of the NUJ's
Ethics Council, the watchdog of the code of conduct that Was voted on in 1936.
One might review Mr Frost's work simply in terms of how it works as a text and i.f it
would be useful in the lecture hall. In that it is a valuable addition and especially useful
in linking current concerns about right and 'wrong, good and bad, ethical and unethical
to the classical and modern major ethical thinkers. This he does in an introduction that
asks 'what are ethics'. Importantly, he also integrates the thinkIng of Aristotle and Kant
into the later discussions of media ethics and behaviour. This is necessary because to
see media ethics as simply a code or a series of rules allows it to be ignored when found
inconvenient. To be educated in ethiCS means discussions and arguments about
professional practice will always be about right and wrong, good and bad.
Thls work, however, is more than a college text book, because at its heart is a
critique of the present voluntary regulatory system in Britain. currently called the Press
ComplaInts CommIssion (PCC) but which has traded under many names since the
system was first introduced in the 1950s.
Frost looks at the role of law and the enforcement of ethical standards. The usual
way is either through law, a statutory regulatory body or a miXture of both. Most
western-style democracies'have developed a cultural ethic for journaliSts that cover in
some way most or all of the issues of truth. privaey, harassment and fairness. In some
cascs the society concerned wiU enforce that ethic by legislation and it Is one of the more
interesting and revealing areas of study for those seeking difference in national cultures
and identities,' (p 106).
It is perfectly pOSSible for the press to be answerable under the law but not to the
state. The British press, he points out, is already tightly controlled and the effect of this
is to distort the view as to what is ethical and what is not. 'Journalists have become so
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busy trying to slip around the wording of this law or that that they rarely step back and
look at the ethical dimension of what they are doing' (p 107)
He addresses the question so many who control the press ignore: why is it that
whilst the press is allegedly free. constrained only by a voluntary self regulating body.
broadcasting is hedged in by statutory regulatory bodies and laws about what can and
cannot broadcast?
Frost's arguments are interesting for those concerned with how the media will
develop in Ireland. The Minister responSible for broadcasting, Ms Slle deValera. intends
to put In place a new regulatory body that Will replace the IRTC. It will have Wide powers
in relations to all broadcasting outside RTE, including issues of taste. The RTE
AuthOrity wIll remaIn in place acting as a regulator for public service broadcasting. while
the Broadcasting ComplaInts AuthOrity will have its powers strengthened.
In the meantime the newspaper Industry, including the journalists through the NUJ,
have offered to adhere to the rulings of a voluntary council or ombudsman if libel
is reformed.
Frost accepts that an argument for impartiality on television but not the press can be
sustained; he is less convinced by strict regulation on fairness and privacy for television.
but not the press. He also suggests that the view in Britain that holds broadcasting to
be more trustworthy than the press might in part be due to this.
Frost is concerned that strict laws have the effect of maskIng the moral principle.
One way around this. he suggests, is to use law at one remove. by giving regulatory
bodies statutory powers. This is where a body is established under statute, its
membership selected according to criteria laid down by law and its methods of hearing
complaints and punishing offenders also laid down by statute. The Broadcasting
Standards Commission in the UK and our own Broadcasting Complaints Commission
are two such bodies.
This is a very controversial viewpoint and to understand what the newspaper
industry would think of it just consider what the eminent British QC, Mr Geoffrey
Robertson, had to say in his book .Freedom. The Individual and the Law: 'The British
newspaper industry not only deploys its editorial space to campaigning against a privacy
law. it has established a sophisticated public relations exercise called the Press
Complaints CommiSSion, with an annual budget of £1 million to convince Parliament
that its ethics are susceptible to what it optimistically describes as "self-regulation". But
the PCC Is a confidence trick which has failed to inspire confidence. and forty years of
experience of "press self-regulation" demonstrates only that the very concept is an
oxymoron' (Robertson, 1993: III J.
Journalists, rather than proprietors. might conSider Frost's argument, for as he says,
a statutory body has to have an appeals mechanism. An appeal system gives journalists
the chance to fight their corner. Frost is clearly of the opinion that voluntary systems, as
he has experienced them In the UK and within the UK's press culture, act in their own
and the industry's self Interest. On the one hand cases are sometimes not properly
tested because it would not be In the interest of the self-regulator to do so. On the other
it might bring in a judgement in a case that was not In fact unethical In order to
maintaIn its position and knoWing that the only punishment would be the publication of
its adjudication. In this instance the system might be protected but the journalist would
not and could not appeal the decision. The self-regulatory systems might well sacrifice
the individual journalist to what it conSiders a greater good, Its own preservation,
whereas a statutory system would given the journalist an appeals mechanism, through
the courts.
Frost holds that it is difficult for the newspaper industry to credibly maIntain its
opposition to a statutory body when the same industry will say that a voluntary body
doing more or less the same is perfectly acceptable. However. the question that has to be
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answered, he says, is 'what is wrong with statutory regulation for the press lf it is all
right for broadcasters?'
This is an interesting and useful book. and made more interesting by incorporating
an argument that many in the newspaper industry would prefer not made. What is not
dealt with in detail is the counter argument being made by the increasing number of
commercial broadcasters, outside the public service sector. Why should they be subject
to statutory regulation? As the number of radiO and television channels increases and
trans-national television becomes more common, the regulation of television and
broadcasting is being questioned and becomes increasingly difficult to sustatn.
Frost is very much a product of the British newspaper environment, where voluntary
regulation has been in existence since the 1950s. He does not consider whether
regulation itself works, just whether the British self-regulatory system has worked. In
Ireland so many incidences of alleged press bad behaviour are more often than not
questions of taste, which no regulatory system could police without a serious threat to
press freedom. Maybe, in the interests of democracy. we will have to accept that a free
press is a flawed one and that regulation is not possible. If that is the case then the
question of ethical education for journalists becomes even more urgent.
The books does have some flaws itself; why so little attention to Northern Ireland?
The political conflict in Northern Ireland is the single longest running story in the
British media this century. For thirty years people liVing in the UK were being shot and
bombed. British soldiers patrolled the streets and were engaged with a number of
guerrilla armies, yet it was covered so badly In the British press. Northern Ireland and
its portrayal in the British media has far more case studies of fundamental ethical
failings than the coverage of Princess Diana. She gets tw'elve entries in the index and
Northern Ireland one.
Not all the terms used are defined. Sensationalism Is a bad thing, to the e.xtent that
there is a rather odd diagram portrayal of how and when sensational becomes a risk. It
strikes one as rather po-faced and a bit like communication theory's attempts to look
scientific. In 1953 the legendary editor of the Daily Mirror in Britain, Hugh CudIipp
defended himself against the accusation of sensationalism. saying: 'The Mirror is a
sensationalist paper. We make no apology for that. We believe in the sensational
presentation of news and vIews, especially 1mportant news and views, as a necessary
and valuable public service in these days of mass readershIp and democratic
responSibility. Sensationalism does not mean distorting the truth. it means the vivid and
dramatic presentation of events so as to give them a forceful impact on the minds of
the reader:
In other words there is good and bad sensationalism, just like there is good and bad
journalism and ethical and unethical journalism.
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David Quin
It's a long. long way from Socrates to The Star. And it's a long way from Socrates
to Gerry O'Regan, former editor of the Irish edition of The Star, now editor of the
Evening Herald. The title of the first paper in The SearchJor Ethical Journalism is: 'What
would Socrates say? Towards a foundation in media ethics.' 'But what would Gerry
O'Regan say?'
There is a huge gap between books about media ethics and most Irish journalists, If
asked to unfold the ethics of their daily practice, they would probably surprise us, and
themselves as well. But ethical self-examination is not exactly an obsessIve occupation
of Irish journalism culture.
This culture revealed itself in a remarkable way at a session of the Media Forum for
MA students of the Faculty of Arts of the Dublin Institute of Technology. held at Aungier
Street in January, 2000.
The forum session, in theory. was to feature a panel of five leading journalists
diSCUSSing ethical issues. However, in practice. it turned into an infotaining ping-pong of
argument and banter between, on the far left (of the table), Damien Kiberd, editor of the
Sunday Business Post as well as of the book under review, and, on the extreme right. Mr
O'Regan himself. Mr Kiberd, who is, of course, on the side of the angels and Socrates.
made his ethical pOints. And Mr O'Regan raised some Valid quel)tions, suggesting, in
essence, that newspapers are as ethical as they can afford to be. (For example. is it
possible that there might be a link between the noble broadsheets' coverage of property
and the fact that they rake in a huge amount of revenue in property advertlsing?)
What was remarkable was the extent to which O'Regan pulled back and at times
silenced' other members of the panel who had begun edging towards the high moral
ground. The former Star editor repeatedly put them on the defence - not only by means
of mockery and good-humoured bully-banter. but also, it seems, because they were
reluctant to take up a strong position on the high moral ground in case they were seen
as self-righteous, priggish. smug and hypocritical.
Me Virtuous? Certainly not ...

A Fleet Street editor, told that an ethics expert was talking to his journalists,
reportedly exclaimed: 'Efficksl What's That?' This was the title chosen for the overall
forum. It turned out to be ironically appOSite.
Given that working as a journalist entails so sharp a conflict between competing
interests in a job in which ethical conSiderations are so easily overridden. it is worrying
that bottom-line journalists can so easily force their ethically minded colleagues into
defenSive mode. Irish journalism needs to do some ethical thinking, and The Search Jor
Ethical Journalism, the outcome of the Seventh Cleraun Media Conference, in February
1998. does a good job at opening up the issues.
It is introduced by American financial consultant WiHiam Hunt, who is now based in
Ireland. While smartly summarising and relating the essays of the various contributors,
he also offers his own observations. His strongest proposal is that the media would
better serve the public 'if the media itself were to feature more explicitly in its own
coverage of the institutions that govern our lives', ip13)

The first essay is by Brendan Purcell of UCD's Philosophy Department. Using
personal conversation as his model, he suggests that journalists should speak to their
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readers in good faith, -with the same standards of morality as apply when we converse
honestly -with another person. The notion of journalism as conversation In good falth is
suggestive and fleXible. The essay is a worthy attempt to establish basic philosophical
principles for the practice of journalists. But it is academically distant from the
immediate problems of workIng In daily Journalism. Purcell describes the journalist as a
'person-In-dialogue'. Ten that to the hacks!
If good journalism is comparable to honest conversation, then the reporting about
refugees and asylum-seekers In some newspapers from 1977 onwards may be likened to
scaremongertng gOSSip and the relaying of destructIve rumour. Irish Times journalist
Andy Pollak argues that 'treatment of the refugee issue', particularly by O'Reilly's
newspapers, 'did a conSiderable amount to change the benign, if ignorant, attitude of
most Irish people to refugees into something much more volattle and potentially
dangerous tn the short space of less than twelve months'. The extent of Irish colourblindness had not been severely tested previously - by a neat and ttny influx of College
of Surgeons students - but Mr Pollak convincingly marshals the evidcnce of an
'embarrassing litany of sloppy, sensationalist and sometimes mischief-making reporting
and sub-editing' (he does not omit to mention a 'momentary lapse' by his own paper),
and specifically of '[ndependent Newspapers pandering to the most fearful and
xenophobic strands In our island people's character'. He suggests that people should
write letters of complaInt to Dr A.J.F. O'Reilly, that great supporter of Nelson Mandela. If
anyone thinks that his newspapers have calmed down Since ] 977 and become more
responsible, they can not have been readIng The Sunday World recentiy.

FollowIng up and complicating Pollak's analysis, Klaus Schonbach of the University
of Amsterdam examines the role of journalists in the outbreak of racist violence in
Germany in the early 1990s. He shows how good intentIons and the prInciple of trnthtelling were not good enough. In effect, he argues for - beyond an ethics of conscience an ethics of responSibility; for senSitivity to and care about the consequences of one's
reporting. In an Irish conte:ll.i:, the dilemma could be, for instance: how do you report a
crime by a particular Traveller without intensifying prejudice against Travellers in
general? Schonbach argues: 'Even if a report is completely true and important according
to news criteria, journalists cannot leave it at that.' It's a funny busIness, journalism.
Bad journalism can do much more damage than a planning development. but to
propose that journaHsts worktng on sensitive stories be reqUired lo prepare community
Impact statements would be preposterous. Of course. Another Cleraun conference could
wen be devoted to the problem Schonbach raises.
Claude Bertrand of the French Press Institute believes that 'the fate of mankind'
depends on 'improving' the media. Whilc Mr O'Regan might demur at that, his hackles
will not riSe so much at M. Bertrand's avoidance of the term 'media ethics', which is, as
he says, loaded with 'moralistic connotations, which irritate some people'. Instead he
speaks of 'quality control'. He also pOints out that 'quality control implies action, not
talk'. Fair potnt. And he does mean action: media accountability systems set up by
'media owners/controllers/managers'. I doubt ifDr A.J.F. O'Rei1ly Is listening. There is a
problem here. Control of quality Is essential in most businesses which aim to be
successful. The public will not buy stale bread but they will buy bad papers. or what
some of us like to categorise as bad papers. From where. then, will the pressure for
quality control and media accountability systems arise?
Irish Times editor Conor Brady might reply that he does not need any such pressure:
The Readers' Representative at The Irish Times satisfactorily resolved more than ninety
per cent of the complaInts or observations which were lodged last year'. he poInts out.
He lacks the imperviousness to criticIsm common to some of his colleagues: 'Irish
editors and journalists, in too many instances, are not responsive to complaInts. We ...
are slow to import into our own thinking the standards of openness and accountabmty
which we so readily urge upon others.' It is not clear, however, how far he includes
himself and his own paper tn thiS criticism. In other parts of his paper, he lashes out at
the low standards of some other Irish newspapers. (He does not name them, but we can
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make a wild guess.) He is, it seems, open to the notion of a newspaper ombudsman
which he believes would be the quid pro quo 'if we have action from government on libel'.
But. despite his ftne summary of the absurdity of our libel laws, there is no sign of
government urgency on that little matter.
As regards an ombudsman, Robert Healy, former executive editor of the Boston
Globe, tn an interesting account of American experience of the Swedish 'go-between',
confirms M. Bertrand's point that the support of owners is needed to make quality
control and accountability systems work.
The answer to our problems would appear to be Britain's self-regulatory system,
judging from the examination by Robert P!nker, Privacy Commissioner of the British
Press Complaints Commission, of the workings of the Code of Practice introduced after
Diana's death. It works, and it is upheld by Industry. he says. For example. 'thanks to
the cooperation of the industry and the work of the Commission. there has been a
marked improvement in press conduct at the scene of major tragedies'. The system as
he outlines it does seem to be improving the standards of the less scrupulous of the
British press In many ways, but they do, after all. have a long way to climb to even the
lower moral ground The COmmission has often been dismissed as lacking teeth. But the
teeth of an Irish equivalent would probably not need to be devastatingly sharp. since it
would not have to deal with a press as carnivorous as Britain's, and in Ireland's smaller
community it might more easily embarrass the worst culprits on to at least the lower
reaches of the high moral ground.
Sean Duignan, it appears, was not sure what kind of moral ground he was on when
Government Press Secretary (GPS) for Albert Reynolds. Discussing leaking by spin
doctors, he says it may be 'a somewhat dishonourable business', 'usually done for the
most venal and self-serving reason', but is at the same time, 'in the exercise of practical
politics ... as natural, and unaVOidable, as breathing'. As GPS, he 'participated
energetically and enthusiastically in the whole business'. But 'poor Diggy'. as he calls
himself at one paint. 'wasn't good at it'. As a former journalist, he knows that the media
want to have it both ways: newspapers rise in righteous indignation against political
leaks, but did you ever hear of a journalist who refused the leak of a glorious exclusive?
Mr Hunt, however, sharply details the pernicious effects of leaking, Including the
diversion of journalists towards what politicians want them to know and away from
what they want them not to know. In his call for media coverage of the media, he also
pOints towards one of the oddities of the media, summarised by the US Hutchins
Commission on the Freedom of the Press In 1944 (quoted by Healy):
'One of the most effective ways of improving the press is blocked by
the press itself. By a kind of unwritten law, the press ignores the
errors and misrepresentations. the lies and scandals, of which its
members are guilty:
An example of this, as Mr Hunt pOints out. was the failure of The Irish Times to cover
as a 'legitimate news story' The Star's nonsense about 'Refugee rapists on the rampage'.
It is a telling example of how media reluctance to cover the media amounts at times to a
seriOUS dereliction of duty.

Such a lacuna in coverage comes on top of the fact that the fourth estate probes and
castigates almost every area of Irish life that is open to question. yet itself is. In general,
hypersensitive to and dismissive of any critiCism of its own behaViour. and maintains
practices which If followed by any other organisation would be thunderously denounced
from the edItorial pulpit. This is a fine book, in the main, which debates in useful detail
many of the ethical issues in Irish journalism which need not merely to be discussed,
but acted upon. But from where will the pressure for higher standards come? From the
public. which grouses about the media but will continue to devour its products
voraciously? From the politiCians, who will continue to p1ay the cat-and-mouse game
with the media, in which sometimes they are the cat and sometimes the mouse? From
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journalists who, between the public interest, commercial interests and their
own interests, have a diffIcult balancing act to perform? Or from owners such as
Dr A.J.F. O'Re!lly?
Mr Hunt criticises the Irish media for failing to make a 'concerted attempt to inform
the public' about the effects of the libel laws 'and enlisting their support to oblige our
politicians to live, if not in the current decade, at least in this century' - which i.s now
the next century. The tribunal revelations continue to stir public indignation about the
secret scandals engaged in by some of our libel-law-protected politiCians. What better
time for the media to campaign for the reform of the libel laws - accompanied by a plan
to establish either a press ombudsperson or a press council?
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Eavan Murphy
One of the chapters in this book consists of tips for those training journalists, who
ideally should be 'qualified lawyers who specialise in media matters and are experienced
journalists'. The authors - a barrister who speCialises in copyright and publishing law,
and a freelance journalist who is a media law specialist - may have been describing
themselves, but their experience shows in thiS clear, useful gulde to magazine law.
The book is split into a large number of short chapters, with punchy titles and
subheadings like 'Of course it's true but can we prove it' and 'In the public interest or
just interesting to the public?'. The journalism experience of the authors is obvious,
because unlike many legal texts, this book is easy to read and understand. It is
designed for a non-legal readership. and contains a handy glossary of legal terms such
as coroner, in camera, and injunction (although I've never come across the term 'lawlaws', apparently an umbrella term for all laws and also slang for the pol1ce).
Six chapters - almost half the text - are given over to consideration of defamation.
Each chapter ends with a useful checklist of the key issues to be checked before
publication of an article. The authors recommend replacing the traditional test of 'if in
doubt, leave it out' with 'if in doubt, fmd out'. As an English text book. the focus is on
the recent Defamation Act 1996, which Irish journalists working under the Defamation
Act 1961 can only look at enviously. There is good consideration of possible libel
through publ1catlon of reader's letters, mis-captioning photographs and critical
restaurant reviews and other less obviOUS issues in defamation.
Magazine Law does not deal with defamation in onllne publishing, which is an area
of increasing litigation as many periodicals go online, (as well as creating increased
dIfficulties with copyrIght). The recent unsuccessful libel case taken by Texan beef
producers against Oprah Winfrey for allegedly libelling beef in a teleVision programme
dealing with mad cow disease, is not included, presumably because it came too late for
publication. It would have made a graphiC and entertaining example. which are the
types of cases Mason and Smith focus on. For example, a number of references are
made to a 1959 action by Liberace against the Daily Mail when he successfully sued
them for defamation for suggesting that he was a homosexual, but the case seems to be
included mainly for its supposed entertainment value of repeating the deSCription of
Liberace as, among other things, a ·quivering. giggling, fruit-flavoured, mincing, ice
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covered heap of mother love'. By contrast, the chapter on privacy makes no mention of
such ethical issues as reporting of sexual orientation. Indeed the privacy chapter Is
somewhat misleading when .it deals with 'other remedi.es' available instead of complaints
to the Press Complaints Commission. It is not clear that these are remedies which may
be available, rather than alternatives. This is important because most complaints of
invasion of privacy by the press occur where there is no other legal protection,
highlighting the lack of a law on privacy. This lack is not apparent from this book.
The chapter on copyright proVides some interesting pOints of comparison With the
new Irish Copyright and Related Rights Bm 1999. A number of the new features of the
Irish bill are already part of English law, e.g. moral rights such as the paternity and
integrity rights. It is interesting to see English practltioners' Views of their operation; 'the
practical day to day implications of the introduction of moral rights into magaZine
journalism were horrendous'. An issue as important as copyright could really have done
with greater detail. whereas something like contempt court which is far less important
for most magazines is given equal weighting.
The issue of journalists' confidentiality is also dealt With too briefly. The groundbreaking GoodWin case, where the European Court of Human Rights protected the
confidentiality of journaliSts' sources is barely explained. it is simply one of a number of
examples. This use of case law as illustration is somewhat unsaUsfactory. In keeping
with the tone of the book, the examples are brief and more anecdotal than instructive.
There are no fun references or years of the cases given for the reader who wishes to look
at one in more detail, and the reader could easily get the impression that the cases are
simply the result of the law, rather than actually creating the law in many cases.
Overall however. this is exactly what the title promises - a 'practical gUide' to
magazine law. It would be very useful desk top reference book, if used with the proviso
that English and Irish law are similar but not identical.
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